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• By Claire Holman 
• Photo illustrations 
by Brent WilliJlms 
Len Shaw of South Portland 
didn't really want a divorce. 
But after more than a dozen 
years of marriage, he and his 
wife both decided it would be 
for the best. 
"I thought it would be a 
simple thing to do if both 
parties agreed," he said. "But it 
turned out not to be that way." 
Not by a long shot. Two 
years and $4,000 later, Shaw 
(not his real name) said he's 
trapped in a "downward 
spiral." His relationship with 
his wife (they're separated 
while waiting for the divorce 
to go through) has worsened, 
his financial situation has 
deteriorated and his two 
teenagers have been caught in 
the middle. 
Although he and his wife 
started out with a tentative 
agreement and no debts to 
settle, Shaw said his wife now 
wants to go to court. What 
happened? Shaw believes he 
was the victim of the divorce 
industry, a multimillion-dollar 
industry that "preys on people 
who are in tough times," he 
said. "It's just processing 
information at exorbitant rates 
and drawn-out time frames. 
And it just hurts the people 
involved." 
Emotionally, divorce is hell. 
It's almost always hard on . 
kids. It can be expensive and 
can drag on for years. And 
what many people don't 
realize is that there is a third 
party to every marriage - the 
state. And when it comes to 
divorcing, the state gets its say. 
To legally break the binds that 
tie, a divorcing couple enters a 
world of bureaucracy, legal 
jargon and an array of profes-
sionals offering help and 
making a good living at it. 
And while breaking up will 
always be hard to do, alterna-
tives to make divorce less 
hellish do exist. These range 
from doing your own divorce 
to working things out in the 
brave new world of" alterna-
tive dispute resolution." These 
alternatives may not always be 
the answer, but more Mainers 
are discovering they're worth a 
try. 
continued on page 8 
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Hey, Keith, have you seen my sunglasses? 





Maxwell's is having a big summer warehouse sale this weekend 
and I never miss them. You know, half the fun is going to 
Maxwell's Warehouse in that big old brick mill on the Royal River 
in Yarmouth. And that's on ... Bridge Street off Main across from 
the North Yarmouth Academy. Know what Keith? You could use 
some more dishes. 
Now let's see. I'll get another piece of Monroe for Mick, better 
get something for Carly, too, and well, now that I think about it, 
Chris's wedding is right around the comer! What perfect timing 
that Maxwell's is having their big sale. 
OK, we better take the van to make room for all that colorful 
glassware and the beautiful pottery Maxwell's has at wicked 
prices. And we're going to need room for you too! 
MAXWELL'S POTTERY 
WAREHOUSE SALE 
Old Sparhawk Mill- Bridge St. - Yarmouth 
Thurs-Sun - June 30th, July 1st, 2nd, 3rd 
Get Away From It All ••• 
Enjoy a Movie Tonight! 
PARK & SHOP 
STAMPS • .., _ _.if.. 
AVAIlABLE Uov .... qtlO'l .... 9f;otzt... 
lower lobby, 151 MIddle St • Portland, 773-1999 • Open 10-10 Dally 
r----' 
I I 
I scratch I 
I -n- I 
I I 
I sniff I 
I I L ____ .J 
The pon CitV Flooling 
Do-n-Yoursen 
Scratch-n-Snm Test 
Using high-tech laboratory 
equipment, the scientists at Port City 
Flooring have worked day and night 
to create this comparison test for 
you. With this special test you, may 
determine if it is time for you to 
replace your old, worn-out carpet. 
Foffowing this test, your desire to 
immediately rip out your old carpet 
could prove to be dangerous. 
Remain calm. Caff Port City Flooring 
Directions 
1. Wet newspaper. 
2. Put newspaper in dark, moist 
place (basement or closet). For those 
of you with cats, place newspaper in 
bottom of kitty fitter. 
3.After six weeks, scratch and sniff. 
Compare smell to your carpet. 
4. Buy gas mask so you can live 
with your carpet, or go to Port City 
Flooring and havt them help you 
make your home or apartment a 
more comfortable and beautiful 
and talk with a flooring expert. place in which to live. 
44'4tm,t*t,kk%W 
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(207) 775-2434 
A conversation with Carol Raney 
Carol Raney: "This Is my last life on this planet. I mean, I've had It. This planet to me Is extremely primitive." 
June 30, 1994 3 
Carol Raney was dreaming -literally-
when she came up with the idea for her new 
business. Upon awakening, it occurred to her 
that people may need help saying difficult things 
to other people. Raney took out an ad offering to 
break the news - or the ice - in those situations 
talk 
where one's 
throat turns dry 
for lack of 
gumption. Raney 
hasn't got any calls yet, but she says it's because 
people "just have to get used to the idea." 
When CBW visited Raney to ask about her 
new business, we learned that Raney is also a 
practicing parapsychologist and a student of 
reincarnation. 
How did you learn parapsychology7 
I've been studying it for a 150,000 years. I 
believe in reincarnation so actually I'm several 
billion years old. In this life I've spent 10 years 
studying parapsychology. One year I spent 
studying past life regreSSions, so I've been into 
many of my past lives - they're all different. 
Some are very boring, but you can't always be 
the Queen of Sheeba. 
Do you have a favorite among your past 
IIves7 
Well, I have hundreds of past lives. But let's 
see ... from what I know, which would be my 
favorite ... The time I lost my life in Atlantis? No. 
The time I was a student in Egypt? No. The life in 
Kansas when I was very boring? No, that was not 
a good life - I lived in a com field with some old 
guy who ran a dry goods store. 
I would say my favorite was when I was the 
mistress of a barrister and my name was Chris-
tine and I was a lovely, young, slender, 
dark-haired, dark-eyed creature ... I enjoyed that 
life. I know that man in this life too. 
He must be really old. 
No, no, no. That was his past life, too. But I 
met him again in this life just six years ago, and 
for six years I've been trying to tell him. But it's 
one of those things. I tried to tell him once, but he 
misconstrued it and thought I wanted an affair or 
something. 
Do you know about your future lives also 7 
I know where and how I'm going to die. I see 
myself as pretty old. I'm sitting in a chair - I'll 
know when I see it. But I have a feeling that it's 
going to be up in the White Mountains. And 
there's a little house and a picture window and 
I'm sitting in a rocking chair and looking out a 
window. And it's either spring or summer. It's 
all green and there's a little garden outside the 
window. It's daytime and I'm just sitting there 
and I pass away. 
By Amanda Onion; photo by Tonee Harbert 
~[~~~~§~~2~:~ July 12th -T::-ed~N~U;g~e~nt(~~:~.:. ~.~.:.:. ]~~~~~~~i~~~~ I JulY 20th, 215t, 27th, 28, Aug. 3rd, 4th, 11 th ':basy Players Present Hold On, Molly! 
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PORTLAND SUMMER EVENING TERM 
Evening sessions begin July 5. 
Classes meet 5:30-9:00 p.m., once a weekfor 12 weeks. 
Monday 
Principles of Accounting I 
Financial Management I 




Federal Taxes II (C&P) 
Accounting Information Systems 
Economics II (Macro) 
History of Western Civilization 
Ethics 
Tuesday 
Dynamics of the Earth 
Money and Banking 
Composition 
Intermediate Accounting II 
Intro. to Microcomputing 
Thursday 





For more information: 












Brought to you all 
summer long by 
Casco Bay Unes. 
Check it out! 
-------------
Casco Bay Lines 
Time Departs Adul ts Seniors Children 
Music Cruise 
Big Chief & 
Continentals 
Music Cruise 




3 hrs. Sundays. 5 PM $10.00 $9.00 $5.00 
(Over 21 only; State 10 Required.) 
3 hrs. Mon.lJuly 4: 7:30 PM 
3 hrs. WedJJuly 6: 7:30 PM 
3 hrs. Fri./July 8: 8:00 PM 
3 hrs. Wed/July 13: 7:30 PM 
$15.00 In advance 
$10.00 In advance 
$10.00 In advance 
$10.00 In advance 
All prices are round tnp. Seniors 65 and over. Children 5 to 9 years old. Children under 5 ride free. 
And much more scheduled throughout the summer season. 
Tickets available at Casco Bay Unes Ferry Terminal. 
l Casco Bay Lines. Casco Bay Ferry Terminal. Commercial & Frankl,n Streets. Portland n4-7871 Owned and operated by the Casco Bay Island Transit District. 
--------------------------~ 
"Voted Best Pizza in Maine" 
1990, 1991, 1992 ft 1993 
Casco Bay Weekly Ef Portland Press Herald 
, 
~ 
z z E R I A 
Serving: 
PIZZA • PASTA • CALZONES 
SALADS ft APPETIZERS 
Full line of beer ft wine 
Dine In or Take Out 
Come visit our newly expanded dining room 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET DAILY 




newsreal A review of the top news stories affecting Greater Portland June 22 through 28. 
Banks are In a buyout bonanza. Portland-based Peoples 
Heritage Financial Group won approval June 22 to acquire Mid Maine 
Savings Bank of Auburn, and two days later, in an unrelated deal, 
KeyCorp of Cleveland announced an agreement to pay $198.5 million to 
purchase Casco Northern Bank from Bank of Boston, making Key Bank 
the state's largest bank. 
In both mergers, branches will be consolidated and layoffs are ex-
pected. Downtown Portland office space may also become vacant when 
Key Bank and Casco Northern combine their operations. No streamlining 
plans have been unveiled yet. 
Drug war Is grounded. National Guard helicopters used to locate 
marijuana fields in recent years will not be flying this summer because of 
a $150,000 cut in federal funding for the guard . Instead, the Maine Drug 
Enforcement Agency (MDEA) will use a state police plane to search out 
pot. "Last year we had two or three helicopters available statewide,H said 
David Kurz, assistant director of MDEA . "With the plane there will be 
nowhere near the hours spent [on aerial surveillance]." 
Kurz is sorry to see the helicopters grounded - Maine prod uces more 
marijuana than the rest of New England combined - yet he's also a little 
relieved. "] won't mind not dealing with a lot of complaints this sum-
mer,H he said. "We can concentrate on other things and strengthen 
OUT reputation ." 
MDEA drew criticism from residents subjected to low-
flying helicopters. The program also prompted a lawsuit by 
the Maine Civil Liberties Union on behalf of a Vietnam vet 
who was traumatized by the copters and a family whose 
pet calf panicked and strangled itself during a copter 
search . 
S.D. Warren may burn old· tires for fuel. 
The Westbrook paper mill has gained permission 
from the state to burn chipped tires to produce 
energy for its machinery and will probably 
start doing so in the near future, said com-
pany spokeswoman Elizabeth Sisson. 
The tires are cheaper and create more 
energy than fuels such as coal, "and it's a 
way to recycle the tires," Sisson said. 
"We don't expect the tires will worsen air 
quality or exceed [the plant's) current emis-
sions. From an air quality perspective it's not a 
problem," said Dennis Keschl, air quality chief 
at the state Department of Environmental Protec-
tion (DEP). Keschl explained that tires are made 
,. 
primarily of oil and the emissions produced by burning them will be 
treated by modern pollution control equipment at the plant. "People 
think of smoldering tires as being smoky and black and all that. But, in 
fact, pollution control handles all that.H 
Keschl noted that paper mills in Rumford and Bucksport already burn 
tires. IIWe have had trial runs on the biomass boiler,H added Sisson. ''It 
looks like there's a good chance we'll be [burning tires) in the future. H 
A call for cleaner water was issued by eight Maine environmental 
and sporting groups June 23. Organizations including the Casco Bay 
Estuary Project, the Sierra Club and Trout Unlimited are calling on 
Maine's congressional delegation to support bills that will bolster the 
Clean Water Act (CWA), which is up for re-authorization this summer. 
Legislation now moving through Congress sets minimum penalties for 
chronic polluters, strengthens citizens' rights to sue polluters and 
increases fines for polluting. 
U.S. Rep. Tom Andrews signed onto one of the tougher bills, said 
Jeanne Bassett, New England coordinator for the U.S. Public Interest 
Research Group. "But [U.S. Rep. Olympia) Snowe is not on board. We're 
nonpartisan, but we would encourage her to do the right thing.H Bassett 
added that Sen. George Mitchell could playa vital role in strengthening 
theCWA. 
As evidence of a weak CW A, Bassett pointed to 1992 statistics show-
ing that 591,203 pounds of toxic chemicals were dumped into Maine's 
surface waters and 662,867 pounds of toxic chemicals were drained into 
its sewage treatment plants. "All of it is legal because there is a contin-
ued increase in permitted discharges,H she said . "This is the time to do 
something about it. H 
June 30, 1994 5 
talk 3 
newsreel 6 
Al Diamon 7 
divorce industry 8 
letters 13 
Congress Square Is headed for a makeover. The Portland 
City Council gave its informal blessing to a plan June 27 to spruce up 
Congress Square plaza and start holding more events there. The plan 
calls for spending $269,000 to manage events, erect an arts information 
kiosk and build a covered stage in the square. 
But before spending money on capital improvements, councilors said, 
more arts events should be launched this year and next to determine 
their success. " A lot will be told in the critical 1995 season. lt ought to be 
looked at as a trial run," said City Councilor Orlando Delogu. 
As proposed by Maine Arts, the square would provide food, noon-
time concerts, crafts markets, weekend music, dance, children's events 
and plays by the Portland Stage Company and the American Renais-
sance Theater. 
Independent candidates swung Into action in the 
governor's race. Angus King spent a second consecutive week traveling 
the state to tout his 132-page book, "Making a Difference." Last week, 
King focused on his chapter dealing with education. 
This week King stressed adding value to Maine 
products before they leave the state. ''It means concen-
trating .. . on businesses that are successfully adding value 
to our natural resources: furniture makers, food processors, 
aquaculturists and papermakers,H King explained . He also 
called for a "Value Added Roundtable" and announced that 
Dennis Bailey, former spinmeister for Torn Andrews, will 
become the King campaign's press secretary. 
Meanwhile, Green Party candidate Jonathan Carter is taking 
to land, sea and air to spread his message. Carter flew over 
Maine's North Woods with the Environmental Air Force to 
view the area's potential as a 3.2 million-acre national 
park. He also plans to campaign by bike from Bethel to 
South Paris on June 30. Then he's launching a kayak 
trip after July 4 that will take him from Bath to Bar 
Harbor. Along the way he'll discuss" coastal devel-
q opment, fishery issues and affordable housing.H 
I On July 5, Carter will be at an Ellsworth press 
conference to talk about the dangers of a pesticide, 
Velpar, used in blueberry farming. "It's . .. [prov-
ing) to be dangerous to our economic welfare as 
well as health. It's doubled berry production, 
which has helped big growers, but it's also driven 
down prices and squeezed smaller growers out of 
the business." Velpar is a carcinogen, explained 
Carter, a biolOgist, that has been found in well 
supplies and may be linked to breast cancer. 
A psychic couldn't see problems coming 
her way. Portland psychic Dora Marks became the 
subject of television and newspaper stories that reported she requested 
$12,000 to remove a curse from a customer. Marks said the stories have 
hurt her business, but she couldn't foresee them because her powers 
don't extend to herself. "If they did I'd have won every lottery and horse 
race and be a millionaire," she explained. 
Marks denied she that asked for $12,000 - payable in installments _ 
from a customer. Instead, she suggested that stories were drummed up 
by other psychics who were jealous of her powers. 
The state attorney general's office, which oversees consumer fraud, 
has not received any complaints about Marks. But the state's Bureau of 
Consumer Credit Protection has received "five or six anonymous" 
complaints, according to superintendent Will Lund. Any business that 
requires more than four installment payments must be registered with 
the state, explained Lund, who said his office sent Marks a letter asking 
her to explain her payment practices. 
weird news Guns are a must in the small town of Bowerbank, Maine. No, the town isn't riddled with crime or a 
frontier justice mentality. It's just that its citizens wanted to make a 
statement against gun control. So a majority of voters at a town meeting 
- 26 of them - passed an ordinance that requires the head of each 
household to own a gun and ammo. "The ultimate protection of people 
from the excesses of government is gun owner"hip," said the leading 
proponent of the ordinance, William Quigley, a taxidermist and retired 
police chief. 
The ordinance contains no enforcement provision and excuses those 
who are opposed to weapons on principle. Also exempted are felons, 
those with physical and mental disabilities and "paupers." 
Reported by Andrew Hosch, Bob Young and The Associated Press; 
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H MA 
STA 
PASTA SALADS ~ 
IJJif FORTHEFOURTH ~ 
HavE' us crE'atE' your favoritE's. or try somE'thing nE'wl CALL AHEAD 
for custom variE'tiE's. 
BOAT PICNIC? Bring somE' FrE'sh MarkE't Pasta on board for a qUick. 
E'asy "onE' pottE'r" mE'al for a crowd. Try our 10bstE'r raviolis. 
SUMMER ON THE ISLAND?, Our homE'madE' pasta is a cinch to 
frE'E'zE' and cook whf'n you want! KE'E'p your vacation f'asy going! 
Homemade Pastas· Italian Breads· Desserts 
FrE'sh Markf't's Italian GrocE'ry 
StorE'. OpE'ning Soon. nE')(t door 
on E)(changE' StrE'E't. 
43 Exchange St • 60 Market St • Old Port· 773-7146 
Mon-Thu till I OPM, Fri & Sat till II PM, Sun 12-8PM 
• LOW COST. LOW DOWN PAYMENTS 
• MONlliLY PAYMENT PLANS 
• MOTORCYCLE, A.T.V • AUTO 
242 ST. JOHN Sf 
WHERE THERE'S SMOKE THERE'S ... 
Now that the barbeque season is fully upon us, 
we would do well to take some notes from the 
people who are well-versed on the "barbie_" 
Australians know that strong wines stand up 
best to the rich flavors of grilled foods . 
Accordingly, Australian wine makers produce 
some very aggressive wines to match their 
countrymen's passion for barbequing. 
Fortunately, these wines are available to 
anyone who tends to outdoor cookouts. For 
grilled vegetables, chicken, pork, and fish, 
there are rich Australian Chardonnays that 
seem to exude a honey-like flavor. For 
barbequed red meats, there is the dry, spicy 
grape known as Shiraz. This red wine gives 
more than a hint of berry-like flavor that 
contrasts wonderfully with meat. 
Some of the most memorable Shiraz wines 
hail from Down Under. We seek a perfect 
marriage between fine wines and great 
dishes. Our friendly, knowledgeable 
sommelier is always happy to help you pair 
the right vintage with such specialities as 
grilled tuna cooked rare and served with 
garlic, ginger and soy glaze, rice pancakes 
and grilled vegetables or giant grilled 
shrimp with ginger beer and garlic butter 
sauce with shiitake mushrooms and nori 
shavings.David's Restaurant At Oyster Oub 
(773-4340) is open weekdays 11:30 until 
dosing. We offer weekend brunch from 11-3_ 
Hint: While Australians call it Shiraz, it is 
known elsewhere as both Syrah and 
Hermitage. 164 Midclle Street, Portland 
HOMEBUYER TRAINING COURSE 
Do You Dream of Owning Your Own Home, 
But Need Some Help Getting Started? 
The City of Portland, in conjunction with Peoples Heritage Bank, is 
offering a course on how to purchase a home. It's open to the public 
and free of charge. Call the Portland Community Development 
Office for more information and to register, 874-8300 exl. 8730. 
CoUIII Topl&:l: 
-Preparl", aid Qualltyl", For Hom_lIIl1hlp 
-Mortgagl Financing Options, Including thl Clty'l H_,.-t Ind PIrt-l.eIItlw Programs 
Jul,6th, 1994 
Portllnd City Hall - Fourlll Floor Training RoolII 
6:30 to 1:30 pili 
Thll HomebUYlr Training COUl11 II being Iponsored by: 
This course is one in a series being offered by the City of Portland and area banks, ask about our 
other topics and dates. 
~- --------~~-
Local women being "OJ/ed" 
Women are being "OJ'ed" in Greater 
Portland in the wake of the Nicole 
Simpson tragedy. In a sordid twist, 
men are invoking OJ. Simpson's name 
while battering or threatening to 
battter women, according to local 
abuse counselors. 
"The latest threat has been 'I'm 
going to pull an 0.]. on you,'" said 
Bonnie 
I it411lt1t£l I ~:~~' 
- --- - advocate 
for the Family Crisis Shelter. "There 
have been constant threats invoking 
[Simpson's] name. It's something 
we've heard every day since the 
incident." 
One man even hung a Newsweek 
cover photo of Simpson on a refrigera-
tor and scrawled 'You're next' on it to 
scare his wife, Blythe said . In order to 
protect the women, more details about 
such threats can't be revealed, Blythe 
explained. But she said the Family 
Crisis Shelter's office and hotline and 
state caseworkers have all recently 
reported similar threats. 
The Simpson incident represents a 
mixed bag for abused women and their 
advocates. On the one hand, it's raised 
awareness about domestic abuse and 
should help boost a new Portland 
project aiming to deal with domestic 
violence. On the other hand, it's 
spawned terror among some women 
and prod uced an increase in calls to 
the Family Crisis Shelter's hotline. 
"I don't have an exact number of 
calls," said shelter Community Re-
sponse Coordinator Polly Campbell. 
It's difficult to know how many of the 
calls can be directly attributed to the 
Simpson case, Campbell added, 
because hotline calls always increase in 
June when children are out of school 
and women are more likely to seek 
help and move out. 
But counselors are convinced some 
men have become more violent -
rather than repentant - since the 
Simpson incident. "]t's disturbing.] 
would like to believe that some men 
were thinking that 'There but for the 
grace of God go 1,''' said Campbell. 
"[Instead], it's given them a new 
weapon to use." 
There's ample evidence that old 
weapons were being used . Last year, 
for instance, 1,143 domestic violence 
assaults were reported in Cumberland 
County, and 573 were reported in 
Portland, according to the state's 
Department of Public Safety. "And 
those numbers represent just the tip of 
the iceberg," Campbell noted, because 
many women are afraid of reporting 
abuse. 
The Simpson case also showed that 
domestic violence is not just a blue-
collar problem. "That's a myth," said 
Campbell . "Domestic violence and 
abuse crosses all socioeconomic classes, 
educational strata and religious 
backgrounds." 
The city of Portland is spearheading 
an effort to stem family violence. Six 
months ago the city's Public Health 
Division launched planning for a 
multi-agency Family Violence Collabo-
rative project. The planning group, 
which includes representatives from 35 
different agencies and institutions, had 
its first monthly meeting June 6. The 
group aims to collect better data abou t 
local family violence, improve services 
to victims and create prevention 
programs. 
But it may take a year to finish its 
work. In the meantime, the Family 
Crisis Shelter urges women to call its 
hotline (774-HELP or 1-800-537-6066). 
Shelter workers also hope the 
Simpson case isn't emboldening men 
to batter their partners. "Ordinarily, 
ba tterers inflict injuries where they 
can't be seen. But I've seen three 
women with black eyes in the last 
week. It seems some men have gone 
beyond hiding [their violence] from the 
world," Blythe said. 
Bob Young 
Male pols fight over women 
Maybe AI Diamon is right. Maybe 
Maine's Senate race will be decided by 
television ads aimed at a relatively 
small number of undecided voters. But 
there's also the gender issue - as in 
Olympia Snowe's a woman, and Tom 
Andrews is not. That issue may playa 
key role in the election. 
It certainly jumped to the front 
burner on June 27, when Andrews 
brought a trio of female senators to 
Maine to boost his campaign and pre-
empt female support for Snowe. In 
response, the GOP went on the 
offensive, showing how combative the 
race will be. 
Both Democrats and Republicans 
accused each other of "insulting" 
women in the wake of Andrews' rally 
featuring Senators Barbara Boxer of 
California, Barbara Mikulski of 
Maryland and Patly Murray of 
Washington. 
Maine Republican Party Chair Ken 
Cole called Andrews' ploy" an insult 
to Maine women." Cole noted that all 
three female senators had made 
statements in the past calling for the 
election of more women. "These 
senators only want women in the 
Senate if they're Democrats," he said. 
"That's hypocrisy and Maine citizens 
can see it from a mile away." 
While addressing the Andrews' 
rally, Sen. George Mitchell countered 
\ 
that "it's insulting to women to teU 
them to vote for a candidate just 
because she's a woman." 
For their part, the visiting senators 
barely mentioned the gender issue. 
Mikulski described the election of two 
female senators from California (both 
Democrats) as a Ngenderquake," but 
she did not caU for any quakes in 
Maine. Instead, she said Democratic 
men have been more helpful than 
Republican women in promoting 
women's issues. 
Murray, a self-described "mom in 
tennis shoes,'" said the Maine election 
"is not about gender, but agenda." 
And Murray liked Andrews' agenda 
better than Snowe's. 
Boxer also chose to avoid the gender 
issue, instead calling for universal 
health care. She described Republican 
health care plans as "take two aspirin 
and call me when you're rich." 
Andrews also dodged the gender 
issue in his speech. Instead, he chose to 
highlight his support of universal 
health care and his micro-loan pro-
gram for small businesses. 
In a statement released late in the 
day, Snowe said, "Congressman 
Andrews may talk a good game, but 
when women's issues are at stake, I 
think it's best to have a woman 
representing Maine people at the 
table." Andrew Hosch 
& other 
mistakes 
• By Al Diamon 
Longview 
Maybe there are two Maines, after all. 
Ask anyone living south of Augusta 
who the state's next U.S. senator will be, 
and chances are they'll answer Demo-
cratic Congressman Tom Andrews. Ask 
anybody north of the state capital, and 
they'll tell you Republican Congress-
woman Olympia Snowe has it in the bag. 
Both Maines appear to agree on only 
one thing: Political pundits who claim 
the Snowe-Andrews race is very close 
ought to lie down in a dark room with a 
cool damp cloth on their foreheads until 
they can get the gizmo that controls their 
grip on reality tightened up. 
Olympia can't lose. Tom has the 
election wrapped up. Any idiot can see 
that. 
This strange certainty seems unaf-
fected by party affiliation. Northern 
Maine Democrats privately concede 
there's no way Andrews can sell himself 
to rural conservatives. Southern Maine 
Republicans are scared to death Snowe 
will fail to make inroads among urban 
liberals and suburban yuppies. 
Maybe they'll both lose. If so, the seat 
of Muskie and Mitchell will fall to 
independent Plato ("Plan Nine From 
Outer Space") Truman, and we'll be in 
for the silliest six years in Maine political 
history. Not to mention major shortages 
of dark rooms and cool damp cloths. 
The fact is, predicting the outcome of 
this race is almost impossible, because 
the public part of the campaign for the 
Senate is just beginning. Both candidates 
have spent lots of time raising money 
and plotting strategy. Both have wisely 
avoided wasting precious resources or 
tipping their hands until after the 
overcrowded primary field had been 
thinned, and the public's battered 
attention span was again up for grabs. 
Both candidates will talk a lot in the 
coming weeks abou t organizing grass-
roots campaigns and holding a thorough 
debate on the issues. 
No doubt there'll be a little of that 
stuff before November. But only the 
most naive political observer believes it'll 
have much to do with deciding who 
wins. Instead, Maine is about to be 
subjected to state-of-the·art campaigning 
the likes of which the land of lobsters 
and moose has never seen. 
Forget about George Mitchell and 
organized labor laboring for Andrews. 
Ignore Bill Cohen and H. Ross Perot 
pushing Snowe. This Senate race will be 
settled on the basis of which candidate 
has the best television commercials. 
The nearest thing in Maine political 
history to this all-out air war was the 
1990 governor's race in which Republi-
can John McKernan used a masterful 
October media campaign to blow by 
Democrat Joe Brennan and claim another 
tenn in the Blaine House. McKernan had 
floundered around in the early stages of 
his campaign, and was forced to wait for 
the frontrunning Brennan to make a 
mistake. Brennan obliged a month before 
the election by running the infamous 
football fumble ad . Jock counterattacked 
with a previously prepared commercial, 
accusing Joe of negative campaigning 
and preaching gloom and doom. From 
that point on the gubernatorial race had 
nothing to do with organizing or issues. 
It was about who came up with the best 
TV. 
McKernan understood that, and won 
the election. Brennan didn't (and still 
doesn't), and lost. 
The battle for the Senate differs from 
the '90 governor's race in that both 
campaigns are media savvy. Snowe's 
efforts are being directed by Sharon 
Miller, McKernan's chief of staff and 
part of the inner circle that engineered 
his 1990 turnaround. Andrews will rely 
on Craig Brown and Joe Cowie, who 
oversaw the 1992 video 
counterpunching that allowed the 
congressman to expand a Single-figure 
lead over Linda Bean in August into a 
landslide win in November. 
Snowe haS already started to run ads 
designed to soften her image ("I was a 
poor orphan."), and Andrews can be 
expected to do the same ("1 lost my leg 
to cancer."). Before long it's going to 
sound like a revival of" Queen for a 
Day." 
But the real challenge comes when 
the two candidates attempt to define 
their opponents. Snowe will paint Tom 
as a liberal firebrand who cares more 
about his leftwing agenda than the 
voters of Maine. Andrews will call 
Olympia a politician without principles 
who cares more about winning elections 
than doing what's best for the state. 
Since there's a large dose of tru th in 
both claims, the race will turn on whose 
ads do a better selling job. Neither 
candidate can risk being too subtle and 
having their message go over voters' 
heads. So don't be surprised if Snowe is 
portrayed as a pile of grimy clothes and 
Andrews as a miracle biodegradable 
detergent. Or maybe Tom will be 
compared to a migraine and Olympia to 
a fast-acting, American-made pain 
reliever. Will Andrews attempt to link 
Snowe with fellow Republicans, such as 
Jesse Helms and Ollie North? Will 
Olympia try to show Tom as a stooge of 
Democrats like Dan Rostenkowski? 
Andrews as Che Guevara or Bart 
Simpson? Snowe as Imelda Marcos or 
the Church Lady? Both of them as 
Beavis and Butt-head? Fans of 6O-second 
spectaculars are already salivating in 
anticipation. 
Right now the way you think about 
the Senate race probably has more to do 
with which of the two Maines you call 
home. But in the next four months, the 
media manipulators will be blasting 
away at your medulla oblongata- in an 
unprecedented 
$4-million effort to change your mind. 
When it's all over, there'll be only one 
Maine. 
The brainwashed one. 
If you're making IW headway in getting face 
time with the head guy, ease your headaches by 
telling us what's on your mind. Write to this 
column, Olre of Casco Bay Weekly, 561 
Congress St., Portland, ME 04101 . Or report 
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continued front front cover 
The divorce industry appears to be 
one of the few industries that is 
thriving in Maine. And the dollars 
keep adding up. 
Statewide, some 7,000 couples get 
unhitched every year --last year, 
1,088 divorces were filed in Portland 
alone. Although a handful of couples 
do their own divorces, and a few 
others get free legal services, most 
divorcing couples pay lawyers to do 
the job. In Greater Portland, hourly 
rates for divorce lawyers average 
around $111 per hour, according to a 
CBW survey of family law practitio-
ners. The budget Casco Legal Clinic 
comes in at the comparatively low 
rate of $50 per hour, while well-
known divorce lawyer Phyllis Givertz 
nears the top of the scale at $165 per 
hour. 
In most cases, hourly rates are just 
the beginning. Once the divorce 
proceedings start, the drain on the 
bank account begins. 
It's customary for lawyers to 
require a retainer, or an advance 
payment. Here again, the amounts 
vary. Casco Legal Clinic asks for $175; 
Givertz typically gets $4,500 upfront. 
Retainers generally run from $500 to 
$1,000. In most cases the retainer is 
slightly lower if no children are 
involved in the divorce. 
What does all this money get you? 
Often iI's not easy to tell. While 
attorneys must itemize bills upon 
client request, not all of them do it 
unless you ask. When Amy Harris 
(another pseudonym) was getting her 
divorce, she received generic bills. 
She asked a few questions and found 
out that she was paying for what she 
believed were questionable expenses 
-- like faxes back and forth between 
--------~~------------------
the two lawyers to arrange a new 
meeting date so one of them could go 
on vacation. An attorney herself, she 
felt she was getting raked over the 
coals. Harris hired another lawyer to 
sit down with her and walk her 
through divorce law. 
"In the end I went to my lawyer 
with a typed memo saying this is 
what my rights are and this is what I 
want to demand, and then he 
charged me for reviewing my 
memo," she said. "In the end I just 
called my husband and negotiated 
the whole thing myself, but then got 
billed for telling [my lawyer) what 
the final deal was ... even though I 
did all the work." 
When the bill came in three times 
higher than her attorney had esti-
mated, Harris threatened to exercise 
her client's right to fee arbitration 
through the Board of Bar Overseers. 
The lawyer trimmed one-third off the 
bill. 
And lawyers are only part of the 
expense. There are filing fees, though 
by comparison these are minimal. If 
there's property to be appraised, that 
goes on the tab, too. 
Divorcing couples with minor 
children face another expense if they 
can't agree on the terms of the 
divorce: court-mandated mediation. 
Mediation is supposed to help 
warring parents work things out, 
thereby avoiding a divorce trial that 
could drag children through the 
muck. 
Mediators act as a "neutral party" 
who helps the parents work out an 
agreement in the best interest of their 
kids. The fee charged by Court 
Mediation Services, a branch of the 
state judicial system, is $120 per 
family for as many sessions as it 
takes to either work things out or 
have the mediator declare that a 
"good faith" effort was made. 
Paul Charbonneau, director of the 
state service, said most cases reqUire 
only one session, although about one 
in four run longer. (Warning: if a 
lawyer is also present, the clock ticks 
at his or her rate, so the state's good 
deal can still contribute to a budget 
disaster.) 
To minimize emotional disaster, 
many people undergoing divorce 
turn to professional counselors for 
help. The Yellow Pages list four full 
pages of "Counselors - Marriage, 
Family, Child & Individual," from 
psychiatrists, licensed clinical social 
workers and clinical psychologists to 
hypnotists and polarity therapists. 
Fees average around $80 per session. 
Some social service agencies offer 
economical alternatives. Catholic 
Charities Maine, for instance, offers 
counseling on a sliding fee scale that 
ranges from free to about $20. (Some 
private counselors will also lower fees 
for the neediest cases.) More sociable 
and less formal is Divorce Perspec-
tives, which offers weekly meetings 
in Portland. The evenings feature 
speakers who discuss topics ranging 
from choosing a lawyer to getting 
help for your kids, and support 
groups where participants can air 
their feelings among fellow travelers. 




Saving money is just one reason to 
look at alternatives to drawn out 
divorces. Another is to avoid the 
contentiousness that seems to thrive 
in the traditional each-side-with-its-
own-hired-gun approach. Drawn-out 
fights are bad for the kids, and they 
keep alive hostile feelings divorcing 
couples seek to put behind them. 
While there's no way to bypass the 
legal system altogether - the state is 
always the third partner in a divorce 
- there are ways to gain more 
control and minimize contentious-
ness. 
One is to do your own divorce. 
Mainers have a legal right to repre-
sent themselves in court, and they're 
doing it in droves. Statewide about 
50 percent of divorce cases have at 
least one party who's going "pro se," 
as it's called. Some people choose to 
represent themselves because it's 
philosophically more acceptable to 
them, or because they feel more in 
charge that way. Or simply because 
they just can't stand the idea of 
involving a lawyer. 
But for many people, the reason 
for going pro se is strictly economic. 
They may wish they had a lawyer, 
but the money's not there. Unfortu-
nately, there's very little free help 
available. Because of budget cut-
backs, divorce cases are low priority 
at Pine Tree Legal Assistance, an 
agency that offers free legal aid to 
low-income people. 
Although Pine Tree takes on few 
divor~e cases, the agency does 
provide support to the legions of do-
it-yourselfers in the form of info 
packets, a how-to book, a video, a 
telephone advice service and a 
courthouse assistance project. Lisa 
Markushewski, a paralegal at Pine 
Tree who helped develop the do-it-
yourself materials, said that the 
majority of the people she sees who 
want help with a divorce are women, 
and up to 80 percent are representing 
themselves. For them, she offers Pine 
Tree's book, "Doing Your Own 
Divorce in Maine." The book is 
available at bookstores for $22, and 
can also be found at most libraries. 
The key to successful pro se 
divorces is simplicity. Nancy Collins 
(another pseudonym) glanced 
through the book, then attended a 
seminar on divorce by Displaced 
Homemakers, an agency that assists 
people who are entering the work-
force after years at home. Collins' 
children are grown, and she and her 
husband had relatively few assets to 
split. The divorce went smoothly and 
with few hitches, although in retro-
spect she wished she had received 
more of the household items. 
Sitting down at a negotiating table 
appeals to many divorcing couple's 
sense of fairness and their desire to 
reduce conflict. But iI's never that 
easy. Technical questions often need 
to be answered. For example, is it 
smarter to pay alimony or to concede 
property of equal value? Remember 
that alimony is tax deductible, and a 
property sale reqUires payment of 
capital gains tax. On the other hand, 
maybe the property is so valuable it'll 
end up being worth more than the 
alimony. And so on. Not everyone 
has the expertise to figure answers 
out on their own. 
Divorcing pro se is definitely not 
for everyone - it can often lead to 
more trouble than it's worth. Some 
< • • 1.1 divorces are too complicaled, and in 
those cases the chances of mistakes 
with long-term consequences are 
substantial. Pine Tree Legal's self-
help materials advise that "where 
substantial amounts of property are 
involved, or where there is a conflict 
over who will have custody of the 
children, a lawyer's help will be 
needed." What's more, if domestic 
abuse is involved, public legal 
assistance or a private lawyer should 
be consulted. 
Dana Prescott, .. w.ell-known 
Portland-based divorce attorney, 
said, ·There's a whole bunch of 
people coming to lawyers' offices 
afterwards, particularly women ... 
who regret the fact they didn't do it 
right the first time. One of the things 
about divorce is that the conse-
quences of screwing it up are really 
significant. The woman who doesn't 
get alimony at the time of the divorce 
never gets it. The dad who gets hit for 
double the child support he can 
afford ... because he cut a bad deal is 
going to have a tough time changing 
that. The parent who has very little 
access to their children is going to 
have a tough time and a very expen-
sive time changing that." 
Looking for help 
It would make sense that a couple 
who simply needs some help to 
arrange the terms of divorce simply 
hire one lawyer to work out the 
technical issues, neatly cutting the 
lawyers' fees in half. But there's a 
problem. Lawyers can't help both 
sides of a divorce at the same time 
because of a conflict of interest. 
Lawyers agree to a code of ethics that 
says that they must "zealously" 
represent their client's interests, and 
lawyers who try to help a couple work 
out a divorce can face big trouble. 
Maine lawyers have been sued for 
this, and the specter of malpractice 
suits hangs heavy around divorce 
lawyers' offices. 
Fortunately, nature abhors a 
vacuum. Specialized help is becoming 
increasingly available for divorcing 
couples who do want to sit down and 
negotiate a deal. "Non-adversarial 
dispute resolution" is the umbrella 
term for a handful of options for 
working things out at the conference 
table, including mediation and 
appointing a "private judge" to hear 
your case. 
Private mediation works essentially 
the same as court-mandated media-
tion: A mediator listens to both sides, 
guides discussion and makes sugges-
tions, which the parties can take or 
leave. The advantage of mediation is 
that it keeps the parties talking, which 
is usually better for the kids. 
Joanne Freyer is the vice-president 
of the Maine Association of Dispute 
Resolution Professionals. She's also an 
attorney, but she prefers to work as a 
mediator. Freyer cites a scenario in 
which a divorcing couple are told by 
their lawyers not to talk to each other 
under any circumstances, "and 
they've got three kids who need to be 
picked up at Little League ... This is 
really horrible for the children, and 
the adversarial process pits the 
parents against each other, which is 
not helpful, because they need to 
continue ... to co-parent." 
Freyer said that mediation helps the 
couple "hear the legitimate interests of 
each other." Some couples have found 
this approach very helpful. Fred Kahrl 
and his wife tried to hire an attorney 
to help structure their divorce, but ran 
up against the code of ethics. "I'm 
glad there's an alternative," he said. 
"We wanted to come out of this 
respecting each other in order to 
continue co-parenting in a healthy 
way." 
Linda Miller was also pleased with 
mediation. She and her would-be ex 
knew what they wanted. "Everything 
was all built around our boys," she 
said. "They were the key issue." 
Miller was especially pleased with 
the property division, which" shook 
down to about a $100 difference in 
assets." 
Another advantage of mediation is 
that it can be faster because the 
parties can set their own timing. 
Since divorce cases are famous for 
stretching out for years, mediation 
can significantly shorten the process. 
Amy Harris believes the lack of . 
deadlines tempts lawyers to stretch 
out the divorce. "The attorney I went 
to had a profit motive to make this 
last as long as possible," she claimed. 
Mediators also say mediation can 
be cheaper than working through a 
lawyer, primarily because the 
mediator works for two people at 
once, so fees aren't duplicated. But 
hourly rates for mediators are similar 
to those charged by lawyers: Joanne 
Freyer charges $70 per hour, and 
David Plimpton, a mediator and 
lawyer, $150 per hour. Freyer 
estimated that the typical mediated 
divorce costs between $800 to $1200. 
continued on page 11 
PUTTING KIDS FIRST 
Divorcing parents know their 
decision to split up, no matter how 
appropriate, will be hard on their 
children. And just about everyone 
has seen the young victims of a 
parent who, consciously or not, 
continues the fight through his or 
her children. 
Unfortunately, most divorcing 
parents don't know how to 
minimize the stress of the breakup 
for their kids. But there is help. 
Resources for Divorced Families is 
a nonprofit organization offering 
classes in the Portland area to 
teach parents how to do well by 
their children during and after a 
divorce. 
Kathleen Sullivan, board 
member and past president of 
Resources, said the contentious 
nature of the legal system "just 
inherently doesn't protect kids. It 
gets parents fighting and makes 
them their own worst enemies: 
Resources offers two courses, Kids 
First, a four-hour seminar for $30, 
and The Next Step: Parenting 
After Divorce, a six-week progTam 
for $55 (the organization asks for 
$75 from those financially able). 
Contact Resources for Divorced 
Families at 846-1268. 
C.H. 
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continued from page 9 
(No one interviewed for this article 
got off so cheap.) 
Whatever the cost, mediation may 
offer a greater sense of control. 
Cushman Anthony, mediator, 
attorney and the president of Re-
sources for Divorced Families, said 
the most important thing about 
mediation is that it's "self-empower-
ing" because it offers couples a 
chance to participate more directly in 
the process. 
But mediation alone does not a 
divorce make. The divorce decree 
must still be signed by the judge, and 
most mediators recommend that both 
husband and wife hire a lawyer to 
look over the agreement before it 
goes to the judge. 
"Who wants to go into a room with 
a mediator and not know what their 
bias is?" asked attorney Prescott. One 
place to get information about 
mediators is through the Maine 
Association of Dispute Resolution 
Professionals. They can't say who's 
competent and who's not, but they 
will provide a list of names to get you 
started. Plan to schedule a personal 
visit before hiring a mediator. And be 
aware that Maine has no regulations 
governing the training and certifica-
tion of mediators. Anyone can hang 
out a shingle. The smart shopper 
should ask lots of questions about a 
mediator's background and concerns 
before hiring. 
Also be aware that mediation 
doesn't work out well for everyone. 
Debra Goodwin felt she had no one to 
stand behind her when she used a 
mediator to settle her divorce. And 
Goodwin said she" felt like she lost 
her shirt" with what she ended up 
with in child support. When she 
called her mediator back for help, he 
told her to hire a lawyer. 
Changing the rules 
Mediation isn't the only alterna-
tive. Some couples are also choosing 
to hire a "private judge" to oversee 
their divorce . A private judge will 
perform the same services as a 
"public" judge, but faster and more 
openly. And, of course, at greater 
expense, since you not only pay for 
the judge, but also for two lawyers, as 
you would in a traditional court case. 
If a divorcing couple agrees to use 
a private judge, they can ask the court 
to appoint a private judge of their 
choosing to hear their case. This is 
allowed under an obscure Maine 
Rules of Civil Procedure law called 
Rule 53. This isn't done commonly in 
Maine in family law (it is common for 
other legal disputes), but is gaining 
more attention. The chief difference 
between this approach and mediation 
is that the judge's decision is binding. 
If one party objects to the decision, it 
must be challenged in the courts. (In 
mediation, both sides must agree to 
the decision before the court signs off 
on it.) 
One plus of divorcing via Rule 53 
is that both parties know which judge 
hears the case. It is faster - there's no 
waiting for court dates. And the rules 
of evidence are more relaxed, which 
means it's OK to have a more open 
dialogue between husband and wife. 
Dana Cleaves is a former judge and 
now a mediator, arbitrator and the 
person behind Alternative Divorce 
Resolution, a private firm offering a 
variety of services to help divorcing 
couples reach agreement. He also 
serves as a private judge. 
Steve Murray worked as the 
attorney for a client of Cleaves under 
a Rule 53 process. The biggest benefit, 
Murray said, was that when Cleaves 
finished hearing the evidence, "he 
began deliberations right in front of 
us ... not shut away in his chambers." 
This access meant the parties could 
"sit and argue with him" about his 
reasoning. 
Using a private judge, Cleaves 
said, is "kind of a halfway measure. 
It's not totally nonadversarial, 
because you have a court record, 
lawyers entering evidence, exhibits, 
just like a court trial." But it's more 
cooperative than the usual court 
process. 
Judges and lawyers aren't 
the only ones who believe a 
nonadversarial approach 
works best. The state is also 
looking at ways to reduce 
the conflict in divorce pro-
ceedings - particularly 
when children are involved. 
The catch? Hiring a private judge 
could very well be more expensive 
than pursuing the matter in court. In 
public trials, taxpayers cover the 
judge'S salary. But where speed, open 
dialogue and having a say in who 
hears the case is important, Rule 53 
could make sense. 
Judges and lawyers aren't the only 
ones who believe a nonadversarial 
approach works best. The state is also 
looking at ways to reduce the conflict 
in divorce proceedings - particularly 
when children are involved. Toward 
that end, the Maine Legislature has 
appointed a committee to look into 
incorporating nonadversarial ap-
proaches into divorce law. 
The committee charged with 
finding new ways to resolve disputes 
continued on next page 
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continued from previous page 
has an ungainly name: the Prelimi-
nary Planning Committee on 
Development of a ~onadversarial 
Administrative Forum. The commit-
tee is just getting underway. After 
only one meeting, no one on the 
committee would suggest possible 
solutions they might agree on. But 
less adversarial approaches that are 
working in other states are certain to 
get a thorough looking over. 
Vermont, for example, has commit-
ted itself to finding less stressful ways 
for families to split up. First of all, 
Vermont has a family court system, 
which Maine is trying on a trial basis 
in Portland . (The pilot project is 
scheduled to continue for another 
four years.) The idea behind a family 
court is to combine judges specially 
trained in family law and shorter 
periods between court dates, yielding 
a process that's easier on the children. 
Lee Suskind, a trial court adminis-
trator, has been at the forefront of 
Vermont's effort. Suskind said his 
state has already instituted education 
and orientation programs for divorc-
ing families. When people first file for 
divorce in Vermont, they are asked to 
attend a divorce orientation program. 
During the one- to two-hour session, 
they'll hear advice from a range of 
folks familiar with divorce - most 
likely a judge, a court clerk, a media-
tor and an attorney. In addition, the 
state offers workshops on how to file 
for divorce on one's own. Suskind 
said Vermont is "not trying to 
accelerate the non-use of attorneys," 
but is simply responding to the 
national trend to go pro se. 
Divorcing Vermonters who have 
children can expect to see a magis-
trate (a state-appointed lawyer with 
some of the powers of a judge) who 
makes an initial decision on custody 
arrangements. Vermont parents also 
see a free case manager, who helps 
them figure out some temporary 
conditions - such as where the kids 
will live and who'll pay for what until 
the divorce goes through. If the 
couple can't agree, the case manager 
helps them locate a mediator. Sus kind 
noted that these efforts follow 
another national trend - the effort to 
incorporate social services into varied 
settings, including schools and the 
court system. 
Helpful as they may be, none of 
these measures amounts to anything 
more than a smoothing of bumps in 
the divorce battle. The spouses are 
still pitted against each other, even if 
they agree down to the last Lego on 
who gets the kids and assets. But 
Vermont's Suskind said he's been 
working on a proposa1 for something 
really different - nonadversarial or 
N no fight" divorce. Instead of one 
spouse filing for divorce against the 
other as, say, Suzie vs-:-Stevie, the 
divorcing couple would together file a 
petition to dissolve the marriage of 
Suzie and Stevie. What's more, the 
divorcing couple could hire a single 
lawyer to help them work out the 
details in proper legal form. 
In this way, the proposed system 
would be not only less antagonistic 
but also cheaper, since only one 
lawyer would be involved. The no-
fight divorce is still on the drawing 
board in Vermont. If launched, it'll 
start in just one county on an experi-
menta1 basis. Even if it does fly, 
no-fight divorce won't be for every-
body. In cases where any domestic 
abuse actions have been filed, the 
process would be automatically ruled 
out. And it just won't be appropriate 
for couples with major disagreements. 
What will Maine's committee on 
nonadversarial divorce deem appro-
priate? Tha t' s still up in the air at least 
until September when committee 
chair Sumner Bernstein said the 
group will reconvene. 
So for now, the pain of divorce falls 
mainly in the courts. The key to 
survival is to think carefully about 
what you want, and how to get there 
with the least fighting possible. As 
recent divorce Fred Kahrl put it, 
"People want to have more of their 
life left when they're done." 
Claire Holman is a freelance writer based in 
South Portia nd. 
so YOU THINK YOU 
NEED A LAWYER 
Hiring a lawyer to help you 
with your divorce isn't a bad idea . 
While a lawyer may cost you 
dearly, he or she may also save 
you your shirt - or help you keep 
your children. Keep in mind that 
the decisions made during a 
divorce can have a lifelong impact 
on the whole family, such as where 
the kids live, how much of the 
pension you give or get - issues 
of blood, love and money. A 
lawyer fights for the client and the 
client alone. This means you get an 
informed person on your side - in 
theory. But not all lawyers know 
their way around divorce law, and 
some may not give a moment's 
thought about the impact of the 
divorce on your children. So be 
careful. 
Here are a few tips. Choose 
someone with lots of experience. 
Hire someone who is a member of 
the Family Law Section of the 
Maine Bar Association. But don't 
stop there. Ask the lawyer about 
his or her philosophy on children 
and divorce. In most divorces 
there is no reason to involve the 
children. Find out how long the 
person has practiced family law, 
and ask for references. 
You will be spending a consid-
erable sum of money. Make sure 
you are clear on the hourly fee and 
retainer, and request an ·itemized 
bill. You will also be making big 
decisions. Make sure you feel 
comfortable with the person you 
hire to help you. And remember, if 
you ever doubt you're getting 
good help, put everything on hold 
and get a second opinion. Lawyers 




Don't ltViden the gap 
Whenever reformers approach the gate clamoring to be let in, it's wise to 
ask one question: Are they initiating the change, or racing to catch up with 
change that's a1ready underway? And if the reformers are playing catch-up 
- as often seems to be the case - ask one other question: Are they hoping to 
regain the control they've lost? 
Those are questions worth asking now that reformers are casting their eyes 
toward divorce law. Their goa1 is to make the process less adversaria1. Good 
enough. Everyone knows someone who's been through a divorce, and 
everyone understands that splitting up can be a drain on both wa1let and 
spirit. Any measures that lessen the drain are welcome. 
As Claire Holman reports in this week's cover story, a number of Mainers 
have found one option to hiring legal gunslingers and blazing away in court 
- mediators. In many divorce cases (not those involving complex money 
issues or domestic abuse), working through a mediator can yield good 
results, since the process is less secretive and generates less conflict. Granted, 
both partners need to hire lawyers to look over the paperwork before it's 
submitted to a judge, but the billable hours are far fewer. 
As mediation becomes more common, murmurings of reform can be heard 
from within the legal system. The state Legislature has established a commit-
tee on reform (it's met just once so far), and the need for reform has become a 
common refrain at lega1 conferences around the state. 
Among the measures reformers are keeping an eye on is Rule 53, which 
a1lows a divorcing couple to hire a private judge who makes a binding 
decision. This approach can speed the process, and provide more control. But 
it's primarily useful to the wea1thy, who can afford to hire both a lawyer and 
a judge - who typica1ly charges as much as a lawyer. 
While this may be useful in some cases, it certainly doesn't constitute 
reform. In fact, it could be the first step in creating a para1lellega1 system, 
one in which the wea1thy can buy better service. 
And that would be a move in the wrong direction. The wea1thy can 
a1ready buy a better education at private schools, and live in gated communi-
ties that create distance from the crime on the streets. Society doesn't need a 
larger gulf between the haves and the have-nots, and Maine doesn't need a 
two-tiered justice system. 
Reforms should benefit a1l, not just a few. We hope reformers will keep 
that in mind as the reform debate gets underway. (WC) 
overheard ~~~ 
Estelle Kostlowski responds to the suggestion of political gadfly 
Robert Hains of Taylor Street that the presence of art students 
might scare away older shoppers: 
Leave Barringer 
supporters alone 
I'm a Dick Barringer supporter. 
And I suffered patiently through AI 
Diamon's insults and sarcasm during 
the primary campaign. 
Now the campaign is over. We lost. 
I admit it. So now, Al will you leave 
us alone? 
Apparently not. In his first post-
primary election column (6.16.94), AI 
says that Barringer supporters like me 
will be picked up by Jonathan Carter 
with "little trouble, n because we love 
candidates with ideas that" cost loads 
of money." 
I would point out two inconve-
nient facts about Diamon's thesis. 
First, that Barringer's was the only 
campaign, Democrat or Republican, 
to provide a detailed four-year 
budget to implement his program 
with no increase in income or sales 
tax rates, and more money in the 
Rainy Day Fund. He did make a 
school funding proposal that would 
have extended the sales tax to 
nonessential services; but this was a 
tax shift, not an increase, since the 
money would have gone dollar to 
dollar for property tax reductions. 
Dick's campaign was the most fiscally 
honest and realistic of any candidates 
in the primary. 
Second, as another purely factual 
note, I am not aware of any of Dick's 
close supporters who are abandoning 
the Democratic Party for Jonathan 
Carter. Dick's campaign was precisely 
about strengthening the Democratic 
Party, not fragmenting it. 
The primary is history. Joe Brennan 
won an impressive victory. Time 
moves on. But AI shouldn't allow his 
personal feelings about Dick to 
distort his otherwise insightful 
columns. 






As always, I enjoyed reading AI 
Diamon's column about how Maine 
Democrats are ignoring the Green 
threat (6.9.94). I would like to com-
ment on a few of AI's ideas which I 
believe need edification. 
Let the truth be known! Our 
campaign is about educating the 
citizens of Maine about a new way of 
viewing the political arena. Al is 
wrong in thinking that the Greens 
represent only the disaffected pro-
gressive wing of the Democratic 
Party. 
This is the sort of linear thinking 
that prevents people from moving 
beyond the old oppositional political 
model (left and right) to the Green 
model, which understands the 
importance of political diversity and 
consensus-oriented problem solving. 
The Greens are neither left nor 
right, we are out front offering new 
and fresh approaches. In fact, in our 
congressional bid two years ago our 
30,000 votes seemed to be split evenly 
June 30, 1994 1.3 
between Republicans, Democrats and 
independents. Furthermore, those 
votes (if we may move beyond the 
polar two-party mentality) were 
Green votes for Jonathan Carter, not 
votes owned by or taken from Snowe 
or McGowan. 
Al Diamon was wrong is saying 
that in this gubernatoria1 race we are 
ca1ling for higher taxes and more 
government programs. I have already 
stated that I will reduce the number of 
political appointees by 25 percent and 
reduce the size of the bureaucracy of 
state government over four years by 
10 percent through retirement and 
attrition. 
I have never called for higher taxes, 
but have stated that it is time for the 
special interest tax exemptions to be 
put on the table so that the tax burden 
in Maine becomes more equitable. 
Presently the poorest citizens pay 12.5 
percent of their income in taxes while 
the richest pay 9.5 percent. Removal 
of these "lobbyist-lawyer" tax exemp-
tions would provide much needed 
funding for education with a concur-
rent decrease in property taxes and a 
reduction in the very regressive sales 
tax. 
And finally, I want to applaud the 
"well known Democrat" who said 
"Jonathan Carter's crazy." To be 
visionary may seem crazy, but it has 
always been the clear, fresh vision of 
new ideas that has replaced the 
stagnant complacency of the status 
quo. 
The task before us will not be easy, 
and change will not happen over-
night. This is an educational process. I 
am excited about offering new ideas 
and deepening public debate on 
critical issues. 
We will win this campaign because 
unlike the other candidates we are 
offering new fresh approaches, and 
unlike the Brennans and the Kings we 
are not tied to big money and corpo-
rate interests. Our grassroots, all 
volunteer, citizen-funded campaign 
represents the only hope for the 
future. We are the harbingers of the 
new mainstream. 
c::: .... ~\ etC (9...:;L<--
Jonathan Carter 
New North Portland 
Run chauvinist 
Into the ground 
M.A . of Portland, in his June 23 
letter regarding women in boxing, 
implies that men will always come 
out ahead of women in athletic 
competition. I know some women 
runners I would like to introduce him 
to so they can run his chauvinist ego 
into the ground. 
r--. /. ~ _iY' 
Thomas C. Bennett 
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• By Ai Diamon 
"Is there an intermission at this thing?" 
The kids sitting in back of me at Hadlock Field were maybe 10 or 11 years 
old, and dressed in Portland Sea Dogs T-shirts and hats. The one who spoke 
had his baseball glove with him, but before the game's second batter had 
stepped into the box, the glove, and his hopes of catching a foul ball, had been 
set aside. It was just too hard to eat with the damn thing on. 
During the first four innings, he and his friend 
had consumed three hot dogs, one Sea Dog fish 
sandwich, two slices of pizza, one order of French 
fries, two Sea Biscuit ice cream sandwiches and four 
Cokes. They were working on another round of 
Cokes and two large bags of Twizzlers candy, while 
waiting for the popcorn guy. In between eating 
bouts, they occupied themselves by kicking the back 
of my seat and asking each other questions. 
"How long does this thing last?" (Kick.) 
"Ten innings." (Kick.) 
" Actually," I said, "It's nine." 
"Says ten on the scoreboard." 
"They only play the tenth if the game's tied after 
nine," I said . 
"Oh, I get it," said the kid, "Sudden death 
overtime." (Kick, kick.) 
The rules of baseball may lack sufficient allure to 
hold preteen attention spans, but the attractions that 
surround the game suck kids into Hadlock at record 
breaking rates. These young non-fans spend so 
much money at the concession stands and souvenir 
shop that it's probably only a matter of time before 
some enterprising promoter lures them away from 
the Sea Dogs by erecting a rival stadium and 
promising the same promotions, food, 
clothing and paraphernalia without the 
distraction of an actual game. 
And the one we're watching is 
reasonably distracting. Stolen bases, 
sterling fielding plays, some fine clutch 
hitting. The kids seem oblivious to all of 
it. Almost. They shift their attention to 
the field for a moment or two every few 
innings when Sea Dogs catcher Charlie 
Johnson comes to the plate. Johnson is a celebrity, a 
star, a sure shot to be in The Show next season. 
Never mind that his batting average is hovering 
around .250 and that he's fallen well behind the 
leaders in the race for the Eastern League's home 
run championship. Fame such as his commands 
lasting respect. 
"Hit a homer, Charlie," one of the kids screamed 
in my ear. 
Johnson cracks a double down the third base line, 
scoring two runners. 
"He stinks," said Little Mr. Instant Gratification. 
Supplies are running low, and the young fans are 
itching to make a run to the concession stand. But 
they don' t want to miss Johnson's next plate 
appearance in case he hits one out of here. Since the 
concept of a batting order seems alien to them ("In 
basketball the best guy gets to score all the time."), 
they don' t dare leave their seats. 
"Hey (kick), when's intermission?" 
"Baseball doesn' t have intermission." 
"Hockey," sneered the little creep, "has two of 
the baseball series continues on page 16 
.-.. -
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Triple Header 
Past perfect 
If baseball's future isn't in the best of hands, we 
can, at least, be assured that the game's past is safe 
and secure. The Maine Historical Society (MHS), 
which normally thrills us with exhibits of Henry 
Wadsworth Longfellow's laundry receipts, has 
taken what one Society leader described as "an 
extraordinary leap forward, n and decided baseball is 
dull enough to merit its attention. 
Fortunately, the MHS enlisted the aid of 
somebody whose idea of excitement has nothing to 
do with monographs on the changes in General 
Joshua Chamberlain's waistline, as detailed in his 
correspondence with his tailor. Will Anderson is the 
author of "Was Baseball Really Invented in Maine?" 
and a devoted 
researcher into the 
overlooked, the 
underappreciated and 
the unimportant. His 
enthusiasm pervades 
the Society's latest 
show, "Take ME Out 
to the Ballgame." "It's 
great the historical 
society is doing 
something pop 
oriented," he said. 
Anderson spent a 
year rounding up 
"Take ME Out to the 
Ballgame" continues 
through November 5 at the 
Maine Historical Society, 
489 Congress St., 
Portland. The exhibition Is 
open Tuesday through 
Sunday from 10 a.m. to 4 
p.m. Call 879-0427 for 
more Information. Sorry, no 
Intermission here either. 
baseball paraphernalia from as far away as Arizona 
to illustrate the history of the national pastime in 
Maine. He found old baseball cards of Bill "Rough" 
Carrigan of Lewiston, who managed the Red Sox 
(and a young pitcher called Babe Ruth) to back-to-
back World Series victories in 1915 and 1916. There's 
a card of Clyde Sukeforth, 93, of Waldoboro, who 
lent Anderson his catcher's mitt ("I'm still breaking 
it in.") to illustrate the time Brooklyn Dodgers 
owner Branch Rickey asked him to assess the talents 
of a young prospect. Sukeforth told Rickey to sign 
the kid. A year later, after Sukeforth had become 
Dodgers manager, Rickey took that advice and 
Jackie Robinson broke baseball's color barrier. 
All 341 suggestions submitted in a 1992 contest to 
name Portland's new minor league franchise ("The 
Portland Clams," "The Portland Trout") are on 
display as is the New York Giants 1944 contract 
offer of $3500 to pitcher Bobby Coombs of 
Goodwins Mills, which still waits for his Signature. 
Coombs enlisted in the Navy and never returned to 
the major leagues. 
South Portland's Bill Swift talks on video about 
how, as a Little Leaguer, he took a line drive in the 
crotch. "I never played third base again," said Swift, 
HI just pitched." Mike Bordick of Winterport says 
when he tells teammates on the Oakland A's where 
he's from, "some people don't even know where 
Maine is." Of course, lots of folks in Maine think 
Oakland is near Waterville. 
The Portland Pilots skipped town in 1949, but left 
behind lots of memorabilia (which is on display) 
and pitcher Edson Hadlock (who isn't) . Hadlock 
coached Portland High School baseball for 29 years 
and lent his name to the Sea Dogs' current home. 
The collection ranges from the sublime (Peter 
"Bigfoot" Ladd's shoes from the 1982 American 
League Championship series) to the ridiculous (the 
last ball hit by an American League pitcher before 
the designated hitter rule took effect in 1973). 
There's enough stuff on display to keep even a 
casual baseball fan pleasantly diverted for an hour 
or two. Kids will find the old trading cards and 
autographed Ted Williams Moxie ad mildly 
entertaining, but after 15 minutes or so you might 
want to send them outside to kick something. 
----------~D~-----------
Slugger: The Interview 
If the Maine Historical Society of 2094 decides to 
produce another baseball exhibition, the item that'll 
neatly sum up the summer game in the 19905 is the 
costume of Slugger the Sea Dog. Slugger is the 
Portland team's mascot, which means his job is to 
see that there's never a second in which something 
isn't happening at Hadlock, even if it's something 
stupid. He dances to disco music, he rides an A TV 
around the park, he squirts water at the security 
guards. 
But what's Slugger really like? Are his fun-loving 
frolics just a furry facade? Is life as a giant, 
hydrocephalic, mutant seal truly fulfilling? To find 
out, Casco Bay Weekly interviewed the man behind 
the marine mammal mask. (We agreed to keep his 
real identity secret, although, to tell the truth, he's 
nobody you've ever heard of.) 
Casco Bay Weekly: Do 
you ever get tired of 
"YMCA n by the Village 
People? 
Slugger: I get tired of it, 
but I have to remember 
that not everybody has 
been to every single game, 
and kids really respond to 
it. I'm trying to get them to 
change for at least one 
night to "Kung Fu 
Fighting." 
Haw did you become the 
Sea Dogs mascot? 
I was the Vermont 
Catamount for three years 
at the University of 
Vermont. I graduated in 
1993, and when I came 
into town the Pirates were 
kicking off. So I called 
them to see if they had a 
mascot, and they already 
did. Then I called the Sea 
Dogs, and sent them a 
Slugger, who are you? 
resume and cover letter, and basically did that every 
month until finally I pestered them enough that they 
called me in . A month before the season started they 
decided they were going to do it. 
Haw do you learn to be a mascot? Is there a mascot 
training school? 
Maybe I should start one. I was a gymnast at the 
University of Vermont, and that got me interested in 
performing in public. But I'm an introvert. Put a seal 
costume on me and I can dance in front of 6,000 
people, but if you take it off I can' t. Part of it is just 
getting into the costume with a lot of mirrors 
around, and defining a new personality, and then 
going with it. You've got to remember, people don't 
know who I am. They can't see me. They call me 
Slugger. I see my mom at the games and she calls 
me Slugger. 
Does your mom knaw it's you ? 
She does know. She knows I cross dress. 
Has anyone ever recognized you ? 
Yeah . I was walking into a section and somebody 
called me by name. I turned around and walked 
away. They ruined it for their whole section because 
they snapped me out of my fake world and brought 
me back to reality. I didn't even know who this guy 
was. There are people who for some crazy reason 
have to prove they know me. 
What about physical preparation? 
There's a lot to get used to. The peripheral vision 
is pretty bad. You can just see as if you were 
watching a small TV. The flippers on the feet are 
kind of awkward, so I did a lot of running up and 
down the stairs. Driving the A TV, I started out as 
myself, but with fins, then with the head, and then 
the whole costume. 
Is it hot in there? 
Yeah, I didn't think I was going to make it through 
some of the hot weather. You have to get caught up in 
what's going on and forget about the temperature. 
Once you get in the suit, you just sort of get taken over 
by Slugger, and he just goes and goes. The hardest 
part is sweating and not being able to wipe off your 
face. It could be worse. There's a fur suit that goes 
under the shirt and pants, but I haven't worn it yet. 
Haw do kids react to Slugger? 
There are several different responses. You've got to 
deal with little kids who are afraid, little kids who've 
heard great stories about lighting Barney on fire, 
drunken adolescents, overzealous parents. Some of the 
parents are just goofy. They want hugs. Forget about 
-the kids. 
What weird things have happened to you in the stands? 
I had a kid jump on my back, and I couldn't get him 
off. That was fun . One day 
they gave away those little 
miniature baseball bats. I got 
beaten on with those. That 
was not a smart promotion. 
They've since given me a 
secu ri ty gu ard. 
What 's the value of having a 
mascot at all? 
I think it helps when we' re 
losing. It makes my job 
harder, bu t I think the 
entertainment value of a 
mascot goes up when the 
team isn't doing that well . It's 
a little comic relief, and it's a 
personal touch. Charles 
Johnson can' t hit a home run 
and then jump into the stands 
and sit by you, but Slugger 
can. I think fans equate 
Slugger with a member of the 
team somehow. 
Ever get flack from baseball 
purists who think mascots are 
just a distraction? 
The baseball purist could be upset, but then he sees 
Slugger flashing signs. The kids don't get that, but the 
older folks do. I don't think Slugger is around so much 
that he could piss people off. 
Haw do you get along with the plnyers? 
There are some players who are good to me all the 
time. There are some players that when they're losing, 
you just don't approach . I think I've gained a little of 
their respect for what I do. They'll come into the 
clubhouse when I'm there, and try on the head, and as 
soon as you do that you feel how hot it is and how 
little you can see . I met Gary Sheffield when he was 
here. He said, "You 're the one who hit my woman 
with the water." Apparently, I had soaked her. I said, 
"Mr. Sheffield, I had no idea. I can't see anything." He 
said, "Nah, she deserved it." I met President Bush the 
night he was here. I got to sit on his lap and rub his 
head, which is something I've always wanted to do. 
Are there a lot of rules about things you aren't allawed to 
do ? 
There aren't as many as you might think. I'm not 
allowed to mess with the umpires. I can only squirt 
players on the opposing team if they've squirted me 
first. Other than that, I just try not to block anyone's 
view. 
Do you stay for the whole game ~ery day? 
If it' s a close game, I alternate dugouts from the 
bottom of the seventh inning on. If they win I take a 
victory lap on the ATV. But if, by the middle of the 
seventh, it's blowout and we' re losing, I'm on my way 
home. 
You don 't ~er sit in the stands in your civvies? 
I've done that a couple times, but it' s weird walking 
up the ramp into the stadium and not having people 
cheer at you. OW 
The play's the thing 
Hours of strutting and fretting 
payoff for ART 
• By Cathy Nelson Price 
American Renaissance Theatre' s 
(ART) "Hamlet" now in a short run at 
the Portland Performing Arts Center, 
reveals a company that has survived 
some growing pains. Moreover, this 
particular production is proof that ART 
is no longer just one man's artistic 
vision. 
The man in this case is James Hoban, 
the company's founder. An actor I 
manager / director in the venerable 
Even with the enlarged space of the 
main stage at the Performing Arts 
Center (the home of Portland Stage), the 
actors still seem static and posed in 
spots, with a bit too much upstage 
playing. But the overall pacing of this 
very long (three hours plus) play is brisk 
and involving. 
What ART has done is to move 
beyond the "look at us, aren't we brave" 
positioning of its initial few seasons into 
theater traditlon, Hoban 
has had to face what all 
fledgling impresarios 
face: lack of funds, small 
audiences and the 
perception that the 
endeavor is just an ego 
trip. He's in good 
company. From the 16th-
"HamletW continues 
through July 3 at the 
Portland Performing Arts 
a viable, stand -alone 
company. Not wanting to 
do what he called 
"Shakespeare's Greatest 
Hits," Hoban instead 
opted for the history 
plays and a few others, 
ostensibly to prove the 
Center, 25A Forest Ave. 
799-0409. 
century traveling troupe to the Lunts in 
America and Olivier in England, the 
actor I manager - especially if he takes 
the lead role - often finds himself 
overwhelmed by administrative 
responsibilities and winds up giving his 
performance short shrift. Olivier used to 
say he got so absorbed in how ticket 
sales were doing and whether or not the 
costumes would be ready, he often felt 
like phoning in his performance. 
The remedy for that, of course, is to 
tum the directorial reins over to 
someone else. Lunt and Olivier never 
quite did that, but Hoban has, and with 
good result, in "Hamlet." Reversing the 
tandem that was so successful in the 
ART's critically acclaimed "Richard III, " 
this production is directed by Lou 
Solomon. Of course, it's still Hoban in 
the title role (wouldn' t you if it was your 
company?), but it's a freer, less 
posturing performance than we've seen 
from Hoban in the past. Beardless and 
longhaired, his Hamlet is the essence of 
troubled young adulthood. Hoban also 
has a conversational familiarity with the 
Elizabethan language that eases 
unobtrusively into the lines everybody 
knows - especially the Big Soliloquy. 
The cast is a mix of the young ART 
regulars and older actors, some new to 
the company. Asch Gregory, unusually 
subdued and dowdy as Ophelia, comes 
alive in the mad scene. Martin Schindler 
has the strategic role of Horatio, and he 
plays with a simple sincerity that is very 
touching, particularly in his "Good 
night, sweet prince" speech. Newcomer 
Terry Garmey is an earthy, modem 
Claudius with a blue-collar attitude and 
street smarts. 
company mettle before 
yielding to the audience favorites . In the 
upcoming season, ART will include 
Chekov's "The Cherry Orchard" with 
three Shakespearean plays. 
POSSibly because the concept of a 
repertory company with an actor / 
director / manager sounds so ingrown, 
few theatrical outfits will admit to that 
designation. But the reality is that the 
longer a company exists, the more 
favorite actors it will employ. Vintage 
Repertory unabashedly builds its 
productions around three actors and 
"guest artists," and Maine State Music 
Theater invites actors back year after 
year without auditions. ART trumpets 
its open casting policy, although it is 
obviously building a core of talented 
young performers who make repeated 
appearances. Mad Horse lists its 
ensemble in the program, and you can 
be sure that two or more of them will 
appear in each production. Even 
Children's Theatre of Maine - probably 
the easiest entree for newcomers - can 
count on a repeat bevy of youngsters to 
turn up at auditions, thereby 
guaranteeing that the eventual cast will 
have at least some collective stage 
experience. 
While actor/ director I manager 
companies often start off as vehicles for 
the actor in question (e.g., Louis-
Philippe's "Reindeer Theater 
Company"), the successful ones have to 
move beyond that purpose in order to 
grow. This takes no small amount of 
trust - much like taking your toddler to 
preschool. ART is coming along nicely 
in that area, and with continued new 
faces onstage and rotating directors 
offstage, it should come closer to its own 
artistic vision. OW 
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$COLLECTIVE@ 
@UJORK.S@' 
Esoteric Artifacts • Goddess Creations • Books 
Ritual Objects • Jewelry • Clothing • Herbal Products 
NEW LOCATION 
61 India Street Portland, ME 871-0273 
New Space Celebration July 2 
Tarot & Astrology with Valerie Rogers, 
Refreshments, Door Prizes, Cosmic Conversation 
Open: Mon -Sat 10- 6 p.m. • Thurs until 8 p.m. 
Wheiher you're lookilna lor ihai 
!Ideal accessory io compleie your 
wardrobe, or ihai knockoui oui'ii 
lor a nilahi on ihe town, we haye iii 
all- at a prilce you'll loyel 
TICKETS ON SALE NOW 
LYLE LOVEIT 
AND HIS ACOUSTIC QUINTET 
Thursday evening 
July 7 at 8:00 pm 
Portland City Hall Auditorium 
Advance tickets: 
Cumberland County Civic Center Box Office 
{No ServIce Charge J 
All ...... z: ....... Outlets 
To Charge By Phone: 
775-3458 or 775-3331 
All Seats Reserved. A limited number of Gold C,rcle 
seating avatlilble for [his performance 
Please note: AuditorIum box office 
IS open day of show only 
~ed ~ OiNId J. Werlm for Great No((~ast ProductfOl15, Inc 
OAK STREET PRODUCTIONS 




\ ~ 'july 7-17, 1994 
OAK STREET THEATRE 
(Fully Air Conditioned) 
0- Call 775-5103 
is located at 92 Oak Street in 
. the street from the Magic Muffin 
~~~~~~~~~---rr~~~~~==: England" (you may have seen the 
fr"lday 8 movie depicting this, co-starring bers include bassist Rick Wagner (dB's monday 4 Andrienne Batbeau). But the boy can 
and Silos}, drummer Billy Ficca sing and write a song like nobody's 
thursday 30 
Very berry: You can pick your friends 
and you can pick your nose, but you 
can't pick a better way to enjoy a 
summer evening than by attending 
the 19th annual su.EIIf fIS1IUl at 
the Old High School, Route 231, New 
Gloucester, from 6-8 p.m. 
The festival, which benefits the New 
Gloucester Historical Society, features 
shortcakes, sundaes and frozen 
custards made with fresh-picked 
berries. The Friends of the Library will 
offer their famous dliberries" (choco-
late-dipped strawberries), and musical 
entertainment will be prOvided. Heck, 
you might as well skip dinner-
you're going to want a lot of room for 
dessert tonight. 926-3198 or 926-4958. 
friday 1 
Musical fruit: Last time Big Ed rolled 
his tractor into town from the gas 
farm, there was quite a commotion ... 
seems folks 'round these parts favor 
his unique brand of Mavant-trash" 
music. Big Ed and the fellers are 
getting together again for a night of 
stompin' and snortin' at Raffles Cafe 
Bookstore, 555 Congress St., at 7:30 
p.m. 
IIG ED'S W Faa is a crazy mix of 
melody, found-sound and improv, 
55 
MARKET ST. 
IN THE OLD 
PORT 
761-2787 
THURS JUNE 30 
MEMPHIS MAFIA 
WITH CAR'EnA"EIlS 
Get Out & Stay Out 
appealing both to the cerebral punk 
and the avant-jazz lover. The mem-
bers are Mike Dank on percussion, 
drums and vocals; Phil Spirito on bass 
and vocals; and Reed Altemus on 
guitar, lap steel and oscillator. And 
Big Ed? Well, Big Ed just is. Tix: $5. 
761-3930. 
saturday 2 
Surfs up: While a generation of new 
wavers may suddenly be sprouting 
gray hairs, the beat goes on for 
members of the NUL CGWNS", 
who perform at Granny Killam's, 
55 Market St., at 9:30 p.m. 
The band has quite a 
resume: Collins is best 
known as a founding 
member of the way-
happening new wave 
bands The Nerves 
and The Beat. 
Other 
mem-
(Television and The Waitresses) and Fiddle head: The Bowdoin Summer folk business, and he's received praise 
Arthur Lenin (The Flashcubes). But Back and Fourth: As the joke goes Music Festival enters into its 30th from all over _ from Rolling Stone to 
most important, they rock the house, - Maine has two seasons: winter anniversary season, which began the Austin Chronicle to The Village 
or as Collins himself says "The band's and FOUI1M OF JULY. Today's the day June 29 and will continue through Voice. He performs at Raoul's, 555 
ioose spontaneity can take you places that you get to enJO' y your one day August 5, with a wide variety of t 8 30 
k 
Forest Ave., a : p.m. you never knew existed." (Better pac ofsummer, so you better make the classical music. Tonight, VIIIVOSO 
a lunch and bring a change of clothes most of it. If you're itching to get VIOliNIST Ruggiero Ricci, in a rare U.S. 
to be safe ... ) 761-2787. out of town, Bath has its annual appearance, performs at the First 
sunday! 
Karma chameleon: Nestled in the 
bucolic wilds of Maine, the Theater at 
Monmouth has been staging works of 
The Bard and his ilk for some 50 years 
now. They launch into their silver 
anniversary season with a special, 
one-night-only presentation of that 
sr.-UP 01 'IE a Jackson Gillman at 
Cumston Hall, Main Street, at 8 p.m. 
GilIm'an, called M a zany kind of comic 
mutantN by Maine Public Broadcast-
ing, magically transforms himself into 
a wide array of eccentric characters -
Swami, Maestro, The Plain White 
Rapper, Slimmer Pickens and others 
- through his use of mime, vaude-
ville and storytelling. The produc-
tion is suitable for all ages, and 
the drive - from any direction 
- is a purdy one. Tix: $10 
($5 kids under 12). 933-
9999. 
Heritage Days celebration; Parish Church, 9 Cleveland St., 
Kennebunk, Freeport and OOB also Brunswick, at 8 p.m. 
have doins; or you can take a hike, 
. . I k hop on your bl'ke or Ricci, who is considered to be one of Jump In a a e, 
flop in a chair - but you better the great violinists of the 20th 
move quick, the snow'll be flying century, will be the soloist in 
before you know it. 
Brahms' "Violin Concerto." Also 
featured in the program is Brahms' 
Sticking closer to home, Chandler's "Sextet for Strings in B-Flat" and the 
Band will perform on the Eastern ptj~_>ttt Sheng's bicenten-
Prom at Fort Allen Park gazebo at .A. Times said of 
7:30 p.m. There's a music cruise on ster of the bold 
Casco Bay with Red Light Revue, 
departing at 7:30 p.m. and costing 
$15 in advance, $17 the day of (774-
7871). And the day will come to an 
incendiary close with the annual 
fireworks display at dusk. And if 
of this appeals to you, you can 
the Fourth like hundreds and hun-
dreds of others do: Sitting in 
the York tollbooth. 
tuesdayS 
E 'Til the cows come home: 
~ ~ ~ ,. There's no surer sign of 
• ~~ • summer than the 
.-oil ~ - outbreak of outdoor 
.t I \ ~ concerts, and Portland is 
lousy with them. Seems you can't 
swing a cat these days without hitting 
a Dobra player or a yodeler. 
And tonight you can hear some cow 
licks at Deering Oaks Park when CIT1lE 
CAll performs at 7:30 p.m. The band -
a local favorite - is fronted by 
wednesday 6 
Bop till you drop: Oak Street Produc-
tions and Bebop's Cafe join forces to 
present a __ JIZZ salES, Wednes-
days through August 31, at the Oak 
Street Theatre, 92 Oak St., at 8 p.m. 
thursday 7 
Two faced: Oak Street rJ,!",u''''''J'~ 
(OSP) opens its summf~r~~n,es 
Nancy 3. Hoffman's .R'.lfI!" 
woman version of Gillm1 
Sullivan's humorous op~!~(a 
11IADO," at the Oak Street 1l11,eatr'e, 
Oak St., at 8 p.m. 
Through the use of masks, 1'-ts, fans, 
costumes and adroit changes in vocal 
and physical qualities, Hoffman 
creates the full cast of characters and 
performs solos, duets, trios and even a 
quartet from the show. Judith Quimby 
accompanies Hoffman on piano. 
Tonight's performance will be fol-
lOWed by a reception with the artist to 
celebrate OSP's inaugural event in the 
newly renovated space. Runs through 
July 17. Tix: $10. 775-5103. 
saturday 9 
Morrissey (not to be confused with 
Morrissey) spent his years kicking 
around the bar scene and has a tale or 
two to tell about his experiences, 
including the bar he played here in the 
Pine Tree State, where he had more 
teeth than the rest of his audience -
combined. Well, don't want to ruin 
any more of his punchlines. Just go 
see him. Maria Sangiolo opens. Tix: 
$10 ($8 in advance). 773-6886. 
There Is a cure for the summertime blues on June 30. 
singer / songwriter Mark Farrington 
and includes Mark Cousins (drums), 
Jim McGirr (bass), Matt Robbins 
(guitar). They play all original mate-
rial, which is a broncin' blend of 
The series begins tonight with Jazz 
Connotations - a four-piece combo 
led by Charlie Rizzi - who regularly 
host Tuesday night jazz jams at 
Bebop's. The group will perform the 
first set and then lead an open jam for 
the second. Complimentary food will 
be provided by Bebop's. Tix: $6. 775-
5103. 
Damn Yankee: According to BIU 
lIOIIISSEY's record label, Philo / 
Rounder, the folk artist has been 
described as a Mswamp Yankee - a 
particular brand of bluesman sprung 
forth from the backwaters of New 
Submissions for Art A Soul must be 
rec.1ved In wrltIng 011 the Thursday 
pilot to publlclrtlon. Send your 
Calendar and UstIngs Infonnstlon to 
Elizabeth Pe""ey, Casco Bay WeeIdy, 














• Gilt lIfld SowIn. 
Desert 
of Maine 
Rid", th", Salt .. , COOA!h/ 
1 $1 Open Daily 8:30 to Dusk ~ .00 
1 Oi, 00 Open until October 12th !; o~~ 
'" (207) 865-6962 
1 ..rm.. Desert Rd .• Freeport. ME 04032 
1 <D>' (off US At. 1 & 95) 
ALSO RELAXING COMFORTABLE CAMPING FACILITIES 1 ____________ _ 
JUNE 19'JULY 5 
WED-TUES 5,7,9 SAT-SUN MAT I, 3 
the 
Snapper 
The Hi~1y Acclaimed New Comedy 
Oirected by Stephen Frears and WriHen by Rodltf Doyle 
"You'll Leave The Theatre Beaming! 
·Daved AAsen. NEWSWEEK 
10 EXCHANGE ST, PORTLAND 772.·9600 • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
-FRESH GRILLED TUNA 
with a roasted veggie sauce 
-FRESH RED SNAPPER 
topped with a summery mango sauce 
-FRESH LlNGUINE WITH GRILLED 
CHICKENin a su.ndried tomato pesto, 
served with a caesar salad 
Showcasing on the starlit deck 
Friday, Saturday & Sunday nights 
Breakfa:;t 7 Days a Week 
As A1waya Tasty Sunday Brunch 
The Good Table Restaurant. 
Ill'! p., ... ~-\~1 'Jr\1 ..... ~\\.IIPL\' L\\',.k : 
Rt. 77 . Cape Elizabeth· 799.GOOD • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
what shape 
are you in? 
Join us for our Friday 
Night Workouts 
~9~e~ 
State Street (llUrm 
159 State Slreet· Ponland 
774-6396 
(No matter what shape your 
spiritual life is In. we have a 
workout for you.) 











Starts July 13 ~E=jJb 
CLAY JEWELRY 
MAKING with Susan Bickford 
~ 
Starts July 12 




EILEEN FISHER • 
PUTUMAYO • KOMIL· 
PHOOL. GEETA 
251 Route One 
Falmouth Shopping Center 
781-7573 
lOa.m.-5:30p.m. Mon.-Sat 




La Folle de Chaillot by Jean GiTaudoux 
Directd by ALMillu 
July 7.23 
Thursday-Saturday, 8 pm 
Saturday Matinees at 3 pm 
Tickets $12/$10 
For info & reservations 
plea.e c..n our box 
office 729-8584 
14 School St. Brunswick 
Jewelry Designs from Nature ... 
Damariscotta 
LOVELL DESIGNS 
26 Exchange St .• Portland· 828-5303 
S. WYLER GALLERY 
••••••••••••• 
A POTTER'S STUDIO 
AND 
UNIQU E CRAFT GALLERY 
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Baby's Day Out Nlne-month-old Blnk Is kidnapped 
from the family mansion by a trio of three bumblers. 
The baby outfoxes his captors and spends the day 
solo In the big City, hanging out In a gorilla's cage, 
window shopping, getting his diapers changed. No, 
this film is not another Merchant·lvory production, 
but a daring effort by John Hughes ("Home Alone "). 
Blown Away Jeff Bridges Is a Boston bomtrsquad 
officer whose plans for retirement explode when he's 
targeted for revenge by a brilliant mad bomber 
(Tommy lee Jones) who used to be a compatriot. 
Features one of the largestTNT explosions ever used 
In film. 
CIty Slick ... 2 Redgllng radio station manager Billy 
Crystal once again ventures out from the environs of 
New York City to explore the contemporaryWlld West. 
This time he's In search of a lost treasure of gold left 
by deceased trail boss Cuny. Oscar winner Jack 
Palance retums as Cuny's seafaring twin . Bruno 
Kirby doesn't, owing to difficulties with Crystal . Also 
stars Jon lovitz and Daniel Stem. 
The Crow Based on the novel by James O' Barr. A 
young rocker (Brandon lee, who was killed during 
filming by an Improperly loaded stunt gun) returns 
from the greve In the form of a night bird to wreak his 
revenge on those who killed him and his girlfrlend. 
Alex Proyas directs. 
Flortle While Napoleon's army pauses In Tuscany, a 
young French soldier Is given the responsibility of 
guarding the army's gold . A native glri seduces him, 
and while he's otherwise diverted her brother steals 
the gold. The young soldier Is executed as punish-
ment. Although the robbery brings great power and 
wealth to the descendants of the thief, It brings even 
greater misfortune. Written and directed by the Tavianl 
brothers ("The Night of the Shooting Stars"). 
Th. FUnston •• You've had your d isgusting 
McRlnstone meal, you 've got your stupid Rubble 
underwear, you've been suckered Into buying the 
Insipid hard rock soundtrack - you might as well go 
see the movie. In this live-action episode, thefamous 
Stone-Age suburbanite (John Goodman) must grapple 
with good and evil when his boss at the quarry (Kyle 
Maclachlan) and his secretary (Halle Berry) try to 
tempt him Into embeZZling company funds. Also 
stars RlckMoranls, Elizabeth Perl<ins, Rosie O'Donnell 
and Uz as Granny (who's cooking for Jethro?) 
Forrest Gump In this apparent mating of "Being 
There" and "Zellg," Tom Hanks plays a lucky Simple-
ton who becomes an all·Amerlcan football player, a 
Vietnam hero and a shrimp magnate - all the while 
stumbling into major figures In American history. 
Through the use of old newsreels and high tech, 
Gump gets to Interact with such notables as Presl. 
dents Johnson, Kennedy and Nixon. He also gets to 
teach Elvis how to dance. Sally Field plays his 
mother; Robin Wright, his love interest. Directed by 
Robert Zemeckis ("Back to the Future"). 
Four Wedell".. _ • Fune .. 1 Charles (Hugh Grant), 
a single and somewhattwitty Englishman, seems to 
spend his life going to his friends ' weddings. Despite 
or because of this , he is determined to remain single. 
Then he meets a free-spirited American (Andie 
MacDowell) who's hanging out in England. Directed 
by Mike Newell ("Enchanted April ," " Into the West"). 
Written by Richard Curtis ("The Tall Guy: TV's 
"Blackadder"). 
Gettlnc Even With Dad Thlrteen-year-<lld Macaulay 
Culkin stars as 11·year-<lld Timmy. a boy who will do 
anything for some quality time with his dim. wayward 
dad (Ted Danson), Including theft and blackmail. 
Directed by Howard Deutch, who learned his craft 
from "Home Alone"' s John Hughes. 
llove Trouble She's a scrappy cub reporter; he's a 
crusty columnist. They work for competing Chicago 
newspapers and both stumble upon the same big 
(and dangerous) story. Watch out Hepburn and Tracy! 
Stars Julia Roberts (who does her own stunts) and 
Nick Nolte. 
Uk. Wat.rforChocoiate Mexican screenwriter laura 
Esquivel'S surrealistic look at the mores of tUm-<>f. 
the-century Mexico. ma (lumi Cavazos), the young· 
est daughter In a family offour women, Is denied the 
right to marry and Instead must serve as cook and 
caretaker for her domineering mother. When Tlta 
cooks, her wishes flavor the food. 
The Uon KIne Walt Disney's 32nd fulf.length ani-
mated feature follows the life and times of Simba, a 
lion cub, who Is forced Intoeldle byhls evil uncle after 
the death of his father, the King. After 51mba's 
visited by the ghost of his father, he begins a heroic 
journey to reclaim his place as klng of the beasts. 
According to Mattihew Broderick, the voice of Simba, 
the plot's loosely based on "Hamlet" (except this 
story almost certainly has a happy ending). Elton 
John collaborated with Academy Award-wlnnlng 1yr1-
clstTlm Rice ("Aladdin") on the music. Also features 
the voices of Jeremy Irons, James Earl Jones and 
Whoop! Goldberg. 
UttIe BI, I.eag\Ie A 12·year-<lld baseball fanatic 
Inherits the Minnesota Twins from his grandfather 
(Jason Robards) and becomes manager when no 
adult will take the job. He decides to revitalize the 
members of his slumping team by encouraging them 
to dlscoverthe child within. Stars 17 real ballplayers, 
Including Ken Griffey Jr .. Paul O'Neil and Tim Raines. 
Mavwlck Mel Gibson stars as a roving gambler 
who's out to win big . .. Until he runs Into a sexy con 
artist (Jodie Foster) and a stralght~aced lawman 
(James Gamer). The two men spar for the corrupt 
woman's affections. 
The Mighty Duclka 2 Gordon Bombay (Emilio Estevez) 
rejects a cushy job in order to once again coach the 
Ducks. 
The Naked Gun 33 1/3: The Final Insult Lt. Frank 
Drebln continues his search for the meaning of 
existence In an oft·tlmes hostile universe. 
R ..... _. Man Danny DeVito stars as an ex·ad 
exec who becomes a reluctant civilian Instructor 
assigned to teach a group of "borde~lne " Army 
recruits in Detroit. Through this experience the for. 
meriy rude burnout discovers a new side to himself 
- one assumes a warm, mushy side. Appearances 
by Marky Mark and Tony Danza. Directed by Penny 
Marshall. 
Schindler'. list Steven Spielberg traces the World 
War II exploits of Oskar Schindler, a war prOfiteer and 
member of the Nazi party. Schindler Initially seeks to 
exploit cheap Jewish labor In war·tom Poland and 
ends up saving over a thousand Jews from the death 
camps - all the while consorting (I.e. , drinking and 
whoring) with the friendly neighborhood Nazi elite. 
Based on Thomas Keneally's novel of the same 
name. Rimed mostly In black and white. 
Serl.1 Mom Writer and director John Waters 
("Halrspray") adds to his corpus with another twisted 
comedy. Kathleen Turner stars as a role-model mom 
who deals with Imperfection In others by murdering 
them. 
The ·S ....... w Alec Baldwin stars as hero lamont 
Cranston, the billionaire playboy whose dark alter 
ego not only knows the evil that lurks In the hearts of 
men but also has the unique ability to cloud men's 
minds and become Invisible. With John lone as his 
nemeSiS, archvillain Shiwan Khan (a direct descen-
dant of Genghis). Based on the radio and movie 
serials of the '30s and '40s. WIth 250 spedal 
effects deSigned by Alison Savltch ("Terminator 2"). 
Also stars Penelope Ann Miller. 
The SNlpper Based on Roddy Doyle's novel, the 
second In his comic trilogy about worklng.class life in 
Dublin ("The Commitments" was his first Install· 
ment). The charming chaos of the Curley clan grows 
when 2();,ear-<lld Sharon becomes pregnant and 
wants to keep her child (the snapper)wlthout disclos. 
ing the IdentItY of Its papa. The story focuses on how 
her own father (Calm Meaney) struggles to accept 
such facts of life. Warm, human and tenribly funny, 
"The Snapper" 's characters actually grow -In not 
just the anatomical sense - during the movie. 
Speed You admired him as Buddha, now you'll love 
him as an action hero. It's Keanu Reeves, an actor 
few would call versatile. In his first attempt to carry 
a picture, Reeves stars as an ace SWAT cop as-
signed to disarm a bomb planted on an l.A. city bus. 
The bomb hes been rigged to explode If the bus slows 
below 50 mph. Also stars Dennis Hopper and Jeff 
Daniels. 
3 Ninja KIck Back The trio of minl-Bruce lees (Swan 
Fox, Max Elliot Shade and Evan Bonifant) return to 
wack through two more battles - one on their 
hometown baseball field and another In the ancient 
caves of Japan. lots of martlal·arts action, bathroom 
humor and slapstick. 
What'. Eatlnc Gilbert Gr.pe A grocery store stock 
boy (Johnny Depp) struggles to grow up In a small 
Iowa town while balancing his duty to care for his 
5ropound mother (Dariene Cates) and slowwltted 
brother (leonardo DiCaprio) with an affair with the 
wife (Mary Steenburgen) of a parslstent Insurance 
agent. Allis peacefully bizarre until a mysterious girl 
from Michigan (Juliette lewis) moves Into town with 
her grandmother. Swedish filmmaker lasse ( "My 
Ufe as a Dog") Hallstrom directs this adaptation of 
Peter Hedges ' novel of the same name. 
When • Man lov .. a Wom.n Meg Ryan stars as 
Al ice Green, a yuppie wife/ mother with a drinking 
problem. The film follows the st rugg les of the couple 
(Andy Garcia plays her sensitive husband) as they try 
to their lives and . 
i Nicholson) 
gets bitten by what appears to be a WOlf, he finds 
himself transforming Into a bloodthirsty, aggressive, 
halrywolfrnan. Too bad for his lII·fated wife, but lots 
of action tor his new love Interest/veterinarian 
(Michelle Pfeiffer). Directed by Mike Nichols ("The 
Graduate," "Worklng Glri: and, most recentiy, "Re-
garding Henry"). 
Wyatt Earp So soon after "Tombstone" moviegoers 
are once again asked to visit the O.K. Corral In this 
three hours plus epic. This time Kevin Costner stars 
as Wyatt Earp, the legendary lawman. See Costner 
as the young Idealistic Earp. Watch him age 35 years, 
work his way through three wives, become an outlaw 
lawman and then take his Infamous tJfp to Tomb-
stone. WIth Dennis Quald,who 10st43 pounds to play 
the terminally III Doc Holiday. Also stars Gene Hack. 
man, Isabella Rossellini, Catherine O'Hara. Directed 
by lawrence Kasdan ("The Big Chili," "Silverado"). 
Owing to scheduling changes after CBW 
goes to press, moviegoers are advised 
to confirm times with theaters. 
General Cinemas 
Maine Mall 
Maine Mall Road, S. Portland 
774-1022 
Dates effective July 1-7 
Maverick (PG) 
1:40, 4:30, 7:20 (except Sat), 10 
The Fllnstones (PG) 
12:45, 2:50, 4:55, 7:10, 9:15 
Renaissance Man (PG-13) 
1,3:45,7,9:35 
Speed (R) 
1:45, 4:15, 7:30, 9:50 
Wolf(R) 
1:35, 4:25, 7:15, 9:55 
Baby's Day Out (PG) 
1, 3:10, 5:20, 7:35, 9:45 
I Love Trouble (PG) 
1;20,4,7,9:30 
Forest Gump (PG-13) 
7:10 (Sat only) 
Hoyts Clark's Pond 
333 Clark's Rd., S. Portland 
879-1511 
Dates effective July 1-7 
When a Man Loves a Woman (R) 
3:30,9:30 
City Sllcke,. 2 (PG-13) 
1,6:40 
Gettln, Even with DacI (PG) 
12:30,3:15 
Wyatt Earp (PG-13) 
12, 3:50, 7:45 
The Uon Kine (G) 
11:30, 12:15, 1:45, 2:30, 4, 4:35, 
6:15, 6:45, 8;15, 8:45, 10:15 
Uttle BI, Leaeue (PG) 
11:15, 1:55, 4 :40, 7:10, 9:50 
Blown Away (R) 
1:15, 4:15, 6:30, 7:15, 9, 9:55 
The Shadow (R) 
1:20, 4:20, 7:20, 10 
The Movies 
10 Exchange St., Portland 
772-9600 
Matinees Sat & Sun 
The Snapper (R) 
June 29-July 5 
Mon-Fri 5, 7, 9 ; Sat-Sun 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 
Uke Water for Chocolate (R) 
July 6-12 




Wed-Fri 7:15, 9:30; Sat-Sun 3: 7:15, 
9:30; Mon-Tues 5, 7:15 
Nickelodeon 
Temple and Middle streets, Portland 
7"72-9751 
Dates effective July 1-7 
What's Eatin, Gilbert Grape (PG-13) 
12:40, 3:10, 6:30, 9:10 
3 Ninjas Kick Back (PG) 
12:30, 2:20 
SChindler's Ust (R) 
4,8 
The Crow (R) 
1 :10, 3 :40, 7, 9:30 
The Mlihty Ducks 2 (PG) 
1, 3:20, 6:50, 9 
Four Weddin,s and a Funeral (R) 
12:50, 3:30, 6:40, 9;20 
Serial Mom (R) 
1:20,7;10 
Naked Gun 33 1/3 (PG-13) 
3:50,9:40 
Pride's Corner Drive-In 
651 Bridgton Road, Westbrook 
797-3154 
Dates effective July 1"7 
City Slicke,. 2 (PG-13) 
8:35 
Gettll1l Even with DacI (PG) 
10:30 
- ---------
Pay baby pay 
Chances are pretty good that by the time you read this you'll 
stab at tickets for Bob Dylan's en-route-to-Woodstock 
Theatre on August 10. 
In a perfect world, everything would be fair and square 
wouldn't finish last, men would make passes at girls 
meek would inherit the earth. But in the real world, 
those with ins are the most likely to get seats at the 
music 
to Betty Bonney, 
promotions at the 
1,600 to 1,700 
concert. Roughly 700 of those will be seats in the 
first time on the evening of Dylan's performance. 
the crew at the State are prepared. "We've added extra 
and extra credit card sales machines," said Bonney. As of 
received calls and faxes from as far away as New York and 
that was only the beginning of the onslaught. She anticipated campers 
arrive early on the evening of the 30th to secure their places in line for wtleni'th. 
ticket window cracks at 9 a.m. " And from there," she said, "we'll just keep our 
fingers crossed." 
Assuming you don't have a friend in the business (and you know the type~ 
who do - the ones who arrive late, leave early and never seem to have to walt 
or pay for anything), what can you possibly do to get a sea.t at this show? Well, 
if you happened to be at the Adrian Belew show, and you Just so happened to 
be sentimental or anal enough to have held on to your ticket stub, you will be 
able to buy tickets (four per stub) on June 30. Bonney estimated there ~ight be 
as many as a couple hundred of these stubs kicking around. Or, you mIght be 
among the fortunate few to purchase one of the 250 recently issued State 
Theatre V.J.P. passes, entitling you to a number of perks at the Sta.te-
including the ability to purchase tickets (four per pass) the day p~lOr to the ~ale 
date of any show (including Dylan) and to enter the theater 15 minutes earher 
than those without the pass (including the Dylan show). The cost for a one-year 
pass? $100. 
stage 
"Gypey" Maine State Music Theatre presents this 
musical by Jule Styne and Stephen Sand helm based 
on the Arthur laurents' book about the lives of 
strippers Gypsy Rose lee, June Havoc and their 
slage mother. Shows through July 9-Tues-Sat at 8 
pm, with 2 pm matinees 1st week: Wed, Frl , Sun and 
the 2nd week: Tues, Thurs, Fri. Tlx: $15·$27. 725-
8769. 
tlHamlet" American Renaissance Theater presents 
Shakespeare's classic June 27-July 3 - MorrSun at 
7:30 pm and Sat at 3 pm - at the Portland Perform-
Ing Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave, Portland: Tlx: $12 
general admlssion/ $8 students and seniors. 799-
0409. 
"Mikado" Nancy Hoffman sings and acts out all the 
roles for Gilbert and Sullivan'scomlcoperetta . Shows 
July 7·17 - Thurs-Sat at 8 pm and Sun at 7 pm-
at the Oak Street Theatre, 92 Oak St, Portland. Tlx: 
$10 general admission. 775-5103. 
Poets In the Park From noon to one every other 
Wednesday, poets let loose their arrangements of 
words and utterances In Congress Square at the 
Intersection of High and Congress streets, Portland. 
Rain dates are the following Wednesdays. Terry 
Hunter, Naomi Jacobs and Taylor Mali perform July 6. 
Technology of the Sun and the Cafe Review sponsor 
the readings, which continue through August 24. 
Free. 761-2150. 
"SUmmer, Wine IIIId the Art of UYlnc" All You Can 
Eat Productions presents this summer melange of 
music, poetry, rap and live art June 3D-July 1 , July 7-
8 and July 10-Frl-Sun at 7 pm-atZootz, 31 Forest 
Ave, Portland. Tlx: Friday (all ages) $10/Sat·Sun 
(21+) $7 . 773-6512-
"The T _to The Theater at Monmouth performs 
the Shakespearean play about what happens when 
fools and villains are shipwrecked on a magical 
Island . Shows June 3D-July 2 and July 6 - Wed·Sat 
at 8 pm - at Cumston Hall, Main Street, Monmouth 
Uust ott Route 202). Tix: $18/ $12 students/ $16 
seniors. 933-9999. 
"Theatre Instltut.: The Mlc .... 1 Cheklhov Tech-
nlqu." Students perform scenes from Tennessee 
Williams' "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof" and other works. 
Shows July 2 - Saturday at 7:30 pm - at USM's 
Corthell Concert Hall, Gorham. Free. 78D-5646 . 
"TIntypM" Schoolhouse Arts Center perform this 
musical revue of American history through July 3 -
Fri·Sat at 8 pm and Sun at 5 pm - at the School· 
house Arts Center, junction Routes 35 and 114 
North, Sebago lake Village. Tlx: $10/ $8. 642·3743. 
auditions 
Community Orch .. tra of the Portl_ Symphony 
Invites string players to Its Wednesday evening 
rehearsals . locations vary. 883-2460. 
italian Folk E .. emble Is auditioning singers and 
musicians. 767-3818. . 
. ........ \ / 




Pam Baker (Summer Performance Series: folk/ blues 
vocalist) 12 noon, Post Office Park, Portland. Free. 
772-6828. 
friday 1 
BI, Ed's GuFarm(unusualfound-sound and Improv.) 
7 :30 pm, Raffies Cafe Bookstore, 555 Congress St, 
Portland. Cover: $4·$7. 761-3930 or 77~911. 
Bowdoin Mualc:fest (Baritone, Kurt Oilman Is fea-
tured in an al~Schuman program.) 8 pm, First Parish 
Church, Brunswick. Tlx: $14 per concert or $60 for 
series of 6 concerts. 725-3895. 
PorUandSymphonyOrch .. tr.( " lndependence Pops" 
outdoor concert followed by fireworks display) 7:30 
pm, Fort Williams Park, Cape Elizabeth. Rain site: 
Portland City Hall Auditorium. Tlx: $12 adults/ $10 
children, seniors or groups of more than ten/ $36 
family oHour. Tix at gate: $15/ $12/$45. 773-8191 
or 800-639-2309. 
Zln&o ZlIn&o Ju, Band (Summer Performance Se-
ries: jug music) 12 noon , Monument Square, Port· 
land. Free. 772-6828. 
saturday 2 
Bath-Brunswlck Folk Club (songs of the sea) 8 pm, 
The Chocolate Church, 804 Washington St, Bath. Tlx: 
$8 1n advance/$10 at the door. 729-31B5. 
The Mood)' Blu .. (rock) 7 :30, The Ballpark at Old 
Orchard Beach. Tlx: $17.50-$25. 775-3331. 
Upbeat! Bowdoin Concert Serlee (Guest performer, 
lucas Foss Is featured In the performance of "13 
Ways of looking at • Blackbird.") 8 pm, Moulton 
Union lounge. Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Tlx: $8 • 
725-3895. 
Yellowman and the s..- Band (reggae) 9 pm, 
the State Theatre, 609 Congress St, Portland. Tlx: 
$10.50 general admlsslon/$14.50 cabaret (plus 
optional $8 dinner ticket). 773-5540. 
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slobs do? Well, you can camp. (It'll be 
"Blowin' in the Wind" together.) Problem 
a little soft, and they like their Sertas. Other 
and ponder, or to forget about: 
no giveaways, no Dylan trivia contests, no radio 
according to Bonney, ·We don't need to." 
'. First of all, it's not right. Second of all, you probably 
it. While Bonney was cagy about certain ploys they've 
mention that the tickets are printed with special, non-
ink - so you can forget counterfeiting. "We know every trick 
Bonney, noting she once caught a young man in the laundry 
Hampshire club who was trying to sneak into a Phish concert. 
the joint. See above. 
Well, here's another moral issue. Ticket scalping, to some-
those in the music business loop - is wrong. Others see scalping 
'addiIllg a sort of service charge, a little $100 dollar "thanks" for standing on 
or getting there first. But no matter how you feel about the practice, you 
might as weil know that, according to the Maine State Att~rney G~neral's 
Office, there is no law on the books forbidding ticket scalping. So, If you have 
cash to bum, you may be in - for a price. . 
• Unctuosity, pomposity or generally sleazoid behavior. This, of course, IS most 
preferable, since it costs little besides your self-esteem (which would be shot 
anyway if you were actually spotted camping overnight on Congress Street). 
First, suck up to anyone you know who gets one of them passes or is ~opey . 
enough to stand on-line. It doesn't have to be anything wholly degrad.lng, but It 
isn't the worst reason to start going out with someone who has otherwIse been 
pestering you. Or, you can insist on your worth - if anyone will ~isten. Or, you 
can discreetly drive by the State Theatre around 8:30 on the morrung of July 1 
and scan the crowd for faces of those who might owe you a Javor of some sort. 
(Or better, check the more "in" crowd buying tickets on the 30th - best to 
watch the company you keep.) 
• Staying home and listening to scratchy old Bob Dylan albums. Because, 
sometimes the cost of entertainment is just too high (besides, wouldn't you 
rather see someone on the way in than someone on the way out?). 
sunday 3 
Chlllldier'. Band (Mill Creek Park Summer Concert 
Series: second oldest community band in the cour~ 
try) 7 pm, Mill Creek Park, South Portland. Free . 767-
7650. 
Phlah (laid-back rock) 7 pm, The Ballparl< at Old 
Orchard Beach. Tix: $17.50. 775-3331. 
monday 4 
Chandle,'s Band(Summer in the Parks Series: band) 
7:30 pm, Fort Allen Pari< Gazebo, Portland. Free. 
87 ~791 or 87 ~793. 
tuesday 5 
C.ttI. C.II (Summer In the Parks Series: original 
country) 7:30 pm, Deering Oaks Pari<, Portland. Free. 
87 ~791 or 87 ~793. 
South.m Maine Strln, Quartet (Summer Perfor· 
mance Series: classical) 12 noon, Canal Plaza, 
Portland. Free. 772-6828. 
wednesday 6 
Jazz ConnotlOtlons (kick-<lff concert In 9-part jazz 
concert series with compllmentaryfood from Beebop' s 
Cafe) 8 pm, Oak Street Theatre, 92 OakSt, Portland. 
Tlx; $6 general admisslon/ $25 for five shows. 775-
5103 or B28-6551. 
Doug lewl. and Deb S.wyer (Sunset Folk Series: 
folk ballads) 8 pm, the Western Promenade, Port· 
land. Free. B74-8791 or B74-8793. 
DI .... H ..... n .. d Pixi. leu.r (Summer Perfor-
mance Series: children's music) Tommy's Park, 
Portland. Free. 772-6828. 
Th. Plnetonea (Mill Creek Park Summer Concert 




Rhythm FI.h (blues/R&B) The Big Easy, 416 Fore St, 
Portiand.7BO-1207. 
Comedy Showea .. The Comedy Connection, 434 
Fore St. , Portland. 774-5554. 
Memphis Mana and Carpetb""e.. (rockabilly) 
Granny Killam's Industrial Drlnkhouse, 55 MarketSt, 
Portland. 761·2787. 
Deejay Ken Gardner (progressive house) Kaos, 137 
Kennebec St, Portland. 774-2242. 
Skel.ton Crew (Dead cover) Moose Alley, 46 Market 
St, Portland. 774-5246. 
The Jazz Workshop (big band) Morganfield's 121 
Center St, Portland. 774-1245. 
Ey. to Ey. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St, 
Portland. 774-0444. 
Mama Kettle (rock) Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 
865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886. 
Rockln' Rusty (karaoke) Spring Point Cafe, 175 
Pickett St, S. Portland. 7674627. 
Draw the Une (Aerosmith clone band) H3irds, 126 
N. Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040. 
Greg Powe .. (laser karaoke) Tipperary Pub, Sheraton 
Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 775-6161. 
D •• Jay Bob Look (heavy dance/live karaoke In front 
room) The Underground, 3 Spring St .. Portland. 773-
3315. 
Acoustic Open Mlc with Je .... James The Wrong 
Brothers ' Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Port· 
land . 775-1944. 
Decade Music (,60s·'80s alternative dance) Zootz, 
31 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-8187. 
friday 1 
Jimmy Ie the Soul Cate (blues) The Big Easy, 416 
Fore St, Portland. 78D-1207. 
AI Duchame, Mike Pryor .nd . Juaton McKinney 
(comedy) The Comedy Connection, 434 Fore St., 
Portland. 774-5554. 
Hellev.tor, BI, Meat Hammer, Peace Cor .... (hard 
core) Geno's, 13 Brown St, Portland . 772·7891. 
Val.ntln. Smith Granny Killam's Industrial 
Drinkhouse, 55 Market St, Portland . 761-2787. 
Dul.y PauileClalr (progressive house) Kaos, 137 
Kennebec St, Portland . 774-2242. 
Syd'. KIda (rock) leo's Billiards, comer of Exchange 
and Fore streets, Portland. 78D-ll11-
BIcycle ThI.ves (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market St, 
Portland. 774-5246. 
Gr., Piccolo IUId H->, Juice (R&B) Morganfield's 
121 Center 5t, Portland. 774-1245. 
Art & Soul continued on page 24 
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299 Forest Ave 
across from USM 








served hot or cold 
delicious & healthy 
quick & economical 
Lunch - Supper 
By the Plate or By the Pound 
Ope11 daily ulltilBpm 
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by the bean 
by the cup 
by the pound 
and by the way ... 
Coffee by Design 
is finally open! 
Please join us for a day of celebration. 
There will be lots of food, 
conversation and coiTee, of course. 
Discounts and door prizes will be 
given so stop by and say "hello." 
Friday, July 8, 1994 
7:00 am 1Ultil8:00 pm 
.0. 
620 Congress Stnxt • Porthmd, Maine 
207-772-5533 




$1 OFF any 
small pizza 
$2 OFF any large 
or deep dish pizza 
EXP.717/94 
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Mixing Good People, 
Good Food 
and Good Drinks 
for 16 Years 
5 Portland Pier • 772-4828 
Our Famous 
Fried Clams $8~5 
potatoes & vegetable 
SERVED DAILY 
I 
C'- _-.;Ll4(& UfYrf. Dream 
41 Middle Street 
Portland, Maine ' 
Serving breakfast all dqy with 
daily lunch specials. 
Tues. - Fri. 7-2 
'vVeekend Brunch 
Sat-Sun 9-2 





In the Maine Dining Room: 
Dinner, breakfast, lunch and Sunday brunch 
The contemporary regional cuisine of chef 
Sam Hayward 
In the Broad Arrow Tavern 
Lunch, dinner and cocktails 
M- Traditional Downeast fare 
Pleased to serve th£ produce of 
MJJine's sustai""ble agriculture 
Discover us two blocks north of L.L. Bean at 
162 Main Street, Freeport, ME 04032 
(207) 865-9377 
¢ON~"'N1)~A 
WE SER'VE~ @Bo~J.."f" 
... T RE~UL"'R PRICES 
ALrnOUGIl OVR BEER SELf.c:noNS CHANGE 
WEE KLY, WE ALWAY:, HAVf. BEERS 
>ROM KENNEBUNKPORt" BREWING CJ) 
SUNDAY RI\IER , SEA (XlG,SAM A0I\l'15: ' 
HAR POON. GEARy'S,ACAPI A. MlPREWS 
LAXE 51.GEORc"E . " NO GRI1TY, 
--------------, 
"ll'1Al u AKU iN 
RESTAURANT 
Authelltic Thai Cookillg 
.' OPEN 7 DAYS 
Lunch 
'. ~' ,~-a ~~) ~lon·Fri , II : ~CL lrlll 
~~~;.·o ~~';r Dinner 
~"').:. '. 'i4..J~}j Sun-TIlll, 4: ~(l-9rlll 
~.r ·· '..-::, ·-'4' ···· Fri-S"r, 4:~0-JOrl1l 
-:.:~.\~ ..... ~ .• :.: ..:.~ .. : ..-_ . ).(.' 10% Oil' yom ~lEAL 
-r-. .tllllll'r""lr 
with this "'(;UP(11l 
1-'1''':.' tlUt' IIIJ!jT fwbll~ l".'p.8IlN-l 
l ill<' l:/!\ (:,111.'( P,Hh'l~ l";drd~r.' 
Oll~ Cit)' Cl'ntl'r • PurtlanJ • 77 2·111 ~ 
SPECTACUlAR DCWFROIT AND SKYUIE VIEW 
- Fille Dining Inside 
- Deck cr1d Dockside Menu Outside 
BOAT SHUTTlE FROM PDIITlAJID'S OlD PORT 
~~~~ 
RESTAURANT 
231 Front St., South Por1la'1d 799-5552 
LlJ1Ch 11 :30 -2. Dinner 5:30 - 9:30 'M!ekdays 
5:30 -10:00 Friday & Saturday 
any time . .. any sea.son 
Lobsters ~ Seafood ~ Steaks 
Burgers ~ Salads ~ Appetizers 
& Hearty Sandwiches 
100 Item Menu Plus Blackboard 'sp,eci:lIsl l 
Children's Menu * Take Out Menu 
7 Days A Week * Deck & Patio Ullmnl1' l. 
Breakfast * Sunday Live Jazz Brunch 
INc)nSme,kuH! & Smoking Dining Ko·orrlsl 
Surrounding Our Full Service Bar 
Fresh Microbrewed Maine Draughts 
Reservations & Credit Cards Accepred 
The Largest, Most Convenient 
Parking In Freeport 
\eke 
(,. ~ r-
" ~ oJ' 
restaurant 




A S I A N 
THAI GARDEN, Authentic Thai food. Buffet lunch 
Mon-Fri. Daily specials. Catering. Take out. Our new 
owner and kitchen manager are proud to make their 
delicious choices available to you. Visa &; M.e. ac-
cepted. One City Center. Portland. 772-11'18. 
ECLECTIC 
BINTUFF'S RESTAURANT. Fresh, creative cuisine. 
Breakfast and lunch M-F, 6AM-2PM. Breakfast all day 
Saturday, 6AM-2PM,andSunday, 7AM-2PM.Nowserv-
ing dinner Thursday. Friday & Saturday, 5PM-9PM. 98 
Portland Street, Portland. 773-2096. 
CRICKETS RESTAURANT. Great food at reasonable 
prices. Extensive menu in a casual atmosphere. Sea-
food. steaks, salads &; hearty sandwiches. Sunday live 
jazz brunch. All major credit cards accepted. Parking. 
Reservations accepted. 7 days a week 11 :30-1 0:00 PM. 
Weekend breakfast. 175 Lower Main Street. Freeport. 
865-4005. 
FOODllS. Sixteen international pizza combinations. 
Five heart-healthy crusts. Voted best pizza in New 
England by Boston Globe. 8uffet Monday ·Saturday 11· 
2pm. M.e., Visa, accepted. Parking. 688 Forest Ave. 
Portland. 774-4100. 
GOOD TABLE, Casual. Tasty weekend brunch. 
Screened, starlit deck. Full bar. Seafood, barbeque, 
Greek. Old jazz, good lookin' staff. Honest food . Honest 
prices. M.e., V~a accepted. Parking. Rte 77, Cape 
Elizabeth. 799-4663. 
GREAT LOST BEAR, Full bar featuring 36 beers on tap. 
Extensive menu ... sandwiches, soups, salads, platters. 
Lunch or dinner in the mysterious Woodfords area. 
M.e., Visa, Amex accepted. Parking. 540 Forest Ave. 
Portland. 772-0300. 
KATAHDIN. Daily Blue Plate Specials S9.95 and unpre-
tentious fare like 8lKkwheat Pasta. Home made, Good 
Coakin. Monday-Thursday 5-1 OPM, Friday & Saturday 
5-11pm. Corner of Spring and High st. Portland. 
PORTLAND WINE II CHEESE. Delicious homemade 
soups and sandwiches. wines, champagnes and cheeses. 
Large selection of gourmet foods . Gift baskets. Party 
platters. catering and deliveries. M.e.. Visa and Amex 
accepted. 168 Middle st. Portland. 772-4647. 
RAOUL'S ROADSIDE ATTRACTION. Enjoy lunch or 
dinner in our funky. casual atmosphere, comfortable 
enough to bring a date or dine alone. Sandwiches, 
appetizers. vegetarian items and homemade desserts. 
Mon-Sat 11:30AM·1AM. Sunday 4PM-1AM. M.e. &; 
Visa accepted. Parking. 865 Forest Ave. Portland. 773-
6886. 
C A. FE 
BAGEL WORKS, Freshly baked traditional style bagels. 
Vermont cream cheeses, egg sandwiches for breakfast. 
Deli meats, cheeses, fresh salads and soupsforlunch. 15 
Temple St. Portland. 879-2425. 
COFFEE BY DESIGN. Coffee by the bean, by the cup, 
by the pound. Fine tea, baked goods and pastries too. 
Enjoy at our coffeehouse or take out. Monthly art 
shows. Open 7 days. MC and VISA accepted. 620 
Congress St.,Portland. 772-5533. 
CHRIrnNE'S DREAM. Come to the other side of the 
Arterial for brunch. Offering a variety of breakfast items 
and lunch specials weekly. M.e. and VISa accepted. 
Tuesday-Friday 7 -2, weekend brunch, Saturday &; Sun-
day 9-2. Parking. 41 Middle St. Portland. 774-2972. 
DELLA'S CATESSEN. Now Open at our new Old Port 
10cationl80x lunches and dinner party fare, gift baskets 
and picnic provisions ... all delicious. Moo-Fri, 7AM-
7PM, 9·6 Saturday. M.e.,Visa. 92 Exchange St. Port-
land. 773-2624. 
PORT BAKE HOUSE. Take out fresh baked pastries 
and greatlunches. Summer seating on the deck. Soups 
with pizzaz, creative deli sandwiches and healthy 
salads. 205 Commercial Sl Portland. 773-2217. 
SPRING POINT CAFE. Offering a variety of Mexican 
or American dishes, comfortable dining and an enter-
taining atmosphere for all. M.e. &; Visa accepted. 
Parking. 175 Pickett St. So. Portland. 767-4627. 
VICTORY DlU, Tryour new pasta specialty dishes-eat 
in or take out. Fresh baked pastries & breads. Creative 
sandwiches and soups, Green Min Coffees. Breakfast, 
lunch and dinner daily. Park and shop member. 299 
Forest Ave. 772-3913. Monument Square. 772-7299. 
ITALIAN 
FRESH MARKET PASTA. For the best homemade 
pastas and sauces in Portland. Open for lunch, dinner 
and late night dining. Italian wine and beers. Espresso. 
Cappuccino. Desserts. Bring the family! M.e.,Visa and 
Amex accepted. 43 Exchange St. 60 Market St Port-
land. 773-7146. 
AMERICA.N 
BRiDGEWAY RESTAURANT. Full service menu: fresh 
seafood, steaks, sandwiches, Greek, Italian food. Large 
portions, reasonable prices. Piano bar on weekends. 
Daily specials. All major credit cards accepted. Parking. 
71 Ocean St. South Portland. 799-5418. 
HARRASEEKET INN Maine Dining Room. Regional 
American cuisine of Sam Hayward. Exciting tableside 
preparations. Dinner, full breakfast, luncheon. Sunday 
Brunch. Major credit cards. Parking. 2 blocks north of 
LL Bean, Freeport. 865-1085. 
RUSKI'S. 7am-lam. Breakfast all day. Daily lunch & 
dinnerspecials. Daily happy hour 4-7 w/beer &; mixed 
drink specials. 6-page menu. 8reakfast. lunch &; din-
ner; what a real neighborhood pub should be. M.e., 
Visa accepted. 212 Danforth St, Portland. 774-7604. 
SEAFOOD 
BAlnEY'S DOCKSIDE. Serving fresh Maine sea-
food, pastas, steaks. Home of the 160z. Margarita. 
Open 7 days from 11 am. All major credit cards ac-
cepted. Parlcing. By the bridge, Kennebunkport. 967-
5050. 
BAY HARBOR RESTAURANT. Portland Harbor's 
beautiful oceanfront restaurant Gourmet seafood, 
steaks, pasta inside. All day dockside dining outside. 
Free boat shuttle from Old Port. Valet parking. M.e. 
and Visa accepted. 231 Front Street So. Portland. 799-
5552. 
/,S OYSTU. BAR. Fresh seafood daily. Shellfish & 
pasta dishes our specialty. Relaxed friendly atmo-
sphere. Seasonal patio dining . M.e., Visa accepted. 
Parking. 5 Portland Pier. Portland. 772-4828. 
NOUVELLE 
DAVID'S RESTAURANT, Upstairs casual dining, de-
lidous food, and raw bar. Downstairs, elegant cuisine. 
Seafood, chicken, beef and pasta entrees. Prepared by 
Master Chef David Turin . M.C., Visa, Amex accepted. 
164 Middle st. Portland. 773-4340. 
PUB FARE 
BRIAN BORU. Lunch daily from 11 :30 AM. Lunch 
specials. Known for really good, homecooked foods. 
Dinner served after 5PM. Ir~h music. Dineon our deck! 
Parking. 57 Center St. Portland. 780-1506. 
THE BROAD ARROW TAVERN in the Harraseeket 
Inn. Casual Downeast fare, lobsters, seafood, grills, 
sandwiches, full bar. Cozy fireside dining. Full menu 
11 :30am-10:00pm. Terracedining. Majorcreditcards. 
Parking. 2 blocks north of LL 8ean, Freeport. 865-
1085. 
M E X I 'C A. N 
DOS LOCOS, Serving authentic Mexican food seven 
days a week. Patio dining. Great food and entertain-
ment! Monday-Thursday 12-11 PM, Friday and Satur-
day 4-11 PM, Sunday 4-1OPM. All major credit cards 
accepted. Reservations helpful. Parlcing. 31 India St. 
Portland. 775-6267. 
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MEXICAN rOOD SO 
AUTHENTIC YOUILL !RINK 
TWICE BErORE DRINKING 
!REWATER 
31 India st. 
Portland Maine 04101 
(Cor. of Fore and India St.) 
Phone: 775-6267 
Open 7 Days a Week 
Maine Made Dips 
Hummus • Broccamole • Maine Mex 
Guacamole • Tabouleh 
- Delicious on veggies and crackers 
-Available at most supermarkets 
in produce section 
S~ROUT 
DOWN EAST 
Foods for Good He.lth 
591 Congress St., Portland • Next to Paul's Food Center 
772-0702 
24 uSa> Bay Weeldy 
Becu:1slM 
Caravan Beads of Chicago? 
No, we're not kidding. Tell your friends in Chicago to visit our first 
licensed store at 3350 N. Paulina. Meanwhile back home we've got new 
zodiac charms, new bugle and seed beads, lovely bone, horn and wooden 
beads from the Philippines, more bargain-priced Indian glass, new kits, books .. . 
summer class schedules for June, July & August now available 
Main Street, North Conway NFl 449 Forest Ave (2nd floor of Forest Ave Plaza) 
(directly across from the train station) Portland, ME 04101 
603-356-7608 207-761-2503 
(all for information 
Oak liill Plaza 
Scarborough 883-8400 
Bangor N. Vassalboro 
945·0055 873·3688 
The HairBuilder's 
System can make 
short hair long .. . 
thin hair thick .. . 
sparse hair full! 
Our Unique 
Process uses 
your own hair to 
create more hair 
permanently! 
Della:SCatesseVl Has Moved To 
92. £xcfiaVlge St 
Tfiere Goes Tfie Neigfil?orfiood. 
f \~ 
,\ ' ~ I ~fI\\o.7 _,LlJI 
7'// V ~Cfr 
Gourmet Dell • Corporate Catering 
Specialty Foods. Fine Win .. • Boxed Lunche. 
92 Exchange St 
Portland, Maine 
(207) 773-2624 
EAT IN OR TAKE OUT 
Mon - Fri 7 - 7 
Sat 9 - 6 
r-----------------------------------------, 
ruh 'H · ' at ~ @t. 
Introducing Value Meals for Lunch 
Turkey Sandwich 
Bag of Chips 
Choice of Juice or Soda 
$3.99 
Hearty cup of Homemade Soup 
Green Salad 
Choice of Juice or Soda. 
$4.15 
Try our authentic New York Style Bagels, baked fresh every day! 
0, .. Dlily! IS h.,lf Strut, Portlud 879-Z4l5 L _________________________________________ ~ 
Art & Soul continued from page 21 
clubs 
EY'O to Ey. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St, 
Portland. 77 4{)444. 
Blutonlc:. (R&B) Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886. 
1be Raze (rock) Sprfng Point Caf~,175 PlckettSt, S. 
Portland. 7674627. 
JeNIy Woodman (rock) T-Blrds, 126 N. Boyd St, 
Portland. 773-8040. 
Ric & KatIe (acoustic) TIpperary Pub, Sheraton Tara 
Hotel, S. Portland. 775-6161. 
Deejay TIm Shaney (techno/trlbal,ltrance) The Un-
derground, 3 Spring St .. Portland. 773-3315. 
CharneI ... n Verillo's. 155 Riverside St, Portland. 
775-6536. 
T_ ..... t (aggressive rock) The Wrong Brothers' Pub 
at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland. 775-1944. 
All Alles Vertl,o (all ages dance) Zootz, 31 Forest 
Ave, Portland. 773-8187. 
saturday 2 
Jazz Duet Bebop's Cafe, 548 Congress St, Portland. 
828-6551. 
Michael Cunan (R&B. blues) The Big Easy. 416 Fore 
St, Portland. 7~1207. 
AI Duchame, Mike Pryor and Juston McKinney 
(comedy) The Comedy Connection, 434 Fore St., 
Portland. 774-5554. 
Juplt.r 2 and Trud&edoz.rl (garage rock) Geno's,13 
Brown St, Portland. 772-7891. 
Paul Collin. Band Granny Klllam ' s Industrial 
Drlnkhouse, 55 Market St, Portland. 761-2787. 
Deejay Ken Gnner (progressive house) Kaos,137 
Kennebec St, Portland. 774-2242. 
Nue'" ""011 (rock) leo's Billiards, comer of Ex· 
change and Fore streets, Portland. 780-1111. 
Blcycl. ThI ..... (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market St, 
Portland. 774-5246. 
Tall Richard & the NIaM OMs (straight ... head blues) 
Morganfield's 121 Center St. Portland. 774-1245. 
Eye to Eye (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St, 
Portland. 77 4<l444. 
Rockln Vlbrlltl_ (reggae) Raoul's Roadside Attrac-
tion, 865 Forest Ave. Portland. 773-6886. 
The Raze (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St. S. 
Portland. 7674627. 
J.nny Woodman (rock) T -BIrds, 126 N. Boyd St, 
Portland. 773-8040. 
Shadow Play (pop) TIpperary Pub, Sheraton Tara 
Hotel, S. Portland. 775-6161. 
Deejay TIm Shllney (techno/tribal/trance) The Un-
derground, 3 Spring St., Portland. 773-3315. 
Cham.leon Verillo·s. 155 Riverside St, Portland. 
775-6536. 
T.m ..... t (aggressive rock) The Wrong Brothers' Pub 
at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave. Portland. 775-1944. 
BI, M .. t Hamm.r, Slack Babblth. 3 Or....:. Whips 
(benefittor Holocaust documentary) Zootz, 31 Forest 
Ave. Portland. 773-8187. 
sunday 3 
Mark Miller BI .... Band The Big Easy, 416 Fore St. 
Portland. 78(H207. 
Comedy Showcase The Comedy Connection, 434 
Fore St .• Portland. 774-5554. 
Intimidator (hard rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St, Port-
land. 772-7891. 
Dru",tor. Cowboy (rockabilly/bluegrass/Celtlc) 
Granny Killam's Industrial Drlnkhouse, 55 MarketSt, 
Portland. 761-2787. 
Nmy J'. Gritty McDuff·s. 396 Fore St, Portland. 
772-2739. 
Deejay K.n Gnn.r (progressive house) Kaos, 137 
Kennebec St, Portland. 774-2242. 
StrHtwalker. (blues) Morganfield's 121 Center St, 
Portland. 774-1245. 
RockIn' Vlbrlltl_ (reggae) Raoul's Roadside At-
traction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-8886. 
Deejay TIm Shan.y (heavy dance) The Underground, 
3 Spring St. Portland. 773-3315. 
Laer Lou (karaoke) Verillo's , 155 Riverside St. 
Portland. 775-6536. 
Jim Duffy (acoustic) Wharfs End, 52 Wharf St, Port-
land. 773-0093. 
Deejay Bob Look (request night/no cover) Zootz. 31 
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-8187. 
monday 4 
Laer ""r&Ok.wtth Ray OoCThe Big Easy. 416 Fore 
St, Portland. 7~1207. 
l..eCIon, GTO and Spine (hard rock) Geno's, 13 8rown 
St, Portland. 772-7891. 
Open Mlc with Randall Morabito. (blues) 
Morganfield's 121 Center St. Portland. 774-1245. 
Acoustic Rock (outdoor fireworks special) T-Blrds, 
126 N. Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040. 
Open Mic wtth Ken Grimsley (acoustlc) Wharfs End, 
52 Wharf St, Portland. 773-0093. 
tuesday 5 
Open Jazz Jam Bebop's Cafe, 548 Congress St, 
Portland. 828-6551. 
Open Blues Jam (b.y.o -drum set available) The Big 
Easy, 416 Fore St, Portland. 780-1207. 
Oesprlt Avocadoz. (eclectic) Gritty McDuff's, 396 
Fore St, Portland. 772-2739. 
T_ ..... t (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St, 
Portland. 774<l444. 
Wr" ... • Open Mlc wtth Ann! Clark and BIll Chips 
Trio (any originals) Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886. 
Open Mlc wtth P_ G~ (b.y.o. jam) Sprfng 
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 7674627. 
State 5_ Traditional Jazz Band (Naw Orieans 
jazz) Steamers at Jordan's Restaurant, 700 Main St. 
S. Portland. 780-8434. 
Solstice (acoustic & electrfc) Wharfs End, 52 Wharf 
St, Portland. 773-0093. 
Open Band Jam Zaotz. 31 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-
8187. 
wednesday 6 
1be Red UIIht Revue (R&B/blues/soul) The Big 
Easy, 416 Fore St, Portland. 780-1207. 
M .... cl_' Nit. Out (drink specials for musicians) 
Gena's, 13 Brown St, Portland. 772-7891. 
T_ .... t (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11 Moulton St, 
Portland. 77 4-{)444. 
BeBop Jazz E ....... bl. The Porthole, Custom House 
Wharf, Portland. 
Say ZuZu (original folk/rock) Raoul's Roadside At· 
traction, 865 Forest Ave. Portland. 773-8886. 
1be Frontier (country) Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett 
St, S. Portland. 7674627. 
Comedy Nlte Steamers atJordan's Restaurant, 700 
Main St, S. Portland. 780-8434. 
Deejay Bob Look (dancing) The Underground, 3 
Spring St .. Portland . 773-3315. 
Electric Open Mlc with 'TlIIt·. Bone (b.y.o. jam) The 
Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, 
Portland. 775-1944. 
Zootz Plrat. Rado NIaM with Deejay P ............ 
nlum (altematlve, Industrial, gothic dance) Zootz, 31 
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-8187. 
j111 ( ."~\ \ 1I ( " \ , ... ' ~ , ~ - -- . -
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dance 
clubs 
Gatta Dance, Inc., 657 Congress St. Portland. Smok& 
and chem-free dances with swing, Latin & ballroom 
music Fridays from 9-12 pm. $5. Free parking. 773-
3558. 
Kaos, 137 Kennebec St, Portland. Thurs and Suns 9 
pm-l am. Fri-Sat 9 pm-3 am. No cover charge for 
summer. 774-2242. 
Maine Bellroom, 614 Congress St, Portland. Every 
Sat 9-mldnight. Cost; $5. No reservations required. 
773-0002. 
The Moon, 427 Fore St, Portland. Open nightly, 8 pm 
on ... Tues - '70s night. $1 drinks; Wed - Ladles 
Night. 754 drinks for women; Whacky Thurs - wild 
music, $1.25 drinks; Fri - no cover with valid college 
10; Fri-Sat, $1.75 drinks, 504 drafts before 10 p.m. 
772-1983. 
SaIut .. , 20 Milk St. Portland. Open nightly until 1 
am. No cover. 774-4200. 
T-Blrd'., 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. Sun: comedy 
night; weekdays: special events; Fri & Sat: rock & 
roll, dance. 773-8040. 
1be Under"",""" 3 Sprfng St, Portland. Open nightly 
until 1 a.m. Thurs-Sun: heavy dance (no cover Thurs 
or Sun). Cover for special shows. 773-3315. 
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland. Techno, rave, trance 
and progressl ...... dancing Thurs, Fri and Sun. 773-
8187. 
other 
Authentic Mov.......m Is moving and witnessing our 
body stories. Some authentic movement background 
necessary. Ongoing Thursdays from 5-7 pm at the 
Expressive Therapy Center. 150 51. John St, Port-
land. 871-B274. 
Contradance with Ellen & the Sea Slugs the first Sat 
of each month at 7:30 pm at Saco River Grange Hall. 
Salmon Falls Road, Bar Mills. Cost: $4, $2 kids, $10 
family max. 929-6472. 
Hustle Combination Gotta Dance, 657 Congress St, 
Portland, teaches people the groovy moves to 70's, 
80's and 90's music from e.g pm on Fridays In July. 
Cost: $6 per person per hour. 773-3558. 
V"""; Dane.,. Ram Island Dance offers a summer 
dance program for young dancers with Daniel 
McCusker and guests July 5-July 22 at Ram Island 
Dance, 25A Forest Ave. Portland. 773-2562, 
events 
Brld&ton Bicentennial of Incorporation July l-July 
10. A Friday night family dance klcks-<>ff Bridgton's 
celebrations at 7 pm July 1 . The following nine days 
are full of art and crafts shows, outdoor concerts, 
dances. clogging, book sales, a fishing derby, dis-
plays. a road race, parades and reminiscing. Closing 
ceremonies are JulY 10 at 5 pm at the Soldler's Park 
behind Municipal Building. 64 7-5649. 
CanadajUSA Festival July 14 Ocean Park Uust 
south of Old Orchard Beach) hosts a festival of two 
nations. July 21s a family sandcastle contest and an 
evening slng ... long; July 4 a parade rides through 
town, followed by a chlldren's concert. Call 934-
5034 for details. 
art 
• openIngs 
m .... hut G .. lerI .. 146 Middle St, Portland. Open-
Ing reception July 7 from 5-7 pm for new works by 
Connie Hayes: • Borrowed Views 1994' (a continua-
tion of "Borrowed Views Show 1990'). Exhibit shows 
July 1-31. Gallery hours: Mon-Fri 10-5:30, Sat 10-5. 
772-2693. 
music 
You gotta Lovett 
Few songwriters have made the crossover thing work like Lyle Lovett: 
country and pop hits, a duet with reclusive soul singer AI Green, cameo 
roles in Robert Altman movies and, of course, his shaky marriage to Julia 
Roberts - all this and more for a skinny, pale guy whose voice alternately 
creaks like an old door and drips like a good scotch. 
Lovett's career has indeed been as quirky as his haircut. In the early 
days, he bounced around Houston and Austin, Texas, cutting some very 
decent recordings and backing fellow Texas twangers like Nancy Griffith, 
who were covering his tunes. Finally, the release of his 1987 album, 
"Pontiac," caught the ears of enough radio programmers to begin lifting 
Lovett above the poverty line for good. The peppy single "L.A. County" 
received good airplay, though disk jockeys and record buyers may not have 
really listened to the twisted lyric about a loner who drives from Texas to 
California (''with a coal-black .45," no less) and blows away his ex as she 
stands in the aisle in her wedding dress. 
It's exactly this kind of short story that has pervaded a good piece of 
Lovett's songwriting, in lyrics that throb with irony, jealousy, impotence and 
resignation. Uke Flannery O'Connor's fictional characters, nobody in a Lyle 
Lovett song ever manages to stay unblemished by fate or flaw for very long. 
These are people dealing with petty things and losing. Lovett's achy 
delivery and way of spinning a melodic line just make the poison go 
smoother, that's all. 
He's also been known to do some interesting covers - the Dead, Sam & 
Dave and such - so don't be surprised if he strays from his own material 
when he plays Portland on July 7. He seems to really like it here, too. Last 
time he perfonned in town, Lovett surprised the lunch crowd outside One 
City Center the next day with a spontaneous acoustic set Might such 
another set be in store? We can only hope. - Paul Karr 
Lyle Lovett performs July 7 at Portland City Hall Auditorium, 30 Myrtle 
St, at 8 p.m. Nashville Bluegrass opens. rlX: $22.50. 775-3458 or 775· 
3331. 
around town 
15 Temple Street Portland. "On Der Ground" A 
temporary art Installation proposed and fabricated 
by artlst Hanry Wolynlec Is on view In front of 15 
Temple St. through JulY 31. The piece - a sculpture 
consisting of found urban materials secured to posts 
and formlr( a 55 fooHong curve -Is the first to be 
go through the clty's new review process for public 
art. 
African Imports and New EncIand Arts 28 Milk St. 
Portland. "Recent Acquisitions/New Dimensions,' 
traditional African arts, works by modern artists from 
Nigeria and New England and rare carvings. Hours: 
10:30 -9 Mon-Sat. 12-6 Sun. 772-9505. 
Black Mcion Gallery 339 Fore St, Portland. Works by 
Judy O'Donnell and Brett Morrison and sculpture by 
Jack Langford currently show. Gallery hours; Mon-Sat 
11-7, Sun 124. 774-4423. 
Chamber of Commerce 145 Middle St, Portland. 
Work by Maine artlsts Robert Cariddl, Sebastian 
Cariddl, Anne Gariand and Phyllis Wolk Wilkins show 
through August 3 . 772-2811. ext. 223. 
Chrlstln.'. Dream 41 Middle St, Portland. New 
works by painter Andy Curran, paintings by Jody 
Dube. Shows untll further notice. Hours: Mon.fri 7-
2;30, Sat-5un 9-2. 774-2972. 
Corporation Art Gallery Eye Care and Surgery Center 
of Maine, 53 Sewall St, Thompson Point, Portland. 
Works by the Casco Bay Art League and Maine artlsts 
Evelyn Winter, Charlene lee. Shlriey Lewis and SyMa 
Dyer. Hours: Mon.fri 8 am-5 pm. 883-5669. 
Exchan", Street Gallery 7 Exchange St. Portland. 
Miniature Images of Old Orchard Beach by R. N. 
Cohen. Gallery hours: lQ.6 dailY. 772-<l633. 
Frost Gully Gall.ry 411 Congress St, Portland. Group 
show of gallery artists. Hours: Mon-Sat 12-7, or by 
appointment. 773-2555. 
Gltchae Gumme cat6 486 Congress St. Portland. 
"Of the Heart,' paintings by Mary Lavendler. Hours: 
Mon.fri 9-4. 780-8809 . 
Jameson Gallery & Fram. 217 Commercial St, Port· 
land. Paintings by Diana Nelson, Ann Stewart, Cynthia 
McMullin, Michael Bierman, sculpture by Susan 
Arlpotch, jewelry by Marcey Specht and glass blocks 
by Anna Thurber. Shows through Aug 1. Hours: Mon-
Sat 10-5, Sun 12·5. 772·5522. 
J.w ..... Work 30 Exchange St, third "oor, Portland. 
Cooperative showroom of original. contemporary 
jewelry designs by nationally exhibited artlsts. Hours: 
lQ.6 dally. 773-6824. 
Jewe. Gallery 345 Fore St, Portland. Works by 
gallery artlsts, Including Bill Jewell and Cynthia 
McMullin. Hours: MorrSat 10-5. or by appointment. 
773-3334. 
Ju ... fitzpatrick Gallery 112 High St. Portland. 
Ceramics by Farrah Cox and furniture and sculpture 
by Carol Bass show through July 7. Gallery hours: 
Tues-Sat noon-5 pm, Thurs noon-B pm. 772-1961. 
Kataheln Restawant 106 High St, Portland. Oil 
paintings by Lynne Knobel with friends from Con-
necticut, Cora Howard (watercolors) and Bernie 
Howard (sculpture). Shows through July 11. Hours: 
Mon-Thurs 5-10, Fri-Sat 5-11.774-1740. 
Thos. Moser Cabinetmaker'. Showroom 415 
Cumberland Ave, Portland. 011 paintings by artist 
Leon Anderson and hand-rolored photographs by 
Joanne Felice Boucher show through July 9 . Hours 
MorrSat 9-5 pm. 774-3791. 
Nancy Mar,olls G .. 1ery 367 Fore St, Portland. Works 
by jewelers, Sam Shaw, Terri logan, Relko Ishlyama 
and Michael Boyd show through June. Teapots and 
whimsical clocks by over 45 artists are featured In 
the summer exhibition July 1-5ept 6. Gallery hours: 
MorrSat 10-9, Sun 11-6. 775-3822. 
Netwally M ..... 5 1/2 Moulton St, Portland . Water-
colors by William Denloco, earth visions by Andrew 
Ruel, photos by Christine Gallant and watercolor 
prints by John Dimillo currently showing. Hours: Sun-
Thurs lQ.6, Fri-5at 10-9. 77 4-{)808. 
On Balanc.4 Milk St, Portland. Photographs by Colin 
Malackle show through June. Hours: Mon.frI9-5 or by 
appointment. 772-9812. 
Phot""aphy Co-op 547A Congress St, Portland. 
Hours: Tues & Thurs 12-7, Sat 9-5, or by appoint· 
ment. 761-2113 or 773-6830. 
PU&JI ..... 441 Congress St, Portland. "Images of a 
Decade," art on paper spans the eighties to the 
present by John G. Burke. Shows July 7-Sept 3. 
Hours: MorrSat 10-5. Thurs 10-8. 772·1508. 
PI ... ttH Shop and Beyvl.w Gall.ry 75 Market St, 
Portland. Marine Gallery hours: Mon-Sat 9:30-5:30. 
773-3007. 
Portlsnd M .... um of Art Saven Concresa Square. 
Portland. Hours through October 31:Tues-Sat 10-5, 
Thurs 10-9. Sun 12-5. Admission June l-Oct 31 $6 
adults/$5 students and senlors/$l youth 6-12years. 
Museum admission Is free l0-0oon the first Satur-
day of the month and 5-9 every Thursday evening. 
773-ARTS or HIOQ.639-4067. 
.1be Scott M. Black COllection A sampling from 
Scott Black's 19th- and 20th-<:entury paintings and 
sculptures,lncludlng works by Chagall and Toulouse-
Lauttec. Ongoing. 
·Domlnlque Blain Exhibition features Installations 
that address concepts of oppression. military action. 
Intlmldatlon and subjugation. Shows through July 3. 
·FrGIII Courbet to MotherweII: 11th- and ~ 
Century EUIOPMII andAmer\canArt Palntlnis, scul~ 
tures and works on paper by Monet. Renoir. Picasso, 
Matisse and other masters of the past two centuries. 
Ongoing. 
.WI ....... "-W~ ... Thirteen watercolors 
span Homer's development as an artlst. Exhfblt 
shoWs July 2-5ept 2. 
·The Sculptur. of Aucuete Rodin The french 
sculptor's work In bronze Is faaturedwith supplemen-
tarydocumentaryand photoCraphIc material by Rodin. 
Edward Steichen and Alfred Stle-'Itz. Shows July 2-
October 9. 
*VIncent'. Jeurney A porcelain llfa mask sculpture 
by Paul Rodrigue commemorlllln. tile struUIes r:J( 
people IMn. with AIDS, 0neoln., 
Art & Soul continued on page 26 
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DANCf; SWOP 
the Book Page 
Raffles Cafe 
Bookstore 
555 Congress St., Portland 
Open 7 days, Wed & Thurs 'til8pm 
761-3930 
Come eat and browse at Raffles. 
-The most incredible harvest of magazines, 
periodicals, & books. 
-If it's in print, we can gel it for you. 
-Raffles' unique selection of 
children's books! 
-And now, Raffles special offering of music 
on CD & Cassette 
-Uncommonly satisfying books & food. 
-Amex, Discover, MC, VISA. 
Books Etc. 
38 Exchange St., Portland 
Mon-Sat 10-9, Sun 12-5 774-0626 
Southern Maine's Literary Mecca. Extensive 
collection of: Fiction - classic & contemporary, 
poetry, art & architecture, psychology & self-
help, philosophy & religion, mythology & folk-
lore, Native American, nature, history & pol itics, 
business, cooking, nautical, lravel & maps, 
magazines, children's books, etc. We special 
order any book in print. gilt wrap and ship world 
wide. Parking stamps available. 
The 
Book Exchange 
RT 1. Woolwich. ME 
(1/10 mi. North of Bath Bridge) 
Open daily 10-5, Sunday 12-5 
Phone 442-8188 
A large eclectic mix of used and antiquarian 
books, records, tapes and CD's. From children to 
the collector all will lind fruitful browsing at The 
Book Exchange. Visit us on your way to Popham 
and Reid State Parks, at the junction 01 Routes 1 
and 127. 
Gulf of Maine Books 
Mai ne's independent alternative 
61 Maine St .. Brunswick 
729-5083 Mon-Sat 9:30-5 
Our summer suggestions include: Candlemas Bay 
by Ruth Moore, Temple by George Dennison, The 
Uses 01 Haiti by Paul Farmer, Along Shore by 
John Slilgoe, A Match To The Heart by Gretel 
Ehrlich, Where The Deer Were by Kate Bames, The 
Shipping News by Annie Proull(, An Unspoken 
Hunger by Terry TelT'4l6st Williams,The 
Geography Of Childhood by Nabhan and Trimble 
and The Mutant Messaae. 
26 Gisco Bay Wirily 
~se n -. 
I ness. 
How about a great three months of fitness for one great 
price, $139, That's what you get from Bay Club with our 
terrific "Ease In To Fitness" membership, Everything is 
available to you from cardiovascular and weight 
equipment to weliness and nutritional services, No 
contracts, no strings attached, 
Ease In To Fitness at Bay CluJ 
At $139 for three months, it 
couldn't be easier, 
One City Center • Portland, ME 04101 
(207) 772-5444 'Fi"t ti •• joims only. with this .~ Offrr a:pirts 8/31/94, 
Write your own 
summer classic. 
Place a Personals ad today. 
JU6t a good word or two about your6elf i6 all it take6 to meet 60meone 6pecial in 
the per60naI6. Intelligent, well-read 6ingle6 are turning to our per60nal6 evtry 
day to find 60meont 6ptcial. 50 take out your ptr60nal ad today. 
Btcau6e when it COmt6 to 6ummer love, we wrote the book. 
To Place your own personal ad, call 
Ilfm·I:£\fJ personals IW44~[Tj 775-1234 
Art & Soul continued from page 25 
art 
'Works by William and Marpeltte Zorach Approx~ 
mately eight sculptures and 27 works on paper by 
two of the most important artists working in Maine 
this century. Shows through October 2. 
Portland Performing Art. Center 25A Forest Ave, 
Portland, Photographic exhibition by Tonee Harbert 
of last September's Duke Ellington festival In Port-
land shows June ls{)ct 8 . 76H)591_ 
Ralllas CaM Bookstore 555 Congress St. Portland, 
' Extraordinary Women of Maine," an exhibit of black 
and white photographs honoring six Maine women by 
Amanda Jones shows through June 30. 799-7937 . 
Renaissance Antlq ..... and FIne Art 221 Commer· 
cial St, Portland. NineteentlH:.ntury paintings. ma-
rin. antiques. 18th- and 19t1H:entury Oriental fur-
nishings, sterling sliver and paintings by Terry Wolf 
and John Dehllnger. 879-0789_ 
Richard Parks Gallery 288 Fore St, Portland. The 
hand-tinted photos of Jerilyn Caruso. Gallery hours: 
Mon.fri 10-5:30. Sat 10-5. Sun 12-4. 774-1322. 
The Stain Gallery 20 Milk St. Portland . Works by 65 
nationally recognized and emerging contemporary 
American studio glass artists Including Peter Andres. 
Rick Eckerd. Melanie Guernsey. Robert Mickelsen. 
Thomas Scoon. Robert Willson and Leah Wingfield 
curr.ntly show. Gallery Hours: Mo~at 11-6, Sun 11-
5. 772-9072. 
Stllwood Books 19 Pleasant St, Portland. Polaroid 
photographs by Tom Marino currently on exhibit. 
Hours: Mo~at 10-6. 871-0480. 
Unlvws/ty of Southam M_ P_Md C.m .... 
Center 92 Bedford St, Portland. Exhibit of art work by 
USM students currently shows. Hours: Mon-Frt 7-10, 
Sat-Sun 10-7. 780-4090. 
out of town 
BowdoIn Collep MUMIIIII at ArtWalker Art Building, 
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. The museum Is open to 
the public fr.e of charge, Hours: Tues-Sat 10-5, Sun 
2-5. 725-3275, 
'Director'. Choice features works selected by the 
museum director to be of exceptional visual power. 
Shows through July 3. 
"Mal ... Bound Photographs from the museum's 
permanent collection show through July 31. 
"Mal ... Bound Paintings, prtnts, drawings and sculp-
tur. show through Aug 21. 
The Chocolate Chwch 802 Washington Ave, Bath . 
"Paintings that Dance In the Light' by Helena Wirth 
show during the month of July. Gallery hours: Tues-
FIt 9-4 pm. 442-8455. 
Cry at tile ~ Art a.u.ry Route 302, S. Casco. 
Paintings by Joe Ferigno, Bruce Mulrheads, Allie 
Saballs. Phil Stevens and Margot Trout and sculp-
tures by several artists show through July 24. Gallery 
hours: Thurs-Sun 10-5 pm or by appointment. 655-
5060 or 655-5066. 
Icon Conternporwy Art 19 Mason St. Brunswick. 
Recent work (watercolor, gouache and acrylic on 
paper, 011 and mixed media paintings on canvas, 
prtnts and sculpture) by James Cambronne show 
through July 23. Hours: Mon-Frl 1-5, Sat 1-4 and by 
appointment. 72!H1157. 
Mal ... Audubon Society 118. Route 1, Falmouth. A 
major outdoor sculpture exhibit Including works by 
several artists is on display from dawn to dusk, seven 
days a week through the end of July. 781·2330. 
OCUnqult Museum at Art Shore Road, Ogunquit. 
'Will Bamet: Works of Six Decades" shows July 1· 
Aug 10. Gallery hours: Mo~at 10:30-5, Sun 2-5. 
Admission $3/ $2 seniors/ children under 12 free. 
646-4909_ 
other 
Artiste Neaded Coastal Arts Collaborative Is looking 
for local worl<lng artists Interested In having groups 
of students visit their studios as part of a studio tour 
day. They are also looking for artists and art educa-
tors to teach 1-4week art sessions in July. The 
program stresses multkultural diversity and inter-
disciplinary arts. Students ages range from 8-18 
year!Hlld. 934-2728, 
Call for WOfk Danforth Gallery, 34 Danforth St, 
Portland Is holding a j urled exhibit Oct ~ov 5. The 
exhibit, 'Photographs In Sequence ' will feature pieces 
that represent a set. series, succession or cycle of 
Imagery In fine art photography. Duane Michaels will 
jury the exhibit. Artists should send submissions (on 
slides) to Danforth Gallery, 34 Danforth St, Portland, 
ME. 04101 by July 25. 775-6245. 
Crou-Generatlonal Art C ...... for children and 
elderly people are currently being offered. 892·2501. 
Mal ... CoIleCe at Art'. Contlnulne Studl .. Pr""am 
offers several courses this summer including Ceram-
ics; Beginning Drawing; Beginning Photography; Be-
ginning 011 Painting; Hatmaklng; Graphic Design; 
Jewelry and Metalsmlthing. Call for course start 
times and fees, 775-3052. 
Mal ... Gay VIa .... Artiste A creative and supportive 
program Is being formed for gay visual artists. An 
organizational meeting happens soon. If Interested, 
call Jeffrey at Sagitarlus Studio: 775-3420. 
smarts 
Creative W ............. for Teac ..... Mondays In July, 
Lamolnce Beach Studios offers creative, smal~group, 
onEHIay workshops for elementary. middle and sec-
ondary teachers from all over Maine. 667-7707. 
Space Is IImlt.d. 
Dlscuulona at the Plgrlmage Bookstore, 441 Con-
gress St, Portland. June 30 Is the screening of "Hugh 
Ross: The Creation-Evolutlon Conflict I on Quantum 
Mechanics" at 7 pm_ Free. 772-1508. 
Main. DOS U .... Computer junkies meet again July 
6 at 6:30 pm at the Machine Tool Auditorium, 
Southern Maine Technical College campus, South 
Portland. This Is the group's annual open forum. The 
public Is welcome. 839-2280. 
Maine Writer. and Publl.he .. Alliance offers work-
shops with established writers on the craft and 
business of writing In diverse genres. July 6 Willis 
Johnson (author of short story, "The Girl Who Would 
Be Russian') begins a !>-week workshop entitled, 
' Why Doesn't This Story Work? " on Wednesday 
evenings from 6-8 pm_ Cost: $70 MWPA members/ 
$85 others. July 9 from 10-3 Lisa Jahn-Clough 
(author of "Alicia Has a Bad Day' ) teaches a picture 
book writing workshop. Cost: $35 for MWPA mem-
bers/ $45 oth.rs. Sessions are held at the Maine 
Writers Center, 12 Pleasant St, Brunswick, 729-
6333. 
""'="'- -:::;"'-.. ---=---~. 
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sports 
Archery Kids ages B and up get a chance to use the 
primitive weapon during Falmouth Community 
Program's month-long program July 5-Aug 4, Tues & 
Thurs from 12:30-1:15 at Falmouth High School. 
Cost: $19 Falmouth resldents/$24 non-resldents. 
781- 5253. 
_atbaIllIurnmer ~ The YWCA holds bas-
ketball sessions for adults July 5-30 and August 1-
27. Register at the YWCA. 87 Sprtng St, Portland 
before June 24. 874-1130. 
Crfckat Club The Maine branch welcomes new play-
ers of all abilities and backerounds for the curr.nt 
season. Practices meet Tuesdays at 5:30 pm behind 
Narragansett School, Route 25, Gorham. Matches 
are scheduled for the season. 761-9678. 
friday NIChtSpac:'" Portland Recreatlonoffers orga-
nized gym programs for middle school children at 
Riverton Community Center, 1600 Forest Ave. Port· 
land. 
Major uacua Roller Hockey Hockey on wheels Is 
here for the season, The New England Stlrcers have 
an upcoming game at the Cumbertand County Civic 
Center (One Civic C.nter Squ ..... Portland) June 30 
and July 6-7 at 7 pm. TIx: $8-$12/$5 children and 
seniors. 775-3458. 
Sea Doc BaIIlo.n .. The Does are play/ngat Hadlock 
Reid, 271 Park Ave, Portland July 1·2 and July 6-9 at 
7 pm and July 3 at 6 pm. General admission: $4 
adult/$2 seniors and 16 & under. Reserved seating: 
$5 adult/$4senlors and 16 & under. To ordertJckets 
call 879-9500. For more Info call 874-9300. 
Soccer for 30+ The Portland 30 and over soccer club 
plays plck-up games, matches and tournaments. 
There Is also a possibility of a World Cup Invitation. 
Contact John Czajkowski at 773-7613 , 
workout 
Aerobics for Kida Children ages 7-11 can leam funky 
new steps and get fit each Wed from 5:15-6 pm atth. 
Reiche Community Center, 166 Brackett St, Port-
land. Cost: $12 first month . $10 each month there-
after. 874-8873. 
BodIy and Spirit Is the perfect fitness class for 
exercise naysayers offered by the Portland YWCA 
Tues from 5:30-6:30 pm. The lO-week session 
combines the best elements of dance. movement, 
exercise, stretChing and relaxation techniques. Cost: 
$5 per session. Bring an exertlse mat or blanket to 
the YWCA, 87 Sprtng St, Portland. 874-1130. 
Step and Sweat at no-nonsense step classes Mon-
days and Wednesdays from 6-7 pm at the Adult Basic 
Learning Exchange, 57 Douglas St, Portland, These 
are clH!d classes and you must bring your own step. 
Cost: $3 per class. 799-0197. 
Teen Open Gym Teens ages 13-18 play basketball, 
fioor hockey and more at Portland gyms and commu-
nity centers. King Gym: Tues 6-8 pm (middle school 
ag.), Thurs 6-8 pm (high school age). Jack Gym: Tues 
& Thurs 6:15-8 pm. Peaks Island Community Center: 
Tues & Thurs 6-8 pm. Cummings Community Center: 
Mon-Thurs 6-8 pm. Reiche Community C.nter: Mon 
& Wed 5:15-7 pm. Riverton Community Center: Mon 
& Wed 6-9 pm. Fri 7:30-9 pm, Fri 6-7 :30 pm (for 
grades 6-8). Cost: sot . 874-8873. 
outdoors 
Cueo Bay Blcycl. Club Roll out the skinny wheels. 
The Great Scarborough Marsh ride (15-25 miles) 
sets off Monday evenings at 6 pm from the Dunstan 
School restaurant, Scarborough. The Pizza ride (with 
pizza and social hour following) begins at tile 
Scarborough ShoP'fl'Save plaza parking lot Thursday 
evenings at 6 pm. B2S{)918. The Yarmouth rtdes 
leav. from the Shop n' Save Plaza, Yarmouth every 
Wednesday at 6 pm for a moderate-paced 13-2O-mlle 
ride through area communities. 865-955B. Helmets 
are required , 
Day Salline Island Adventur .. July 2-3 catch a ride 
from 9:3O-dusk along the Islands of Casco Bay. 
Includes a gourmet lunch on an uninhabited Island 
and lessons In coastal cruising. Cost: $85 per 
person. 781·7421. 
Freeport Garden Tour July 8-9 the Freeport Historical 
Society offers a peek of a private Freeport garden 
overtooking a tidal river and fresh water pond. A 
pr.view reception with hors d'oeu",es and entertain-
m.nt happens July 8 from 5 :30-7:30. Take a self-
guided tour the following day between 10-3_ TIx: 
reception and tour $25 per personltour only: $10/ 
luncheon $12.50at Harrington House Museum Store. 
45 Main St, Freeport. 865-3170. 
Gorham Trd., Inc. needs more members to support 
Its efforts to Improve trails and historic ways In 
Greater Gorham. GTI recently secur.d easements 
making 48 acres of private land accessible for new 
trails which will benefit hikers, cross-<:ountry skiers, 
horseback riders, mountain bikers and snowmobilers. 
To participate In GTl's efforts, call 839-4644. 
Gr_ P ...... Norumba Outfitters sponsors a group 
paddle every Wednesday at 6 pm from Portland's 
East End Beach. BYOB (that's boat). 77J.<>910. 
Intro to S .. Kay .... ne A registered Maine guld. 
shows kids entering grades 6-12 the strok.s during 
three separate sessions July 5, 27 and Aug 11 from 
9-latthe FalmoUth Town Landing. Cost: $49 FalmoUth 
resldents/$54 non-resld.nts. 781-5253. 
LL Bean Out_ Discovery ProDolm L.L.B.an 
offers ongoing outdoor programs throughout the 
summer, Upcoming sessions Include Stand Sporting 
Clays (a new clay target game · guns and ammo 
provided) meet at the outlet store In Freeport July 2 
and 3 from 9-5 pm. Fee: $5 per shooter per round of 
25. Pre-reglstration Is not required. Introductory ar-
chery lesson July 5 from 6:30-6 pm meet at the retail 
store In Freeport, Cost: $20. Introduction to map and 
compass reading July 5 from 7-9 pm at the retail 
store In Freeport_ Cost: $10 per person. Introductory 
Ry Casting July 5 from 6:30-6 pm, Cost: $20, Pre-
registration Is required for the lastthree classes: call 
1-800-341-4341, ext. 6666. 
Main. Outdoor Adventur. Club offers hiking, 
kayaking, canoeing, climbing and other trips for 
people of all skill levels. The next monthly meeting Is 
Wednesday July 6 at North Deering Church. 1364 
Washington Ave, Portland . For club membership call 
781-7454, The TRIP HOTLINE number Is 828-0918. 
MoonllCht Canoe Ride Pack a flashlight, an extra 
layer and bug dope and slip through the moonlit 
Scarborough Marsh underthe guide of Maine Audubon 
naturalists. Falmouth Community Programs offers 
the night on the water July 21 from 6:45-10:15 pm 
(departing and retumlng to the Falmouth shopping 
center). Cost: $14 Falmouth resldents/$16 non-
residents , Registration deadline Is July 7. Rain date 
Is Aug 22. 
Rocks The Maine Audubon Society Is hosting Patti 
Oulette from the Maine Geological Survey to talk 
about rocks. She'lI bring her rock collection for you to 
look at and touch_ Takes place July 2 from 1·2:30. 
Cost: $4 non-members/$3 members. 781-2330. 
Shalis and T_1ea The marine animal touch tank 
from the University of Malne's DartlngCenteris open 
for curious fingers July 3 from 1:30-4 pm at Maine 
Audubon's Gllsland Farm. Route 1, Falmouth. Cost: 
$3 members/ $4 non-members. 781-2330. 
So. Me. Sea Kayakl.,. NetwOfk People of all skill 
levels are Invited to Join the network for some 
paddling. Call the news line at 874-2640 for updates 
and membership information. 
Summertime Cruise The Maine Maritime Museum' s 
cruiser. "Summertime- cuts the salt water along 
Merrymeeting Bay to Bowdoinham for a 9 am-3 pm 
trip July 5. Cost: $23 for members/$25 non-mem-
bers. Call 443-1316 (the museum in Bath) to regis-
ter. 
sorts 
Team Maine takes the field during opening ceremonies June 18 at 
Columbia University" Photo/Bnlce Balboni 
Mainers capture two golds 
at Gay Games IV 
The Gay Games IV concluded on 
Uune 25 In New York, and when al was 
said and done, Team Maine had 
snagged two golds and a handful of 
silvers and bronzes. 
About 20 Maine athletes joined 1he 
crowded field of 10,400 contestants, 
Events ranged from traditional Olympic 
sports like tract<, weightliftlng and 
swimming to tess traditional 
competitions like flag football and 
bowling. And unlike the Olympics, the 
Gay Games welcomed participants of 
aI ages, with tho8e of similar ages 
competing against one another, 
Maine's gold medal winners were 
Paul Alpert of l.o\'eII and Marilyn GeIIsh 
of Kennebonl<. 
Alpert woo 1he triathlon in the 55--59 
age category, Alpert said Ihet the event 
evolved Into a biathlon of bIcyd1ng and 
nnling afteI' the swimming rac::e was 
0WtCeIIed When ernergeocy medical 
technicians failed to show. Undaunted 
by standing In New York City river 
water for an hour, 250 athletes went on 
to compete In the 2O-mIIe bb race and 
1o-rn11e run In 98-degree heal 
GeIIah took a gold medal In the 
4x100-meter mixed relay, GeIIsh, who 
competed in the 40-44 age group, also 
snagged a silver In the 5K IndMduaI 
race and a bronZe In the 10K Ind/VIdwL 
Another 1hree-medal winner was 
Jim Estes of Portland, Who captured 
silvers In the 400-meter individual and 
the 4x400-meter mixed relay, and a 
bronze in the 4X2OO-meter mixed relay, 
Estes, who is 45, competed In the 45-
49 age group In 1he Individual race, and 
the 35-39 age group In 1he relays_ 
Estes' Maine teammates In the relays 
included John Bean of Portland In the 
400-meter, and Beth Thompson of 
Hollis In the 2()()-meter, 
AnaIIy, JIm Bruni of Portland 
grappled his way to a silver medal in 
wrestling In the 35-39 age category, 
An estimated 500,000 people 
traveled to New York from around the 
world for the Gay Games and the 
Stonewall 25 march on J\.Ile 26, The 
matCh commemoratacl the 25th 
annivers;uy of a clash between 
homoseXuals and poIloe that Is 
generally credited with launching the 
~ gay rights movement. No 
IncIdenbI of ylolence W$e reported 
dIIIng the Weektong festMtje8. 
'The next Gay Games p slated for 
Amateldam In 1998. The Dutch 
government has aI~ committed 
$27 mIIIon to the games - whIch; . 
coIncIdcIntaRy,ls precisely $27 ~ 
more than the U,S, goIIeITlI'I'Ien 
contrIbUted to the New yOft( game&: 
- Bruce BalbonI 
Volksamarch Year-round Volkssmarches are free 
and noncompetitive walks open to every one_ Call the 
listed numbers for maps and instructions. A slx-mlle 
tour of Portland sterts at the Ramada Inn at 1230 
Congr.ss Street: call 774-8524, A Freeport 11-
kilometer walk starts and flnlshes at Super 8 Motel, 
218 Rte_ 1, SoUth Freeport: call 797-4872. Anyone 
may walk the routes free of charge during daylight 
hours. 
Whitewater ..,d W1ldarnau The Umbagog Outdoor 
School Is offering wlldemess trips in New England 
this June and July for adults and teens. Call 774-
2663 for more Information. ' 
Women'. Salune Club Women launch for two-hour 
salls on Tuesdays at 3 and 6 pm. No experience 
required. Meet other sailors. learn to sail. Cost:$25. 
781·7421. 
community 
Alzelmer'. Nlctrt at Hadlock field July 9 the S.a 
Dogs play the Binghamton Mets and half the ticket 
proceeds purchased through the Chapter office at 
883-660-2871 or 883-2871 benefits the Alzelmer's 
Association. Cost: $4 adults/$2 children under 16. 
American Youth Hootels The Portland SummerYouth 
Hostel hosts weekly Coffeehouse Thursdays from 9-
11 pm to help international friends experience 
Portland's words, music, theatre and art. The hostel 
Is located at 654 Congress St, Portland, 941-8375. 
Bingo Nighte Thurs at 6:30 pm at the Hillcrest 
Community Center, 126 Route 1, Scarborough, ben-
efit the Stariight Foundation of Maine, which grants 
wishes to seriously III children. 883-2512. 
Booney Rat Donations Help b.nefit Maine's vets 
and the local community by donating your working 
electronics. kitchen ware. furniture and tools to The 
Booney Rat, 239 Congress St, Portland. Open 10 
am-5 pm daily. 
Got any Goods? Gorham Lions Club is looking for 
items to sell at their four yard sales this summer (no 
white Items or mattresses). They will pick up if 
necessary, The club is also renting table space atthe 
yard sales July 16, July 30, Aug 13 and Sept 10. Call 
Audrey at 839-8000 or 939-3035. 
Lawyers for the Poor The Hospital ity House of 
Hinckley, Maine, Is recruiting lawyers state-wlde to 
represent (without prtor payment) low-income citi-
zens who have been denied governmental assis-
tance. Call 453-2986 or 1-800-436-3890 for more 
Information. 
Malne-BuecI Producers are encouraged to apply to 
participate In "Maine Enterprise 1994" at the Maine 
Festival August 4. 5, 6 and 7 atThomas Point Beach, 
Brunswick. This Is a showcase of high-quallty prod-
ucts. Applications are available at Maine Enterprise 
Program/Maine Arts, Inc/ 582 Congress St/Port-
land, ME 04101. Tel :772-9012. 
Portland O .... rvatory Volunt .... Greater Portland 
Landmarks Is looking for summ.r guides for the 
Portland Observatory. Trainingisprovided. 774-5561. 
Preble Str .. t Raaource Center Actlvltles Include 
newsletter meetings Tuesdays at 10 am; community 
meetings Wednesdays at 10 am; writers ' group open 
to anyone Wednesdays from 11-1 pm; art groups 
open to anyone feeling the urge for creative expres-
sion Wedn.sdays at 11:15 am; activity committee 
meetings Thursdays at 10 am; and advocacy meet-
Ings Thursdays at 11 am. 
Public SUpper Eat beans, hot dogs. cole slaw, 
American Chop Suey, brown bread and dessert on 
July 2 from 5-6 pm at the American Legion, Route 
100, Gray. Cost: $4 adults/ $1.50 children under 12. 
657-3614. 
Sprint Point M ...... m This year's exhibit features 
various bridges that have carried residents over the 
Fore River In the last 200 years. Museum hours: 
Thurs-Sun 1-4 pm. Admission: $2 adults/children 
under 12 are free. 799-8337. 
Tate House Visit the 1755 home of Captain George 
Tatewho was a big name In Maine's mast trade in the 
eariy 19th century. Visit the summer garden, see 
photography exhibits on the life and times of the old 
salt. The house is located at 1270 Westbrook St, 
Portland. Hours: Tues-Sat, 10-4 and Sun 1-4. Admis-
sion: $3/ $1, 774-9781. 
Victoria Mansion Ruggles S. Morse made a load of 
money in New Orleans between 1846-1885 and In 
1858 he had workers build himself a mansion at the 
comer of Danforth and Park Streets In Portland. The 
massive stone building Is open for tours for the 
SUmmer Tues-Sat from 10 am-4 pm and Sundays 
from 1-5 pm through Sept 4 . 772-4841. 
Voluntaera Neaded The Rylng Changes Therapeutic 
Riding Center In Durham Is looking to expand Its 
volunteer crew for leading and guiding gentle therapy 
horses to work with physically, mentally and emotion-
ally challenged clients. Training provided, no experi· 
ence necessary. Call Mary at 729-8044 or Barbara at 
443-5804. 
family 
Ika2Inc a- PraCram Maine Audubon Soci.ty of-
fers Wednesday programs for preschool-aged chil-
dren. Stories and activities from 10-11:30 am at the 
Gllsland Farm Sanctuary, 118 Route lin Falmouth. 
Light snack provided; bring a cup for your child. Cost: 
$4 members, $5 nonmembers forth. first child; $1 
members, $2 nonmembers for .ach additional child. 
Reservations required. 781·2330. 
Children'. M..- of M ..... offers exhibits and 
activities for children of all ages_ Hours: Mon 9-5, 
Tues 12-5, Wed-Thurs-sat 9-7; Sun 12-5. 142 Free 
Street, Portland. Admission $4, free to the public 
Fridays from !HI pm_ Pre-reglstratlon and additional 
fees required for some activities. Call for specifiC 
dates and times, 828-1234. Some upcoming ac~ 
ties Include: 
Art & Soul continued on page 28 




'lYeah, we got that." 
7 Days a 
Make the most 
of your Maine 
rafting trip 
with this free 
guidel 
Call today, 
and get all 
the facts 
you need to 
plan a great 
whitewater 
trip in Maine. 
1-800-664-8911 
summer resolution 
BUY 2 MONTHS 
FOR $79 




~ Fitness Depot 
~ Union staUOI Plaza, Portlald 





Hedgerow Stone 6- Garden's Ctmmt garden 
plaques, statuary. bmches 6- baths 
83lndi. Street, Pordwd 775-5011 • M •• -Sat J().5 
Dc"", Ave., K.:nncbunltport 967-0994 • M .. -S ... 10-5 
Two Free Seminars 
"Learn to Meditate" 
"Really wond.erful_ 
Took us by the hand 
anij explalned meditation 
In a 'n",n-nlySiterlol 
R.eseIvatIons Required 










28 Casro BIlY Weo!kly 
629 Forest Ave., Portland 
Has a wide assortment of used paperbacks and hardcovers, 
carefully selected, sorted and alphabetized. 
All priced at 1/2-1/3 original prices. 
Open 12-6, Wed, Thurs, Fri ; 12-5 Sat 





Come in and check out our 
eclectic mix of Asian treasures, 
219 Commercial Street ... Portland 
775-0066 
~~ 
imports are our specialty 
FOREIGN RUTOPRR-': 
i) 






~~?~N'S ~~ B~~?_~'S 
Portland Westbrook 
774-5946 Ddivcry Available 854-2518 
Art & Soul continued from page 27 
family 
'P\eaM Touchl An exhibit which especially Invites 
blind, vlsually-lmpalred or physlcall},<:onfined aud~ 
ences to experience through touch the features of 
famous personalltles, the beauty of a dancer's step 
and the strength of an athlete. Shows through July 9. 
• Myths ofth. R ....... anc. Storytelling about magi· 
clans, Inventors, unlcoms and springtime. Mon from 
10:3()'11 :30 am. 
• Explorer. Club for kids age 7 and older meets Mon 
at 3:30 pm. 
'DacUI l.eCo Club for kids age 6 and older meets 
Tues at 3:30 pm. 
'P .. W .. Science for kids ages 3-6 meets Tues at 
1 pm, Thurs at 11 am and 1 pm. 
'Cam.,a Oblcura Learn about light and optics with 
this wild new exhibit. (If you want to see only this 
exhibit. fee Is $2.) 
·P.".,....kI", Wed and Sun In the first floor paper 
mill. 
'Sclenc. Show Explore scientlflc principles 11 am 
Wed, 11:30 am & 5:30 pm Fri. 
ConaIderI", Adoption? The Intematlonal Adoption 
Services at the Octagon on Route 218 In Alna Is 
hosting an Informational meeting about their ser· 
>Aces June 30 from 6:30-8 pm. 586-5058. 
Cr_va Resource Cente, The center at 1103 For· 
estAve, Portland hosts regular activities for kids. July 
8 from 10:3().noon Is the making of a Fake Food 
Buffet for the whole family. Cost: $10 per family. 
797-9543. 
DIscovery Room at Maine Audubon's Gllsland Farm 
offers exploratory acilvltles and Interactive displays 
focusing on the natural hlstoryofthe farm. Open year· 
round Sat from 10 am4 pm and Sun from 1-4 pm. 
118 U.S. Route One, Falmouth. Cost: $1, kids 50 
cents. 781·2330. 
Dtvorced Parent. Warkahopa Resources for Divorced 
Families Isholdingtwoworkshops: "ParentingThroUgh 
Divorce" (cost: $3Oforfour-hourwor1<shop), and "Co-
Parenting After Divorce " (cost: $55 for slx-week 
program). 84&1268. 
Femly NICht The Greater Portland YMCA hosts 
Friday Night Family Night every Fri from 6:3()'9 pm at 
70 Forest Ave, Portland. Enjoy swimming, open gym, 
game room, weight room, walleyball , arts and crafts 
and refreshments. Cost: $5 perfamlly, free for YMCA 
members. Free child care the last Fri of each month 
from 6:3().8:30 pm for kids ages three to five. 
Registration required. 874-1111. 
Make Jewelry Children entering grades 1-6 create 
their own designs In pins, pendants, earrings, brace-
lets and magnets using a variety of materials In the 
Falmouth High School art room. Offered Tues & Thurs 
July 1-Aug 12 from 9-10:30 am. Cost: $39 Falmouth 
resldents/ S44 nOMesldents. 781-5253. 
Portland Public Ubrery Invites children and parents 
to enjoy Its upcoming programs: July 1 Tales for Twos 
at 10:30; July 6 Finger Fun for Babies at 9:30; July 8 
Tales for Twos at 10:30. All activities happen dowr>-
stairs In the library,S Monument Square, Portland. 
871·1707. 
RolHIl", T..", The Portland Public Ubrary Is offering 
a summer reading program for kids. Read seven 
books In seven weeks. All those Who sign up by July 
2 receive one coupon for the July 9 Sea Dog game at 
Hadlock Field. Sign up Is at the main library at 5 
Monument Square and all other branches. 871· 
1707. 
Riverton Ubrary Invites children to enjoy Toddler 
Time (kids ages one and two), including games, 
stories and songs, Wed at 9:30 & 10:30 am & Fri at 
9:30 am; Preschool Story Time for kids ages three to 
five Fri at 10:30 am. 1600 Forest Ave, Portland. 
Hours: Wed 9-6, Thurs 12-6, Fri 9-12. 797·2915. 
Scoop Camp The University of New England (In 
Biddeford) offers a day camp for buddlngJoumalists 
entering the seventh and eighth grades July 25-28 
from 8:4!>4 pm. Cost: $95. 283-<>171, x 122. 
Southworth PIM8terIum hosts regular family shows 
($3 per person) Saturdays at 3 pm, 7 pm and 8:30 
pm at the planetarium, 96 Falmouth St, Portland. 
780-4249. 
Storytolll", with Puppeb Children entering grades 
1-6 learn about stories and then make paper mache 
puppets to tell tell some. Day camp runs Fridays July 
1-AIJg 12 from 3-4:30 pm at Falmouth High School art 
room. Cost: $59 Falmouth resldents/$64 non-res~ 
dents. 781·5253. 
I<appcort "" II..,.. P_ Is a new group facilitated 
by a Ilcensod social worker Which meets Wed from 
6:30-7:30 pm at the Greater Portland YMCA, 70 
ForestAve, Portland. Child cere Is available for $2.50 
and the meetlngs ar8 free. 874-1111. 
" 
health · 
c.ntIIIentW lTD a..Ic The Portland Public Health 
DIvIsion sponsors a Sexually Transmitted Disease 
Clinic, offering confidential, Iow-<:ost screening and 
treatment on a walk-In basis Tuesdays and Thurs-
days from 3:J0.6 pm at Portl.,d City Hall , Room 
303, 389 Congress St. Portl.,d. Ser>Aces are aval~ 
able to Portland residents .,d nonresidents. Medic-
aid accepted. Anonymous and confidential HIV test" 
Ing by appointment only. 87 ~784. 
_ M __ Sundays at 6 pm at The Yoga 
Center, 137 Preble St, Portland. 79S4449. 
~ Fun FaI, USM nursing students and Parkslde 
Community Center sponsor a fair to Introduce resl· 
dents to neighborhood resources for health, flnances 
and support ser>Aces. Special guests Include a few 
players from the Sea Dogs and Stingers and a 
magician. Takes place June 30 from1()'2 at Parkslde 
CommunityCenter,131 Sherman St, Portland. 871· 
4597. 
Homeopathic Study G,cq1 Learn about an altema-
tive medicine that worksl Study group meets one 
Sunday afternoon each month from 2-4:30 pm. 
Small donatlon welcome. Call 865-9220 or 725-
0408 for Info. 
Krlpelu Yo,," C ...... Innerilght School Is offering 
classes for all levels. Free Introductory ciass July 6 . 
76H;607. 
l.eabIan Sex .... lty: Enlulnclnc the Joy./ExpiorIn, 
the Chellen, .. An elght-week workshop group beglr>-
nlng soon on Tues from 6-7:30 pm In Portland. 
Contact the Women space Counseling Center at 77 4-
2403. 
My Choice Pre",.ncy Resou,ce Center offers cour>-
sellng, referrals and housing for women and teens 
experiencing untimely pregnancy. Counsellngfocuses 
on the optlons of parenting or adoption. A birth 
mother support group Is offered to any woman 
surrendering a child for adoption. 772·7555. 
PlannlHl P.,.nthood offers HIV testing, annual ex· 
ams, pregnancy testlng, birth control Information 
and supplies (free condoms), testlng and treatment 
for STDs and Infections, menopause services and 
more at Its health center at 970 Forest Ave , Portland. 
Handicapped accessible, confidential and afford-
able. Medicaid Is welcomed. 874-1095. 
Sexually T,ansmltted DI_ CUnlc Portland Public 
Health offers confidential screening and treatment 
at a walk~n clinic Tues-and Thurs from 3 :3().8 pm at 
Portland City Hall, 389 Congress St, room 303. Low 
cost, medicaid accepted . Anonymous and confider>-
tial. 87~784. 
Vole .. of tho Earth Four actresses, Lesll Ayvazlan, 
Reml Bosseau, Olympia DUkakls and Joan Macintosh 
work as human mirrors for women at a four-day 
workshop at Northem Pines Conference Center, 559 
Route 85, Raymond. Cost: $400 plus $350 for full 
room and board at Northern Pines. Sessions run July 
~ and July 19-23. 839-4100. 
etc 
ACT UP/Ports""" Join us In the fight for universal 
rights I Get active on local , state and national Issues 
of education, discrimination, access to health care 
and AIDS services. Straight or queer, boy or glri, HIV· 
positive or negative, black, brown or white - act on 
your beliefs in a dynamic, nonviolent grassroots 
organlzatlon dedicated to direct action to end the 
AIDS crisis. Meets the first and third Sundays of each 
month at 7 pm at the YWCA, 87 Spring St, Portland. 
Wheelchair accessible. For more Info write ACT UP, 
P.O. Box 8712, Portland ME 04104 or call 828-
0566. 
Mallie Drum The Swedenborglan Church Invites you 
to an evening of drumming, singing, chanting and 
dance the first Thurs of each month at 302 Stevens 
Ave, Portland. Bring drums, shakers, bells, rattles 
and other Instruments for making sacred sounds; 
and readings, songs and meditations to share. Cost: 
$5 donation. 799·9269. 
Meln. M.IHI .... Sum me, Shipyard ,he Maritime ' 
Museum at 243 Washington St, Bath (443-1316) 
presents dally demonstrations on the hour between 
1()'3 throughout the summer, rain or shine. Demor>-
stratlons throughout the week Include: 
'Mondays: Drafthorses and steer log·pulling. 
'Tuesdays: Navigation with sundial and hourglass. 
'Wednesdays: Blacksmith pounding hot Iron. 
'Thursdays: Making treenails (the wood fasteners 
used to hold wooden ships planks and frames 
together). 
'Fridays: Spar-maklng. 
'Saturdays: Trapping the lobster and anatomy and 
physiology of the crustacean. 
'Sundays: Launching a model schooner. 
Martial Arb Demonstration Cho/' s School of Self· 
Defense offers a demonstration for Portland Public 
Ubrary's summer reading team (and anyone inter· 
ested) July 6 at 10:30 am at Portland Public Ubrary, 
5 Monument Square, Portland. 871·1700. 
Music Swape Portland Folk Club in>Ates you to share 
a song or a story In a supportlve atmosphere every 
flrst and third Tues at 7:30 pm at Swedenborglan 
Church, 302 Stevens Ave. Cost: $1 donatlon. 773-
9549. 
N ...... p,oject/ AIDS Mernortal Qunt holds a panel· 
making workshop the first and third Sun of each 
month. 871·1641. 
The Portland Obeerwtory Climb the 104 steps of 
Portland's 87-year-old signal tower to catch a birds-
eye view of the city. Regular Observatory hours are Fri 
a. Sun 1·5 pm and Sat 10 am-5 pm. 774-5561. 
p_ IIoort Worlcahope Southem Maine Technical 
College Is holding one-day workshops on Saturdays 
and Sundays July 2-3 on small boat handllnll for 
power boaters. The session Includes a 9 am-12 noon 
class at the Desk Shop of SMTC Waterfront and a 1-
5 pm "lab" on Casco Bay. Students receive a certl~ 
cate that may reduce boat Insurance premiums. 
Cost: $82. 799-3976 or 767-9524. 
W ........... IunIvw Deborah Scallnll Kiley, the 
author of "Albatross: The True Story of a Woman's 
Sur>Avai at Sea" speaks at Bookland Mall Plaza, 
South Portland July 7 at 7 pm. Kiley Is one of only two 
survivors from a flve-person crfNI who shipwrecked 
en route from Portland, ME to Aorfda IR 1982. IIW 
~I· · II E 
URE 
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'ir 775-1234 FAX:775-1615 VISA/MC ACCEPTED 
bulletin board 
"FRIENDS" OFFR.JAMESVALLEY· SI. Dom's 
and other parishes. t 950· 1968. We need 10 
hear from you. Absolutely confidential. 642· 
4476 or 846·3855. 
··CHILDRENSBIRTHDAYPARTIES""ll2hr. 
show wlllye doves, rabbits. free magic tricks. 
Call Vandlnl, The Childrens Magician. 854· 
1743. 
ADOPTION: A WONDERFUL WAY TO PRO· 
VIDE a fuiline loryour baby. Or. Dad. full time 
Mom. this lsa difflcun time for you. L.ls talk. 
Call Judy and Frank. 1-800·854·7839. 
ADOPTION: Cozy home ," the woods· Lois of 
room for fun and play. Warm . loving family 
wants very much to share happiness with a 
child. Ple.se tall Carolyn and Ed. 1·800·982· 
3678. 
ADVANCED SCUBA COURSE. 5 dives, naviga· 
tion. deep. night. boat and drift . don. In one 
weekend. 6 people ma>o mum. Register earty, 
$2501ea. PAD.!. instructor, Bob Gauthier. 
774-0647. 
COM PASSIONATE ADOPTION· Awarm happy 
hom. awaits your baby. Loving familyeagerto 
share our Ilearts and lives WIth your newborn. 
~ you are considering adoption please call 
Nancy and K.n at 1·800·208·1146. 
FLY DIRT CHEAPI Europe. $169· Mexico. 
$139· Caribbean. $189 RT. No gimmlcksl No 
hilchesl AIR·TECH. Ltd. 1·800·575·TECH. 
CUILDRHI'~ 
BIRTUDAY PARTI~~ 
lJ VZ ht, .how .. ,"til live dov .. , 
. tabblt. & ftgo magic ttlck<. 
~ Calt Vandlnl at 1?54-17 4g o "Tho Chlld",n' t Magician' 
STUDIO 101 
PH OTOG RA PH ERS 
• WEDDINGS 
• PORTRAITS 
CASH CORNER BINGO HALL 
Ample Free Paridng 






15IJN[)AY IS5 oft.n pkgs.1 6:30 PM 
3 GAMES OF CHANCE 
SPECIAL EVERY WED. & SUN 
NIGHT & FRI. AFTERNOON 
12.18cards S10with 1shotgun 
24 cards S12 wtth 1 shotgun 
30·36 cards S15 wtth 1shot9un 
42-48 cards S16 with 1 shotgun 
SUPER BINGO 
Sunday. July 3 
$35 pkg 24 cards & 2 shotguns 
$50 pkg 36 cards & 2 shotguns 
FREE CLASSIFIEDSI?! That's right... Every 
purchase 01 three weeks of The Sure Sell 
Classifieds gets you the fourth week FREEl 
call 775·1234 for more details. 
HAVE SOME SUN AND FUN. Swim. picnic and 
cruise S.bago uke. Maximum 8 people. week· 
daylweekend. $2501day. Licensed U.S.C.G. 
captlan Bob Gauthier. 774-0647. 
HOSHAMILIES NEEDEDforFrench exchange 
students. July or August. ages 14·17. For 
Information 883·6608. 
ISLAND BIKE RENTAL· Brad's Bike Shop,115 
Island Ave. at Peaks Island Mercantile. Tum 
I." from terry. AlsoArt. T·sh lrts. good coffee, 
used goods. snacks. 766-5631 . 
LOSE WEIGHT, FEEL GREAT drinking 
Coffee"Trim H .. Nh Blend Coffee with chro· 
mium. Call (207)~6-1703. 
lost II fOllld 
LOST· "Sea Ranch Cottages" sign. Ust s .. n 
In Pine Point area. PI .... call. 883·3730. 
rides hare 
help wanted 
EXPERIENCED SALESPERSON WANTED 
We have an immediate opening for an experienced salesperson 
to work an established territory. Qualified candidates should 
have a minimum of two years outside sales experience 
(preferably selling advertising space), be extremely organized 
and enthusiastic. Must own reliable vehicle. Salary plus 
commission and expenses. Send resume to: 
Karen Taylor 
MAINETIMES 
561 Congress Street, Portland, ME 04101 
(No phon. calls, please) 
FREELANCE JOURNALISTS and Arts Wr~'" 
needed to cover local events lor weekly news· 
paper. Send r.sume and Ihree samples of 
your best wril ing to: P.O. Box 594. Portland. 
ME 04112. 
INTIMATE CONVERSATION LINES NOW HIR· 
ING. Work at home. Exc.llent pay. Call (708)· 
422·3846. 
business opps 
MAKE MONEY AT HOME with your personal 
computer. 24 hour recorded message. 865· 
4742, ext. 1300. Endowment Enterprises. 
positions wanted 
20YR. OLD MALE STUDENT, gormel ch.1I 
bobysltter ready to provide h.althy gormet 
maals and cll ild care 10 vacationing families. 
Available through 9/3/94. References. of 
cours •. 761·9407. 
WRITER SEEKS HOUSING in exchange for 
indoorloutdoor services for older/portly dis· 
abled person, 729·3733. 
chnd care 
ACTIVE PARENTING COURSES at theoffic. of 
the Harbourslde family Practice· Lower Falls 
undlng. Please call Judy Snyder·Gobea. 
LCSW, 846-9216 or Cindy Luce LMSW, 846-
6077. 
roommates 
E.PROM· Ocoan viewldeclt Seeking 30+, HIS, 
F to share vast apartment. $3OO1mo.heat in· 
cluded. R.ferences. 774-6519. 
POSTAL JOBS· Start $11.41lhr. For exam and 
application information, call (219)·769·8301 . 
ext. ME 519. 9am • 9pm, Sunday· Friday. 
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT· Fishing Industry. 
Earn up to $3.000·$6.000+ per month. No 
experience necessary. MaleIFemale. Age 18· 
70. Call: (206)·545·4155. ext. A5753. 
roommates 
FEMALE ROOMMATE, 20's wanted 21I2BDR. 
apartment. East End. Grea' views. must love 
dogs. $2601mo. +112 ulilnies. 772·9974. 
FINO A ROOMMATE IN THE SURE SELL 
CLASSIFIEDS· call 775·1234 now and place 
your 15-word ad for as little as $121Week. 
MlHO SHARE 3BDR. house In Sarborough. 
near beach, WID. $325/mo.lncludes utllnles. 
883-0253. 
NO.DEERING· MIf, HIS to share sunny, fur· 
nish.d home. Hardwood floors, deck. WID, 
parking. $240+. 797·9424. 
PAYSON PARK AREA· Roommate to share 
large houSl. Lotsot room.$3501mo.evOfYlhing 
Included. 712-6741. 
PORn.AND, Brighton Hospital Area· Looking 
for NlS female, 25+, to share spacious 2BR 
apt. I am female. 30, progressive, social worker! 
student, wnh 2 frl.ndly cats. Rent $2801mo. 
Includes h .. t. Julie. 773·3465. 
roommates 
PORn.AND· GM. NIS. 2BR house on Casco 
Bay Includes beach, parking. heat. 871·9940. 
PORn.AND· NiS housemate wanted 10 share 
3BR apt. with single working mother of 2y.o. 
child. Eastern Prom, quietlamlly neighbor· 
hood. nice yard. deck. off·streetparklng, large 
3BR basement storage, WID.$300/mo. +ull1s. 
879·7629. 
PRIVACY· Quiel NiSto share charming. sunny 
South Portland apartment. $25I1/mo. +112 utili· 
ties. 799·2092. 
PROFESSIONAL MALE seeks NIS roommate 
or living opportunily in Yarmouth area. call 
Alex, 846·0464. 
Rl:SPONSIBLE. QUIET. HIS. FEMALE tosha .. 
sunny 2br. Apt. near Old Port. Parking. stor· 
age. heat included. 262.50+ 828·0984. 
RIVERSIDE, PORTLAND· MIF wanted. large 
3BDR. apartmenl. large backyard . driveway. 
$2501mo. plus securily. Includes everything. 
call 878·3473. 
SOUTH PORTLAND· Seeks responsible male! 
f.male to share large 2·BDR. apartmen' wi 
separate living rooms. Parking, WID, $300/ 
mo. + 112 utilities. 799·0039. 
STATE STREET· 2 roommates wanted, 3BDR. 
apartment. beautifu l view. $225/mo. tIN{ in· 
Cluded. Available 711 &&/1 . 761 ·9071 . 
STILL LOOKING FORA RESPONSIBLE, clean, 
progressive female to share great 28DR. Wesl 
End apt. Sunny. 3rd floor. laundry, storage. 
$275/mo.includes H1HW. Sec. D.p. Nlpets. 
879·8705. 
TWO GAY, FRIENDLY, FEMALES, SEEK 3rd. 
Share large sunny apartment. Sunporch, 
woodstove, yard, storag •. HIS. Quiet USM 
area. $240.mo+. 879·1936. 
WANTED CLEAN & responsible GM/ioleranl 
roommate. Long FellOW Square area Includes 
all utilnies. S18Vmo. First and last month. 
rent required. 774·7554. 
WOODFORD AREA· BeautnulVlctorian house. 
Larg •• 2BOR. WID, wood 1l001S, porCl1. park· 
lng, F. HIS. Negotiable. 828·1495. 
apts/rent 
277 SPRING STREET· Charming IBDR., 
sunny. hardwood floors . AvailableAugus,1 st. 
$4OO1mo. + uli1nios. call 773·5507. 
51 HANCOCK ST .• PORTLAND· Bright t BDR., 
carpeted, remodelled. eat·ln·knchen. HeaV 
H.W. $4501mo. 714-2306. 
DEERING OAKS AREA· 2BDR .• hardwood 
floors, n.wly renovated. $4751mo. HIHW In· 
cluded. 828·6842, IJM. 
EAST END· Available now: Comfortable. af· 
lordable. quiet 1 sl floor. 2BR. $4501mo. heat 
Included. Die\(, 774·7040. 
IFYOU WANT PR IVACY IN ASECURE BUILD· 
ING.these apartments are for you . Walk your 
tired leet through hallways wlmirror finished 
hardwood floors. En,eryour quainl 2BDR. or 
2 room units, kick off yourshoes, put on your 
year-round shorts. throw left-overs in the mi-
crowave & sit a spell . Enjoy warm winter 
nights in a heated apartment & the cool sum-
mer breezes while you study for that exam or 
do all that piled upwnrk ln yourbri.fease. This 
landlord occupied bu ilding has the bes' ho' 
water in lhe 500 block & possible parking lor 
$350·$425/month. Call 773·1814 between 
9a.m.·4p.m. 
NICEBRIGHTt & 2BDR.APARTMENTS·$6501 
mo. Good loealli ons, parking, some include 
utilil ios. Call 879-6081 . 
NORTH YARMOUTH· lBR apt .. references! 
deposit required, utilities provided. $475/mo. 
829-3584. 
PORTlAND· NEW I BDRJ3BDR. UNITS. wi 
parking, laundry, great views. Healed/un· 
healed. $4501mo. to $725/mo. 797·8256. 
SHERMAN ST.·1BDR. 2nd. floor, hea'. tIN{ 
and .Iectriclty Included. Indoor cat 0.1t HIS. 
$5001mo.+. 773'()119. 
TO RENTYOURAPARTMENTFAST. and to the 
highest caliber tenants, call 775·1234, THE 
SURE SELL CLASSIFIEDS. and reach over 
100.000 people throughout Gr .. ter Portland I 
WEST SIDE· Attractive 2BDR .. private yard 
and more. USMlMalne Med area. $4601mo. 
telectriclty, 799·0090. 
WEST·END, BRIGHT. spacious. 4·roomaport· 
mont with yard. working fireplace. storage, wi 
d hookup, and victorian charm. $575/mo. 
Available &/1, 761·0311. 
WOODFORDS AREA· Professional HIS, MIf WOODFOROS·Cozy, sunny studio, largeyard, 
for friendly, la~e 3BDR. victorian. W/porch, quiet street, parking. Available Immediately. 
fireplace. $275/mo. plus. Cha~II, 775·3875. $3OOImo. H1HW Included. 761·0152. 
• DARKROOM & 
STUDIO RENTAL 
• CLASSES 
GOING TO MISSISSIPPI la51 lNtok of July, 
returning two weeks lator. Rid. one way or 
bolh. Seth. 775·2452. 
help wanted 
EAST WINDHAM· Housernale for large coun· 
try home. uke, garage. gardens, beautnul 
sOIling 20mln •. to Portland. $4tOlmo. In· 




'42 High Sl. Su~. 315 PortLand 
U.S. POSTAL & GOVERNMENT JOBS. $23thr. 
plu. b,nefns. Now hiring. 1-800·224·0659. 
FAX ITI 775·1615, THE SURE SELL 
CLASSIFIEDSI 
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Ea.l End. 
sunny aportment wl2 cats. Ene~etlc. consld· 
erate, IndePtndent, HIS wanted. 712·8309. 
SI821mo. 114 utllnies. 
FrIday, July 1st, 3:0 
Phone 775-1234 or FAX 775-1615 
'ir 775-1234 FAX: 775-1615 VISA/MC ACCEPTED 
categories check one 
a bulletin boerd a profMalonal ..-vIc:.. 
a lata. found (!ree) atlnanclll 
a rtcMllar. (!ree) a8lullfor .... 
ahelp_ntld a~--
a Iul_ oppo!tunltl_ aenltqUM 
a,-lti--- a give lint (!ree) 
a child car. a_nteet 
aroommll_ a_a.cr8fta 
a apta/renl a hoIld8y glfta 
a hOUMl/rlnt 
athut .. erta 
a_neV .. nt 
a hll .. a. festlvela 
a offlcM/rant 
a music 
a Irt etudiOl/rent 
a etor-uelrent 
awheela 
a bu.lne .. rental 
a bolita 
a rentlll wanted a recrmion 
a rell Htate a clmpground. 
a lind for 1111 a ,ummer clmpa 
a mobile home. a bed a. brolkflata 
aauctlona a publlcatlone 
a body a..oul a Inlmale 
a Inetructlon o legll notice. 
a bulineu .eMc:.. o detlng aervlce. 
get it to us 
By Phone: 775-1234; or for long distance 
1-8()().288-6601 (visa/me) 
By FAX: 775-1615 
By Mall: The Sure Sell 
P.O. Box 1238 
Portland, ME 04104 
By Hand: 561 Congress St., Portland 
deadline 
Monday, 3PM, pre-paid 
your ad: 
5 Place my ad In the hands of over 120,000 readers of Casco Bay Weekly. Mame Times, and Penny$aver! 
Call n5·1234 to inquire about other zones and rates. 
fine print 
Classified eds must be paid tor in advance with cash, pe<SOnai 
check, money Of 00-, Visa or Mastercard. Lost & Found items 
listed Iree. Oassified ods are non-reflJldable. CBW shan noI be 
11at>. '0< orr; typographical emJ(S, ootissions, or changes in the 
ad which do not affect the value or content or substantiaUy 
cIlange the meaning of the ad. o-ed~ wil be Issued when lI1ab1e 
error has been determined within one weal< 01 publication. 
caw 
Phone#: _____________ ___ 
Name: ______________ ___ 
Address: _____________ _ 




o Casco Bay Wee1dy-$9!wk. 
Additional words @ 25¢ wd/wk: $ 
O The Sure S"~ Casco Bay Weeldy, Maine 
Times, and Penny$aver...:.sI6{wk. 
Additional words @ 50¢ wd/wk: $ 
o Buy 3 weeks, 
get the 4th week 
1S 
25 
FREE: $, ___ _ 
o Wheels Deal 
$251 run 'til ~ sells: $ _____ _ 
(15 words; vehicles onlyl 
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BILL LeCLAIR 
Home Repair Service 
Repair or Replace 
· leaks . Gutters 
· Roofs . Chimneys 





• Enviromenallv Safe Ckani~ 
• WockIy, Bi....Jdy• or SpeciaJ Job. 
Annie - 883-1195 
·Grass culting 
• Spring yard cleaning 
'Mulcliing .Sweeping 
'Shrub pruning 
642-5598 or 883-7923 
Free Estimates' Full Insured 
NASTY~NEAT 
co I.t P U LSI v ~rc l E ,., N t N (i 
and other lie wppor1 sewices 
••• and other Ilfe..,pport services 
If you've ever cleaned up for 
the cleaning peopie ... or worse, 
cleaned up after them ... 





DEERING OAKS-Spacio.s 1 slnoor2BR condo 
with hardwood floors. S585/mo. incl. des HI 
HW. Phillips Man'gement, 172-5345. 
MIDDLE STREET- S.nny 2BR In s.c.re b.lld-
ing.gas hea~ storage, Ia.ndry. $65OImo. +utils. 
Phillips Management, 112·5345. 
OlD PORT· large, 2BDR. apartment on Ihird 
floor. Exposed brick walls, wooden beam ceil-
Ings. secure Harbor landing Building. $6251 
mo+. Call collect (413)·549·0226. 
houses/rent 
PfAKS ISlAND- Charming. sunny. year round 
cOllag •• 1 1I2BDR. w/M:k and ocean view. 
S525/mo. 112-1404. 
PORTLAND. CHEVERUS AREA· Charming. 
2BDR. ho.se. One balh. sunroom, large lot 
near schools. Available 811194. References 
required. I-year least. $185/mo. + utils. Call 
(201)·129-1251. 
PORTlAND· Elegant VICtorian, 4+ bedrooms. 
near downtown. All new appliances. large 
garden.lnlown living at Its best. $1 ,DOOImo.+. 
112·5135. 
PORTlAND· QUIET DEERING NEIGHBOR-
HOOD. Appllanced. cory cape. Fireplace. pa-
llo, privacy. By _Intmenl, 113·5144. No 
pelS. 
SUBLET· 811194·111/95. SCARBOROUGH-
Small 1 BDR. house near beaches. $5001mo. 
+ulllnies. Nlpets. sec.rity. references. 88~ 
5991. 
VILLAGE FARMHOUSE on 1 acre In Hollis. 
Available 7/1. Spatio.s, many cuSlom fea-
t.res. garage. slorage/summer studio. plano. 
1·3BDR's. 10 miles 10 Gorham. 2010 Port-
land. $8501mo.+ ullis. No pets. (207)-121-
5698. 
YARMOUTH- Available In August for rent.or 
lease opllon. Extended cape w!5BDR. and 3 
balhs on 3 .cres bordering tidal river. School 
b.s ro.ta. F.H.W .. fireplace, WID hookups. 
$1.00O/mo. referenclS. sec.rity deposit re· 
q.ired. Call 839-2216. 
seasonal rental 
BETHel AREA- Charming. lake cottage. Sandy 
beach, 1 BDR .. large deck. secl.ded. woodsy. 
$3251wk. (919)-962·~355. UM. 
CANCELLATION I Nowavailable-Liltle Sebago, 
5BR camp, 16' dock, 30' screened porth. 400' 
shorefront. canOl, boat, motor. Available Au-
g.sI13·21. $8001Nk. catl (608)922·3887 days. 
NEW HARBOR- Housekeeping coHages. ocean 
views. sandy beach. family f.n. Three bed· 
rooms. $4501w.ek; one bedroom.S3301week. 
(203) 649-1432. 
WATERFORD. MAINE- 2BRcoH.geatlake, 10 
acres secluded. rustic seHlng. Canoes, sall-
boal available. 583-4402. 
BUSINESS SERVICES DIRECTORY • 
·G ..... enD .. acn 
• Plantlnc ' 
• Malnt.nanc. 
Contad Haftft&h Idmunds 
874.2365 







• Timber Framing 
Steva> BOIler 761-2488 
NEW ENGLAND 
winJow .ntJ fiJinl, 
Vinyl Replactment WmdoW$ 
$169.99 iDn~kd 
DH only up 10 tOI t.n 





FORE RIVER W OODWORKS 
Fine Cabinetry and Furniture 
Building and Renovations 
Mark SchwW'Z 





Bornstein & Hovermale 
Attorneys At Law 
165 Commercial Street Portland 772-4624 
Toll Free Outside 1-800-772-4624 
A&A 
PROPERTY SERVICES 
General Co"l.octl". & ~
Remodeling, balhrooms, 
kilchens, linished basements, 
rooling, dec::ks, additions, 
interior and exterior painling, 
vinyl siding, complete mobile 
horne set-up and service. 
No job too big or small. 




- Excellent Downtown Location 
, Some Rentals as low as 
$1201 mo. heated 
, Some Suites wi Ocean Views 
, Secure Building 
COngr.ss Prop.rty Management 
P.O. Box 4211. Station A 
142 High SI. Su~e 612 









Insured· References· Free Esl. 
real estate 
BRISTOl, MAINE- BISCAY POND. Quiet road . 
good neighbors. 3 miles from Damariscotta. 
Bulltftrdesigned. q.alityb.ngalow on 6 acres. 
4BDR's, 2 balhs, sun deck, hal waler base-
board heat. FOR SAlE BY OWNERIBUILDER. 
(201)-442-8383. 
BY ANXIOUS OWNERS. 6 Blatkslrap, 
Cumberland. C.stom 5BDR .. 3.41 acres. Pri, 
vate. convient. 36OOsq.ft. +-, greal schools. A 
must soe, red.c.d $198.600. 829-3531. 822-
1090. 465·3134. 
CAMP- Secluded, qulel. beautif.1 view. lake 
shore, no neighbors. 45 min.lts from Presq.e 
Isla. $15.000.162-1681. 
• - (207) 879-0949 V' 
FORECLOSED AND REPOSSESSED Hom.s 
and proptrtlesl HUD. RTC. IRS, DEA. and 
other government agencies. listings for your 
area. Call toll free I 1(800}436·6867. ext R· 
1553. 
ATTRACTIVE. f.rnished space availabla two 
days weekly. licensed counselor. social real estate 
worker. or bodywork.,. Call 112-1896. 
BRUNSWICK- urge professional cHice In 
comfortable. convenient b.lldlng shared by 
Ihr .. psychothellj)ists. Usa 01 waiting room, 
group room. kltchtn, parlOng and many ex· 
tras. (207)·129-1110. 
SMAlL OFFICES III hlsloric b.llding. Con· 
gress St Reasonaille prices. parlOng. 112-
6005. 
rentals wanted 
FOR NEXT FOUR YEARS- 2BR apl. walking 
dislance 10 Waynflete; parking; 9/1-lil1 or 
year· round. Call 633-4146. 
MATUREWOMAN.1-yearL.l.Bean emptoyee. 
Is looking for sunny apartIMntw/yard. Ho.so-
sharing a posslbilily. 878-8518 
PROFESSIONAL COUPLE w/one child relocal-
ing 10 Maine looking for2+ bedroom house to 
renlln Scarboro.ghlKennebunk area. (603)-
428·4303 days. (603)-783·~836 MS. 
RESPONSIBLE WOMAN AND DAUGHTER seek 
house wtth country f .. 1 near Portland. for 
long-t.rm rental. 713-1282. 
real estate 







Between Orlando & Daytona 
• 2 bdrml 2ba • 3 bdrm12 ba 
• Florida Rm • Carporl 
• Healed Pool ' Clubhouse 
From $25.00 Cash or Renl 
Vacallon Homes $225 per week 
1-800-3Z1i-Z997 
FREEPORT CONTEMPORARY- Unique 3BDR. 
solar-oriented home on private 1.65 acres. 
Heal wnh sun. gas, and wood. F.II basement 
w/one car garage and large deck. A well·buin 
cuslom home only5 minutes to ~95.$I05.0oo. 
Cenl.ry 21, Baribea. Ageney. Spike Halble. 
129-3333 or 129-~029. 
FREEPORT- 3-4BDR. Cape on Seq.oia Drive. 
Three miles 10 conveniences. nice acre lot. 
deck. $103.000 firm. 865-4411 for appt. 
LONG ISlAND. CASCO BAY- Secluded. 3BOR. 
home. Wood/oil, s.per ins.lated. rustic. By 
owner. $35,000. (207)-113'2625. 
LOONS AND PRIVACY· 1·room cape circa 
1800. fi .. places, carpeting. 1 t/2 bath, 5 .... s. 
modem kitchen. 41~-7309 or 129-1488. 
Newt Y RENOVATED. fully Insulaled. yur' 
round, watertront coHage on scenic, private 
lot between Bangor & Ellsworth. wood heat. 
electric back-.p, knotty pine interior. fumlshed. 
Low taxes. Trode of proptrty with home of 
eq.al value considered. In Portl.nd .rea. 
$51.000. ~69-2393. 
OWNERS, BROKERSI AdVertise your ho.se 
before MORE qualified buyers for LESSI Call 
115-1234 to Inq.lre about The Sure Sell 
Classlfied's aHordable Photo Real Estal. sec-
tion. 
PEAKS ISLAND· Charming. 1 BDR. Quiel. 
s.nny 1.800sq.ft. lot. F.lly winterized. 
Woodslove •• I.clrlc heal. WID hook.ps. beau-
tif.1 woodIslate floors. $95.000. (201)-766-
5148. 
PEAKS ISlAND- Five room expandable hide-
away on acre lot. Recharge away from stress. 
listan 10 Ihe fog hams and channel buoys. 
walk or Jog yo.rsell hUlthy. no one Is In a 
hurry. (t01)-766-5OO2. 
SOLAR HOME· Passive solar sanbox on very 
privte 4.6 .cres in Topsham. Features include: 
1-2BDR. on open floor plan. indoor garden. 
rool windows, and 24'X32' detached shop. 
Planty 01 room 10 expand and easy access 10 
Brunswick·Balh. Portland or A.gusta. 1st. 
time on mark.1 at $93,900. Cenlury 21. 
Baribea. Agency. Spike Haible, 129·3333 or 
129·4029. 
KProfessional Grounds Maintenance -C Residential &: Commercial 
Complete Lawn Maintenance 
Packages starting at $299 per year 
Chris 929-4126 
Carpentry, painting, 
exteriorli nterio r, 
Large or Small. 
Insured. 
797-4428 
A-PLUS PLUMBING _ CoosIrudIon 
• W1m & IIaII RooIOdelo III 
• Sewer or Dn*l 0eIIr*III 
'P\at1l6 • ~ ,WaIer Healers 
Master Plumber-lnsured 
797-0820/ 1-800-64 H)820 
~ G.A.TUFTS 
MOVING SERVICES 
• Experienced &. dependable 
• Local &. long distance 
• Small • large load_ 
• Exc.llent ref.rene •• 
• S •• t rat •• 
CALL 774-2159 ANYTIME 
NEED HELP WITH 
HOUSEKEEPING? ~ 
A 61 .. .Ie. 611rllll" ~ 
BII~" I Will Trani 





10' x 12' II ..... T.ooIed 
S995.OO 
i"dldes txlOCIele kJctirq f3~ & staks 
mill&' ~ I:J choose from 
THE EVERGREEN CO • 
892-1203 
EMISSION TESTING !! 
WHO HAS THE TIME. 
Call "Mature Drivers Services" 
We will pick up your car, get it tested and 
deliver it, while your at work. 
YOUR TIME IS TOO VALUABLE TO 
WASTE STANDING IN LINE 
797-0632 
A9t< aboot our early bird discou1t fa- appointments ~ 7/15_ 
condos lor sale 
MELLEN ST.- Huge2BR condoonly$32,0001 
Heal and hot water included In monthly fee. 
Kathy Phillips. Bay Reahy, 715·3838. 
WEST END- Spacious 2BR condo, gas heat. 
sunroom, oH-str .. 1 parking. OWner financing 
at $62,500. Kalhy Phillips, Bay Realty, 775· 
3838. 
land lor sale 
CHEBEADUE ISLAND, 5 acre wooded. w/elec· 
lricity. surveyed & approved. Short walk 10 
ferry and beaches. OWner $36.900. (201)637· 
2216. 
mobile homes 
DELAND. FLORIDA. 15 miles from Daytona· 
2BR.l bath. 12x60. in park. attached screen 
room, 6x8 storage shed. f.rnlshed. $1.800. 
(207)934-4038. 
LEFT OVER '1994", $16.995 or $850 down. 
180 al $19>1. 15294. 10' 3BR. 1995's from 
Aootwood and Champion. on display. APR 
12%. (201)186'4016. dally 9-8. Sunday 10·5. 
LUV Homes (1 mile from t.mpike). 1049 
Washington St.. Rt. 202 Aub.m. ME. 
OUR BEST SEllER- -1995- 64x28. $38,995 
withfl .. place. dishwasher, island ~tcl1en, huge 
bedrooms. etc. and the 5 yearllmned warranty 
tool We have park space. we take anything in 
trade. and we can gel you the very bestfin.nc· 
ing and even finance land and water and sewer 
too. (201)786·~016. daily 9-8. S.nday 10-5. 
LUV Homes (1 mile from t.mplkel, 1049 
Washington St.. Rt. 202. Auburn. ME. 
SAVE $4,300 OFF lIST- New A .. twood Glon 
Eagle. '1994' was $34.275, now $29.995 and 
ft has everything! 80 ' 2BR. 2 balhs. LUV 
Homes. Rt. 202, A.b.rn. ME. 
body" soul 
A RELAXING. sens.al oil massage .slng my 
hands. m.sic.llghl, incen ... Kel1h, 161-1924, 
MIF dlsco.nt. 
AFRICAN DANCE CLASS- J.ly 1, 6:00· 
7:30p.m. $11. Casco Bay Movers. 811-1013. 
learn Therapeutic Massage 
or Polarity Therapy 
p1Or ... looaJ Leftl Tralnlogs 
body" soul 
ANITA lANDINO. CHT. Hypnotherapy. Heal 
.b .... relationship iss.es. Empower yo.r-
self. Unleashcre.tivity.loY, confidence I (201)-
180-0831. 
ARE YOU CONCERNED aboul your relation-
shiP. or I. your family in Irouble? Solulion-
based Brief Therapy is aHordable and eHec-
tive. Dr. Gaille Brennan. 892-7303. 
CAlLING AlL MEN who don1 have a clue 
abo.1 womenl Courtney can leach you EV-
ERYTHING you need to know. Straighl talk 
from an experienced personal advisor. En-
IIghtenmenl guaranleed. Hurry! The l.diesare 
waiting for yo.! Call 12-6. M·F: 829-6450. 
Aexible appoinlments. Individual and gro.p 
sessions. 
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE· Karen Austen, 
M.A.. l.M.T .. licensed Massage Therapist. 
Alleviate chronic backaches. headaches, neck 
and shoulder stiffness, sciatica, stress. im-
prove flexibility. m.sclelone. clrc.lation. ath-
letic pertormance. By appolntlMnt. 865-0612. 
DR. ZHAO MEI- Tha Chinese Healing Arts 
Center. Oi Gong Classes. Call for InlormaUon, 
175-1 1~2. 
FOOT REFlEXOLOGY- Improve clreul.tion. 
relieve stress. and feel grealiinilial $10 dis-
co.nt. Knslin Erica, 713·1346. 
GROUP THERAPY OPENINGS In on-going 
men's grouP. Mondays. 7-9pm. and mixed 
gro.p. T.esdays, 4·6pm. 772-3116. 
KNEAD YOUR KNOTS I Therape.tlc massage 
lor relaxalion, slress red.ction. Gift certifl-
cales. sliding scale available. "'ggy Muyco. 
167-8015. 
LIGHT OF THE MOON, wKh over ~O.OOO book 
tKlts available. also has a largo selection of 
Tarot cards. unique gifts, and lools 10 heallhe 
body. mind and sp lril. 324 Fore SI. 828-1710. 
Open Daily. 
MANY BULKY SCARS dramatically lessened 
In 1-5 sessions with aspect of this genlle 
bodywork. A certified Trager practitioner. I'm 
In Brighton Avenue Medical OHlce Wednes-
days. $75 first session. For appoinlmenl or 
f.rther inquiries call Reeve C.rry. (603)569-
2018. 
NEUROMUSCULAR THERAPY retieves chronic 
m.scle pain. Swedish massage: Physiologi-
cally healthy. deep relaxation. Ilona Silverman. 
CMT, 811-13OO. 
PSYCHIC CENTER- Comprehensive Psychic 
SelVicls; Tarot readings , reqressions, healing 
lo.en and much more. Psychics and Ufologlsls 
Inv~ed to jOin co-op. M·F, 10:00am-6:oopm. 
829-4365. 
PSYCHIC PREDICTIONS by DORA- Unravel 
Ihe secret myslery of psychic phenomenon. 
35 years experience. 814·1942. 
SHIATSU & THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE. Keilh 
Hinlz by appolnlment. 161-8294. Old Port. 
Firsl time cllenl discounll 
body" soul 
TAROT FOR BEGINNERS: Introductory class. 
8-weeks. $125. Starting June 211h. Jeanne 
Fiorini . 199·8648. 
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE- Health promoling. 
combat holiday stress and chronic pain. Gift 
certlficales available. Marti lay, 892-5375. 
828-0818. 
TRANSSEXUAL & GENDER DYSPHORIC SUP-
PORT GROUPS. Bi-monthly meetings, $35/ 
session. IimilS/group. Call for lnl.lYlew, 811-
0950. 
WRITING WORKSHOPwilh Allred DePew. For 
anyone interested in exploring new material, 
new ideas and fresh approaches 10 short fic-
tion, essays and poems. Thursday evenings, 
6:30·8:30p.m. July 14·Aug.sl 25. Seven ses-
sions. $115. limited space. 115-3108. 
Instruction 
'DARKROOM & PORTRAIT STUDIO RENT-
ALS 'Baslc Ph 010 Classes 'Private Lessons 
-live Figure Models. Call 819-2560. 
ADULTS READ BEmR - Adu~ Learning Op-
port.n~ies. Free/Confidential. Call 1-800·322-
5455. 
FIREARMS INSTRUCTIONS- Trained profes-
sionals teaching weapon safety, 
marksmanships and proven shooting tech-
niques. Basic. intermedlale and advanced 
courses taught Basic course meets require-
ments 10r a concealed weapons permit. Con-
lact Peler Joyce al Weaponcraft Inc. at 823-
9108. 
LEARN THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE OR POLAR-
ITY THERAPY. Professional Level Trainings. 
Polarity Realization Instit.te. Portland. 1-800-
491-2908. 
RADIO: ON THE JOB TRAINING IN LOCAL 
RADIO STATION. Highly selective by In-sta· 
tlon audition and Interview only, Keep your 
presenljob and lraln around your own sched· 
ule. No experlence required. reasonable tu-
Ition. ex1rem ely cost-onective. FREElive minute 
recording and broch.re tells yo. how. 1-800· 
155-1591. 
SUMMER MUSIC PROGRAM· Lessons in 
Strings and Piano. Special summer rales . 
Holistic Music Studio. 781·0944. 
prolessional servo 
TRANSSEXUAl Et GENDER DYSPHORIC 
SUPPORT GROUPS 
Explonng one's role, gender, sexualfty, 
spirituahty & life purpose. 
Bimonthly meetings. 5-6:3Opm 
$35 per seSSIOIL Umlt 6 per group. 
CALL FOR INTERVIEW' a71-0950 
Charles B Melcher 




Ily- Couples. In the 0II1ce olllle Harbourslde 
family Practice. Licensed social workers. 
Please call, Judy Snyder-Gobea. LCSW or 
Cindy Luce, LMSW. 846-6017. 
RICHARD lEWIS. MSEd .• LPC. NCC .• Indi-
vidual, GrouP. Couple & Family Co.nsellng. 
Call for Gro.p oHerings. 180-8301. 
RICKl YNCH. M.A. Openings In Men's Group. 
T.esdays. ~7p.m. Portland. 874-0681 . 
business services 
Yard Care Unlimited 
.IJ. 
Mowing & Trimming 
"Yard Care "landscaping 
W:B83·B207 Fr.e 
B:759-5047 Consultotion 
• Brick, !Mock. Stone & Concrete. 
• Slate Roon • 
• Fully Insured 
883-9608 
• Free Estimates 
Peter Lauzler . 
-HANDYMAN MIKE - Carpentry, painling. ex-
teriorflnlerior. large or small. Insured. Call 
197 .... 428. 
A & A PROPERTY SERVICES. General con-
lractlng/mainlenance. Remodeling. bath-
rooms. kitchens. finished basements. root-
Ing, decks, addilions, interior/exterior palnl-
lng, ";nyl siding. complele mobile home sel-
.p "elYlce. No Job too big or small. Prompl 
reliable service. Insured. 811·0093. 
A·l SPECIALIZING IN LEAKS, Repalr/replace. 
Roof. chimney, ceilings, walls, gutler. Carpen· 
Irylpalnt. 28 years experience. References. 
715-2511. 
business services yard sales music 
ACCURATE DIMENSIONS CARPENTRY· 
Decks, screened porelles. fences, gazebos, 
storage sheds, wheelchair ramps. Guaranteed 
& Insured. 892·2951. 
ACORN FENCE CO.- Sales. Repair, Removal. 
Installation. Cedar Stockade, Chain link. etc. 
Call 1-800·649-4290. 
BAXTER'S ARMY NAVY STORE of North 
o.ering. Portland. will buy yo.r mll~ary sur-
plus. 1~00 Washinglon Aven.a.191-2621 . 
CASCO BAYLAWN CARE- Grass cutling. SPring 
yard cleaning. m.lching. sweeping, shru 
pruning. 642-5598 or 883-7923. 
CLEANING IS MY SPECIAUTY- Reliable. will 
lravel. Weektylbi-weekty or speCial Jobs. Call 
854-5642. after 7p.m. 
COME HOME TO A CLEAN HOUSE! Friendly. 
dependable. quality service. Caliloday! 811-
7150. Free eslimates. 
CREATIVE CARPENTRY· C.slom woodwork· 
ing. additions, renovations, kitchens, restora-
tions. furniture repair, timber1rame. STEVEN 
BAUER. 161-2488. 
D.C. PACKING & MOVING SERVICES. Free 
estimates,reasonable rates, excellent refer-
ences. Ask for Donald Carman at 811-0543. 
Covering New England area. 1-800·819-7913. 
EXPERIENCED MOVER- SmalVUrge loads. 
Locally. long distance. Garages. basements. 
aHlcs cleaned. Excellenl relerences.Lowrales. 
774-2159. 
FAX YOUR AD TOOAYI 775·16t5. VisalMC 
accepted. 
GENERAL LAWN CARE- lawn mowing. rak-
ing, trimming trees & brush. Reasonable rates. 
883·4985 or 651-2148. 
GROUND WORK· Garden design. planllng. 
maintenance, improve your soil at an afford-
able rate . Contact Hannah Edmunds. 81~-
2365. 
HOUSE CLEANING· By mature, responsible, 
metic.lous woman. 744·1992. 
J. DUNN REMODElING- Building conlraclor. 
Houses. addttions. garages, decks. kitchens, 
and bathrooms. Insured. Call JackDunn, 856-
6611. 
JOHN CZAJKOWSKI & ASSOCIATES, Carpen-
ters. Fine carpentry, restorat ions, 
cabinelmaklng ... novalions. Reasonable rales, 
reterences. ins.red. 773-7613. 
KC PROFESSIONAL GROUNDS MAINTE-
NANCE. -Complete lawn Maintenance Pack-
ages startin9 at$299lYear 'landscaping Ser-
vices ·Fertllization Programs ·Handyman 
Services. 929·86311929·4126. 
KING WINDOW WASHER· Residential and 
commercial cleaning also available. Free esti· 
mates. 839·4226. 
LANOSCAPING SERVICES· Mowing. raking, 
hedge lrimmlng. driveway sealcoating. gen-
eral yard war'< and other odd-jobs. 819-9049. 
MlKE'Z TREE & LANDSCAPING SERVICES-
Repair damaged lreesl Pruning, removal of 
dangerous limbs, tops, trees, feeding, 
stumpgrinding. Deslgnlinstallation of gardens. 
lawns, and fences. Certified AborisVLand-
scaper. insured. 883-87461799-0689. 
TUCKER'S UGHTTRUCKING. maintenance & 
professional moving. Painting, house-clean-
Ing.landscaplng. lree work. rubbish removal, 
handywork. Cleaning anics, basements. Free 
eSlimates.low rales. 761-0193. 
financial 
RECEIVE OVER 1/~ OF A MILLOIN DOLLARS 
CASH. (not a loan or granl) For yo.r amazing 
fr .. report send a 110 S.A.S.E. 10 L.W.P.S. 
RR2 Box 1018B. Sanlord. Me. 04013. 
Items lor sale 
60% OFF- SUMMER SAlE- KIDS' STUFF. 
Qualily .. sale shop. 220 Mall Plaza. S.Portland. 
712-1333. 
AmNTION SPORTS FANSI OHicially licensed 
NFL NHL. NBA. MLB. College & NASCAR 
apparel and nove~i ... Free catalog. New En-
gland Sports Connection. Dept SS. 55 Lorraine 
Terrace. Middletown. CT. 06457 . 
BETTER THAN A YARD SAlEI Recycled kids 
clolhlng, SO.50 10 $2.50. PLAYWEAR. 101 
John Roberts Rd. S.Portland. 774·2528. 
BREAD MAKER- Oak T.rbo Baker II. Hardly 
used. Sells new $150. asking $100/8.0. Call 
(201)-199-6639. 
COUCH, OOUBLE BED. CHAIRS. KITCHEN 
TABLE, END TASLES. BIKE- Besl oHers. Call 
811-9425. MS. 
MOVING, MUST SELL- Maylag washer/dryer. 
like new; couch and love"al (so.th weslem 
design); 9'xI2' oriental rug; air conditioner. 
gall cI.bs; 1981 HondaAtcord. no rusl. musl 
see. m.st sell. Some give aways. Can before 
1am. and after 9pm. Ke.p Irying. 161-4514. 
MUST SELL- Magnavox 13' color T.V.; New-
lon Messagepad 110; Cherry platlorm f.1I 
bedframe; bike!skl rack for V.W. Call 112· 
2314. 
NEW CONTEMPORARY FURNITURE- Beds, 
tables. ch.irs.Low prices, m.st sell . Call. 761 -
9438 evenings. 
PRAYER FLAGS: Hand sllkscreened on thick 
muslin; Om, Ying Yang. Shri Yanlra, Om Mani 
Padmi Hum. Om Ah Hum. etc. Red, blue, 
brown. $5/ea .• will do comisslon designs. 
Jetsun Penkalski, RFD#2. box 38A. lamoine, 
Maine 04605. 
RECESSION USED APPliANCE SALES- Wash· 
ers. dryers, slaves. refrlgeralors. freezers. 
large Invenlory. Guaranteed and delivered. 
642·3686. 
ROLLER BLADES- Pro Excell In-line Skales. 
Mens size 6; Womens size 8. $25.00. Call 871-
0934 after Sp.m. 
Remember ••• 
Deadline for Yard Sale Ad, I> 
3:00 pm Monday 
Yard Sale Ad, only $5.00! 
antiques 
REOPENING SALE· 7/1, TWO LIGHTS AN· 
TIQUES, Two lights Rd., Capt Elizabeth. 
10:00am. - 5:00pm. 
give away 
KING SIZE WATERBED complete. Nice book· 
shelf headboard. everything Included. Call 
laurie. 799·2541. 
KITTENS AND CATS. Careful screening. Call 
for details. 161·3901. 
SHORT-HAIRED MALE IY.O. CAT· AHection-
ale. declawed. fixed. shots. Slrictly indoors. 
Free 10 good home. 199·1263. 
wanted 
BUYING ANTIOUES, OLD DECOYS. pictures, 
old toys, lamps. chest 01 drawers. anything 
old. Anics & basements o.r speCialty. Top 
dollar paid. Guaranleed.161-0193. 
GLASSIC PIUTRUCKWANTED FOR TV COM· 
MERCIAL· Local production company seeks 
i.st Ihe righllale-40'sto early·60·s plck·up lor 
use in TV commercial. Prefer to see "broken 
in-Irutks. rather than lotally reslored. Please 
send photos. along with your name. address. 
and daytime phonetlo: Producer, 1 09 Hillside 
Ave. S.Portland, Me. 04106. 
Fl YFISHERMENWANTED FOR TVCOMMER· 
CIAL· Local production company seeks to 
cast latherlson fly fishing partners for TV 
commercial. Must be available mid-July to 
.arly A.gusl. Please respond ASAP with 
names, ages, address, daytime phone I, and 
photo if possible. We'lI respond soon w~h Info 
on where and when casting session will take 
place. Please reply 10: Producer. 109 Hillside 
Ave .• S.Portland, ME. 04106. 
Linen tablecloths and napkins, Old and imper· 
lect. Call Debb. 811·1641. 
TUCKER'S USED FURNITURE- 235 Congress 
SI. also a location at 22 Alfred St. Biddeford. 
286-8406. Buying!S<lIing used fum~ure In 
good condition. Bureaus. tables & chairs. 
dressers. couches and bedroom sets. Also 
some used appliances, antiques, housewares. 
Call 161-0193 or 878·3062. 
WANTEO: COMPUTERS, Motoreycles. ATVs. 
and salespeople. DetailS call 112·5131. 
arts .. crans 
ATTENTION 
Glass, Gold o~ SlIver.;mull$, Wood Crofters, 
Artists, Sc~IOf'S, PO/tefs and Crohe~ 
The Carriage House 
Gallery of Saco. Maine 
openings=n 
If JriereYed In 0 reloil olAlet f()( ~ IXllque 
pek:es 01_ ","Iod John /201] 284-8618 
DORY MODEL 8'· Excellent for oHice. bank. 
restauranl display. SIeve 199-1198. 8·8:30am. 
orafter 1:00pm. 
getaways 
MUSICIAN WANTED- The Boarders, formerly 
The Cowlix, seek bright, astute woman for 
frequent rehearsals and occaSional perlor-
mances. V1ollnIVlola or keys or guitar and 
vocals: songwriting a plus. Doug or Gretchen, 
191-0213. 
PIANO LESSONS: I come 10 youl All ages, all 
styles. FREE TRIAl! Call Jim; 773-2769. 
TIRED SPEAKERS? WAKE THEM UP! Repair, 
rebuHd, cuslom design: specializing In car 
stereo. Call Rob.lenkspeak. 871-7133. 
wheels 
'SPRING- FOR TWO 1916 TR·1 TRIUMPHS. 
To drive or parts. $8501B.0. for each. Bruce 
175·6189. 
-'RUN YOUR W1iEELS 'TIL THEY SELlI-' 
For $25 Th. Su .. Sell will advertise your car 
.ntil yo. sell it. Call 115-1234 loplaceyourad. 
VisaIMasterCard accepled. 
AUDI tOO. 1989· All power. new l ires. well 
maintained. Book: $10.000. asking $1,5001 
B.O. 563-8161. 
AUDI 5000S. 1988- Red. Immaculate Inside! 
out. no accldenlS/rust. AUlomatic, depend· 
able. 1301(, $4.0001B.0.114-06161791·4446. 
BMW 320i, 1980· Runs good, needs war'< on 
trame. $1 .5OOIB.0. 871-0504 . 
BUICK LESABRE LIMITED t 988- Loaded. ex· 
cellenlcondnion. 62K. $6,600. (201) 7n-oI36. 
CADILLACBROUGHM 1981 Buruundy4-door. 
white vinyl lap, white leather inlerior, 28k 
original miles , Immaculate condition, $6000. 
883-1162. 
CASE HYDRO TRACTOR· Model 222 mower 
w/plough. Asking $1,200 or best offer. call 
883-3134. 
CHEVY HON VAN 1985· Good condnion 
$1.500 finn. 865-3216. 
CHEVY 1/2 TON PICK-UP, 1983- 4x~. Fisher 
plow. 43K miles. cap. Amlfm. $50001B.0. 
839-6615. 
CHEVY CAMARO 1981- V-6. auto, Hops, 
AMlFM cassene, 8lK. rally wheels. exc. condo 
$2,500lB.0. 883-8932 
CHEVY CHEVELLE SS, 1961· 3961350. origi· 
nal red, black Inlerior. Reb.in, 63K. $13,0001 
B.0. 283-o814. 
CORVEm CONVERTIBLE 1962· Standard. 
red wlwhne soft top. Excellenl condition. Ask· 
ing $19,500. Call 712-0991 . 
CUTlASS SUPREME 198t· 32K on new mo· 
tor, new lires, new paint. elc. $9151B.0. 11~· 
0068. After 6pm. 114-3037. 
CUTLASS SUPREME HOP 1984' New: 
sticker, exhaust. brakes, lune-up, oil change, 
wheels. $2.600. finn. 883·3453. 
DODGE ARIES. 1984·4D·SD.aulo .. A1C. 69K. 
Needs very minor work. $49518.0. 93~·2112 . 
DOOGE CARAVAN GRANO LE 1988· 80K. V-1i. 
auto, air, stereo cassone, 1 owner, roof rack, 
metallic blue. $6,1001B.0. 761·3815. 
DODGE PICK·UP 1952 ·Reb.i~ motor, 1968 
Plymoulh Fury Convertible-Great r.nnm. 
Must sell. B.a. 883-8436. 
DON'T PAY MORE THAN $25 10 sell your 
vehicle! The Sure Sell Classifieds will keep 
yo.r car. truck, bus. RV. ormotoreyle running 
until tt sells foronly$2li! Call 115-1234 or FAX 
n 10 115-1615. VIsalMC accepled. 
g FLYNON-5TOP . FROM 
. PORTlAND INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 
c:::\ ~ P TO 41\ 
y. l",o;~'!'N§' 
JULY 28 
o.y Trip $61_00 per penon 




$10 Match Play 




$99.00 per person 
$30.00 in casino bonuses 
$69.00 NET COST 
CAPREL ENTERPRISES. INC. 
RENOWN AVlA1l0N 
"Sea Tour Participation Agreement 
Call For Furtller Detailsl 
ZWT TOURS 11 Bedford Street. Burlington, MA 01803 
22_otc.tno........ 800-872·1229 or 617·273-5770 
music 
Coot SMtJ. 01 Blw 
207-934-97711 
APPEARING 
6117 Verillo·s. Portland 
6118 Colony Hotel, Kennebunkport 
6/24 La Kermesse, Biddeford. 
8:30 pm-12:30 am 
6/25 La Kermesse. Biddeford. 
2:30 pm .... :30 pm 
6/25 Rick's Cafe. Naples 
6/26 Jazz Brunen, Sydney's, Naples 
wheels 
ELECTRIC CAR- Nissan Senlra. Brand-new 
Trojan 145 baHery pack. $6.100. Serious in· 
quiries only. 283-9779. 
FAX IT! 115'1615. THE SURE SELL 
CLASSIFIEDS! 
FORO BRONCO 111981· 4x4, 84K. dark blue, 
5 .. peed. AMlFM cassene. New exhausl. Very 
nice! $4.2951B.0. 774-6111. 
FORD ESCORT WAGON 1986- Blue. 4-dr .• 
auto. A/C. good condition. $95OIB.O. Call883· 
1004. 
FORD RANGER XL T 1981- 5-speed. exlended 
cab, wlcap, bedliner. Well maintained, one 
owner. $3,500. 814-9521. 
FORD TAURUS WAGON 1988· Fully loaded, 
good condition. very clean. $5900. Call Jim 
883-5801 . 
GEO PIONEER 1992- Convertible. 45K. AMI 
FM cassette, phone, airbag, full service his-
lory. First $6,400. 655·5332. 
HONDA ACCORD LX 1988-4 door, 95K. auto, 
~I power options. 1 owner. $5,0001B.0. 854· 
4158. 
HONDACIVIC VX HATCHBACK 1992· 5-speed, 
24K, Sony stereo. 55mpg. $1,900. Charlie, 
775-3815. 
HONDA PRelUDE S.I. 1988· Red, standard. 
loaded, moonroof. Must see. runs great. 
$5,5001B.0. (207)-833,5313, evenings. 
HONDAPRELUDE.1985-Aulo .. sunroof, mid-
night blue. maintenance records, excellent 
cond~ion. 11 OK. $3. I 951B.0. 115-2221 . 
INDY FIERO 1984- Rare car in minI condition, 
loaded w/options. Original owner, only 44K 
miles. $6.500lB.0. (207)883·1063. 
KAWASAXI NINJA 250 1990- Only 920 milesl 
Black. mint condition. $2,500lB0. Call 883· 
1130. 
LINCOLN TOWNCAR 1989· Loaded! New 
snows, excellentcondilion, 81 K. $1.500. 631-
2681 or Adrien 1-800·998-6968. 
MAZDA PROTEGE. 1992· White, 5·speed.311(, 
A/C. cassene. Amlfm. Showroom condition I 
Service records. $8.300. 772-3041. 
MERCEDES BENZ 220. 1911· Automalic. 
lealher Inlerior. Excellenl body. black. Excel· 
Itnl condition, claSSiC! $2,1 00lB.0. 883-6608. 
MERCURY SABLE 1988- Power everything, 
black wig ray leather. $2,9OOIB.0. Must be 
seen! 854-5139. 
NISSAN 200SX XE 1988· Aulomalic moon· 
roof, mirrors. windows, IO'cks & more. Car 
alarm, low miles. Exc.llent condnlon. $6.250/ 
B.O. (201)-767·2858. 
NISSAN SENTRA 1982- Good " .Iiablelrans· 
portation. 5·speed. AMIFM cassene. Looks 
good, r.ns good. $8251B.0. 191·4055. 
OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS SUPREME. 1981-
~6K, 2-dr .. 8·eyl., black. New brakes. exha.st. 
Excellenl condilion. $1 .3501B.0. 161·0250. 
OLDSMOBILECUTlESSCIERA 1986· Loaded 
wloptions, excellenl condilion. $2,500!B.0. 
Call 113·1201. keep trying. 
PlYMOUTH VOYAGER S.E. SPORT 1991-
6cy1 .. 66K, taupe. 1·passenger. power mirror 
and lock. PJlJFM casseHe. $8,2001B.0. 829-
6121n75-2484. 
PONTIAC T1 000 1986 4CYL new lires. ex-
haust. 82k, great mileage. runs good. $1 ,200 
0.B.D. 655-5482 
5MB 900 1983- 140K, new brakes. dark 
brown. hatchback. $1.900. 892-1340 or 161-
4394. leave message. 
SAAB900. 1983-114K. good condition. New 
clUlch, shocks, tires. brakes. $2.500lB.0. Call 
772-7919. 
SATURN SL-l , 1992- ~-door standard, Pfw. 
P~ocks. cruise-conlrol, cassene. 49K. $8.3001 
B.0.819-1019. 
SUBARU GLI98&- Wagon.a.lo. power. 155K. 
stereo/cassone. Some rust. Greal .. r. $1 .8001 
B.O. 828-8366/865-6615. 
SUZUKI GT380 1914-Eachmomenllsastroke 
In Ihe painting of your Ine.161-1813. 
TOYOTA CElICA 1989· 30K milts. A/C. AlT. 
Excepllonal condnion wlall opllonal equip-
menl. $8.000/8.0. Call 166·5182. 
TOYOTA SUPRA, 1984· 5-spd .• 6-cyt .• A/C, 
s.nroof. power everything. 85K. very "liable. 
Needs clulch. Asking $3.500. 713-3711. 
TOYOTA TERCEl. 1990- ~spd .. silver. low 
mileage. well cared for. Asking $4.500. catl 
John/Mary.814-9521 . 
lRlUMPH SPITFIRE CONVERTiBlE 1978-One 
owner, maroon. An above ave rage car. $3.499. 
829-5392. 
VEHICLES UNDER $2001 Cars auctioned by 
IRS. DEA, FBI nationwide. Trucks. boats. 
motomomes, computers •• nd morel Call toll 
f .. ell(8oo}436-6867, ext. A-1581. 
VOLKSWAGON GOLF GL 1981-Hatchbac/(,~­
door. 5-spted. PJlJFM cassone. Good condi-
tlon.l.nlon money. $4.050. 714·1324. 
VOLKSWAGON PASSAT 1990· Beauliful car. 
excellenlcondnion. well maintained. ASS. 821(, 
power options. $8.500. 829·0906. 
VOLKSWAGON RABBIT 1982- 4·door. runs 
good. good lI .. s. Brakas, fronl brake lines. 
struts & water pump all new last year. Needs 
header pipt. Good for parts or n .. ds some 
TlC. $5OO!B.O. 829-3424. leave message. 
VOLVO 2~0 DL WAGON 1982- Stantlanllrans-
mission, OlD. Greal condition. $2,2001B.0. 
712-3901. 
June 30, 1994 U 
VOLVO 2~0. 1983· ~-door. standard w/O.O .. 
fuol InJection, 112K miles. Good condition, 
very dependable. AU maintenance records. 
Asking $2,300. 839 .... 381. 
VOLVO 7~0 WAGON 1988· SilverlBlack loalller, 
aulomatlc. 3rd. seal, power sunroOf, f.11y 
loaded. $9.9951B.0. 865-2261. 
VW BEffiE. 1914· Blue. good. solid engine. 
S6OO. 181-4931. 
VW GOLF 1985· 4-door. 5-spd .• A/C. 9OK. 
Excellenl running condition. $1.100. Call 174-
9836. 
VWJrnA 1988· Navy. 4-door. 5 .. pd. Sunroot. 
101 K. excellent condilion. Must stll. $3,600/ 
B.0.112-8801, liM. 
VW SCIROCCO, 1983-155.000 highway mi.s, 
well· maintained, excellent condition, new In-
sp.ctlon sticker. $1.800. Sol. owner will ptr-
mit buyer mechanic Inspection for serious 
buyers. Black exlerior. blacklealherseals. Call 
113·7162 days. evenings before 8. leave mes-
sage n necessary. 
boats 
'-SELL YOUR BOATFORONLY$25I1' 'Sure, 
it's worth much more than that! But, for only 
$25 The Sure Sell will advertise your boat unlil 
you sell tt! Call 175-1234 for more informa-
tion. VlsalMC accepted. 
BAYLINER 228 MONTEREY flYING BRIOGE 
CRUISER 1981· Volvo Penla 225 VO. Oeplh 
finder, VHF, compasses(2-uppar and lower 
helm), Life Jackets, 1I0taiion devises, fire ex-
linguisher, charts and jack stands for winler 
storago. $1,100. (883-4193 after 6pmJ883-
3965 days) 
BOSTON WHALER 1962- 13 '. w/18HP. 
Johnson. (recently tuned) 1992 Load· Rile 
lrailer. Great deal, $1.800lB.0. 161-4801. 
BROADWATER- 30'. 318 Chrysler motor. 
sleeps 6. full balh. wltrailer. $2,500. 112-
~835 . 
BUCCANEER.21'- Diesel, wheel. VHF, flasher. 
4 sails. lrailer. electric anchor winch. Fully-
equipped, ready. $10,900. 161-26011799-
1213. 
CENTERBOARD SLOOP 16'- pine. cedar. ma-
hogany over oak. Bronze fastened. Good sails. 
316SS cenlerboard. excellent condilion. 
$2,500. wlgalvanlzed trailer. Dick, (201)363-
4168. 
FIBERGLASS CENTERBOARD 21"- Four salls. 
6IH.P. OIB. mooring, VHF. compass. jack 
stands & more. $5,000. 818·5144. 
GRADY WHITE 22' SEAFARER· 1981,1.0 .. 
230hp. O.M.C. , 295hrs .• V.H.F .. Loran. 
!ishlinder. d.al baHery. lull canvas. lraller. 
Superb condition. $21 ,500/B.D. 282-9153. 
GRADY·WIiITE. 1985· 24 ' "OHshore Pro 24-
sport fisherman and cuddy cabin-auiser. TwIn 
115h.p., 1.9literOMC Seadriveengines. Elec· 
tronics and fishing gear, outriggers, canvas. 
Never moored, kepi inside, less than 200 
hours running time. Mini condition. Also: H.D 
custom twin axle Cox trailer, electric wiJ1ch, 
brakes, walkway. Total cosl over $66.000. 
Mo";ng, musl sell: $29.900. MUST SEE TO 
BELIEVE CONDITION I Call (5081960·5035 
war'<; (508)465,2154 home; (201)991-9698 
home. 
INTERCEPTOR 250 BY-CLASSIC- 25 ' .1.11 can-
vas, 3.000lbs., 360 Chevy molar, 800hrs .. 
many electronics, many. many new features. 
Althe moment moored off in Winterport. Call 
fora ride. $15.000 wltraller. 223-5983. 
JETFLOAT DESIGNER DOCKS, modular de· 
sign floating system. lightweight. portable. 
m.~lple .sage, I.youl flexlbllily, environmen-
tally safa. d.rable wnong lasling vatuo. Call 
128-4140 
O'DAY SAILBOAT· 23ft .• solid. well maintained. 
Excellenl sails, rigging. motor. Year-old moor-
ing. Dinghy. $3.800. (201)-761'46041(611)-
628-1959. 
PIERSON 30-1916. 30'. Atomic 4. four salls. 
electronics and mo ... Call any lime. 583-
6311. 
PONTOON BOAT28·- 1986. wI75H.P. Mariner 
engine. 1992 lrailer. many exlras. Excellenl 
condnion. $9.999. 774-0641. 
SAILBOAT24'. SLOOP. Johnson Inboa",. cast 
Iron sWing keel. 3 sail. beamy and comfort-
able. sl .. ps-5. Very stable and dry. W/aluml· 
n.mlra/lor. For q.1cI< sale. $5.900. 631·2216. 
SPORTCRAFT- 25' flbtrglass.lIO. 228 h.p .• wi 
lra/ler. $9.500. Call (201)-818-3622 atIer1p.m. 
TUNA READY- 23' open boal. reb.l~ 200H.P. 
Black MIX Mere. Electronics. Excellenl sea 
boal or ski. $1.500/8.0. 967-2263. 
WOODEN BOAT- Rebuln 19' w/cabin. Gray 
marine malar, 4-cy/. + trailer. $1,800. m-
4835. 
publicaUons 
OVER 3000 FREE BOOKS, m.gazines and 
other heanh relaled p.bllcations. Physical f~­
ness. exertlse. dieling, diets. COOkbooks. nu-
lrilion and much more. For 1 00 page lisl offree 
p.blicalions send $5 to: CORPORATE ONE 
PUBLICATIONS. P.O. Box 296, Canaan, Maine. 
04924. 
animals 
AKC SPRINGER SPANIEL. liver and while. 
Ready 10 go. 641-8111. 
SHOWYOUR DOG how 10 be a well-mannered 
family companion & have f.n al the saIM 
lime. Let o.rexperlenced ttll11 oflnstructors 
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legal noUces 
AmNTlON: I am ... klng contact with any 
and all pani.s who susp.ct they may have 
be.n OVIrcharged for s.rvices rendered or 
have had financial d i"icu~l .s w~h or difficulty 
In exped~i ng proceedings due to finances In 
connection with divorce cases where counsel 
Is PHYlLIS GIVERTZ. I will maintain strict 
confidential~ unll$s oth'lWise aufhoriz.d. 
Write to: Ronald L. Mowry, P.O. Box f023, 
West Lebanon, Me. 04027. Tel.l (207)658-






HOT un SEXY BABES! 
SnAMY, RAW & MASTY 
1-900·535·SEXY 
(7399) 
f2.~99/mID. 18+ J4 bn. 
In.taal CndIt· Hn c.-edIl card H-r 
DIRTY, HOT, WET 
SEX UVEI 
EROTIC, WILD .. KINKY 
1-900-HOT-DUCK 
(468-3825) 
1-0N-1 _ 2- 0N-1 
Mm LINE • DIllE LINE 
fltNTItSIES 
,.."'''' 48.· 78Z9 
S2-J.50/HINt/TE • 1i.V~ 
#f SEXY PORTLAND SINGLES want to g.t GIFTED PSYCHICS WANTTO HELP YOU! L.t 
naughty with you! Names/hom. " ~s o th.m tell you about the future. 1-900-725-
1(900)737-7278, ext.512. 18+, $2.95/mln. 9000, ext. t457. $l.991min. Must b. 18+. 
ElWDC. Procall Company (602)-954-7420. 
h l,lIld l'ell !,,,I, 
I' (J ilo\ Xhll-I 
" ", 0 . \11 1I-l1l 7 ~ 
207 -::! X2 -() ()~C 
AWESOMEAMBER LM! 1 (900)226-3330$2-
$l.99/MIN. 1 (8oo)898-HOlT, ,nstant credit. 
1(800)216-LlSA M/C-V, 18+. 
BISEXUAL 7 BI-Curious or BI-Exp.rl.nced. 
$2.95/Mln. 18+. 1-900-820-2323. 
DROWN IN ECSTASY, SWEET AGONYI 1-
800-72-ERICA. $2.99/min. VlsalMC 
GIFTED PSYCHIC and sensational resu~s. Call 
1-900-825-9000 ext. 1 085. $l.99/min. must 
be 18yrs. Old. ProCaIl Co. 602-954-7420. 
real puzzle By 0011 I?II/Jill 
TOO HOT FOR MY HONEY, how about you? 
Your fantasies or min,? Cali Desir .. at home, 
(207)934-33f2. VlsaIM.CJpersonal checks 
accepted. 
VIXEN VICKY LIVE Ot t -373-999-9690 un-
censored. Ot t -373-969-0452 hot fantasy. LD 
only. $1 -2.50/min. t8 plus. 
YOUR SPECIAL GIRL Is wa~ing to hear from 
youl 24 hours a day. 1-900-484-9000, ext. 
1593. $l.991mln. Must be t8 • . Procali Com-
pany (602)-954-7420. 
Old Test. 
This week's puzzle, a cryptogram, 
was created by touch-typing a 
message on a Hebrew type-
writer, (That Is, we didn't look 
at the keys,) Can you decipher 
it? 
y'K , 1 P-'D::li"i"K 
lP11W~ Rl ::lD P1W~ 
1plWJ 
No knowledge of Hebrew is 
required. Well, there is one 
thing you should know about 
the language. 
Can you solve the Real Puzzle? 
Two winners each week will receive 
free passes to "The Movies" _ Prizes 
will be sent by mail. Drawings are 
done at random. Contestants are 
ineligible to win more than one 
prize in a four-week span. Only 
one entry is allowed per person per 
week_ 
All entries for this week's puzzle 
must be received by Monday, july 
11. The solution to this week's 
puzzle will appear in the july 14 
issue of Casco BayWeekly_ Send 
your best guess to: 
Real Puzzle #228 
Casco Bay Weekly 
561 Congress Street 
Portland, ME 04101 
This weeks winner is: jeannette 
Haas. 
lz)' D:J~O~ P'i"R 
PYW1Y~U11 
P'R 
lWC-'lW XP'K -'PKKW~i 
p:nr.r.~ 
Solution to 
Real Puzzle #226 
The following patterns yielded cubes 
when properly folded: 
A,D,E,G and H 
(Don Rubin', boo/< BRAINSTORMS, wa, r«mtly publlshtd by H.",.,. CO/lin'.) 
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liMy Ad in the Casco Bay Weekly Wellness 
Directory brings me, on average, five new 
clients per week. Many of these have 
become repeat customers and my new 
business is growing!" 
-Marie King 
To bring new customers to your business, call the 
Sure Sell Classifieds office to set up an advertising 
plan that fits your needs. 
775-1234 
, , , 
lundO, 1994 33 
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INNERLIGHT 
KRIPALU YOGA 
~ .. _ s;:::: .' begins . - , . ,.' June 28 
FREE CLASSES: 
TUES, ]UN 21 • 7:30-9 PM 
SAT, JUN 25 • 9-lO:3O AM 
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.. ,' Lisa Bussey, M.A., L.C.P.C. :" .: : Cheryl Fuller Aronson, 
: . . Certified Eating Disorders Specialist .. -.. MA, LCPC 
Therapy for Women '" Psychotherapist 
.' • Eating 'Relationships 
'.:. 'Body Image·Sexuality .. : ,' . 
Individual. " Group 
" L-_..,.,.-......:.77.:..:S:...-.:..:79:.,:2:..:.7...,.-__ ..J·" : : .-
'.". . , . . .. .' '. ' . 
'., . . :' . . :. :. :. '. 
' . ' . .... . 
Women's Issues 
Eating Disorders 
Anxiety & Depres<;ion 
Jungian Orientation 
774-4436 
: .:.. . . ' :_.'. :.('\_::' .' :: ."- ... .. ,. 
.:.':': " .... ~~CE ~- . :: ;::-:\ .. ~\: .. , ..: 
.. ,': .. , '., Nolanl Thonpeati<s @ ..... :< ....  >'.< 
.' '. ' : • Polarity . . . .... . . :. 
<.. '.". . Reflexology 
.' .:: :. . .... '. ' • Swedish Massage 
• Prof. Holistic Health Serv. 
" ; :.' _... UNDADICKSON, RN, NTS 
PATRICIA M_ CURIT, NTS . . .. 
i:" By All"" 874-6008 
Traditional Chinese 
regimen for nourishing 
physical and mental 
health 
• Oi Gong Exercise 
• Massage - acupuncture 
without needles 
• Balanced Diet 
PORTLAND YOGA STUDIO 
FREE YOGA CLASS 
JULY 10 
5:00-6:30 P.M , 




The Body, Mind, & Spirit 
.' : 
324 ForE' Street, Portland, Maine 82R-171O OPEN DAILY 
" . :.' 
STRESS 
MUSCLE PAIN 
Is it parI of your life? Hours By Appointment Only :,.' '.'~. : . ,. .... . : .. :::: ," ." ,.: ,- : '.';" . .'. . . . , _': ." , . ' :' .. 
;~ ... , .. .: ..... 
:Muscfe'Wort<J 
'!1f<olino!MJustlfJ' f or'£Vtry 'Body' 
Introductory Offer 
ONE HOUR Massage 
Only $25 
Marie King, RN. BSN. CMT 
AMTAMember 
775-5745 
. . ' . . , " . ,.: ..... '... " . . ." . .. .. . " :.'.~ : ....... ' .; . '. . , .. " . .'. "; . .: 
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-'.';--."::,'.:.:-,. 
780_8301 
Richard Lewis MSEd., LPC, NCC 
Individual. Group and Family Counseling 
Brief therapy, diniaJ hypnotherapy, family i55ues, trauma, 
anxiety/stress, sports/perio""ance enhancement 
Hours by appoinbnent 
::: :';.: '. : r--=R~ER~I~[=-=O:7.llJ=B:-::O:-::Y:=-S ~R-:::ID=-=E:-::B=-=U~F=F R::::-:I;-;;O~ 
.. . 
. "::' :.:' : t :, ----Ilfull:!a.letnat Far Ilea ----
.. ~ . .. :. ' . 
Sept. 16-18 No_ Yarmouth 
For Ihose who wlnt to deepen 4< validate the melning of being a 
man, or who "'" unable to ... gularlV otland a men'. group. or who 
just want to enjov a rejuvenlting ret ... at. 
For IntonutJoa, .all t.cIUt.tor.: 
DENIS NOONAN, D. Mln_. 775-5022; • RICK LYNCH, M_A., 874-0681 Ongoing Groups: 
. . .. . ·The Art of Intimacy for 
. . . _ . ' :. . men and women 
.. ' . . ". .' . • Women who are 751bs+ :.,:" >- .. . ': .. ". . ". -. -: . : .. ' '-. ' '. '" - overweight 
: : .: .. 
( , ~'I 1.1 , I IJ ' .. . . , ' 
'11 1 " 1,," '1'{r'R11'1, r . ' .. , . . .. , . Individual & couples counseling 
.' . '. :. '. Reasonable fees 
':': ', ,: Suzanne 'Wfiite 'nrc ._ :'::>:',' \: . 775-1711 
:':' .: ,:. Sw'''Is~, s!"" '" &~~I[t;~ .. .. 
.:: . ." :.: ;:;:mw<":.::;py \~~! ..... / .:: .. ; ... , , •• U , . ... ' ::':'.'.: ;~"' . : ... :: ;:::.::':?::.;.".::.>.':.::. ::.'~.': ,, ' .' ., .. ' '.:" . 
ql!f'T C'L~'11"I C14rrrs A'lI14I'£Sl2J'L 'L :. ' , • .. .... ' • • I _ . ,- : : . ". .~: ." : ... ..... ' ._, . .'~ . : ':, .' .': . . ' . 
.: ~. 
. :.:' /.:<-:~. 55 - :. - .:::. . ' ~' '':: .  :'' ' '; .. ':." . ';; ,",- .:;' ":> ' '- . '.:: .' . 
. -.' ..... -:.; ." -,,. _ ~ :."'.,. ..... Donna Godfrey,M.5., L_C.P.C, 
Make your life like 




First hour FREE! 
Fran Sayers, Ph.D. 
774-2012 
.; ....... , .. ~ ::-:. ~,,: : :.: : Assistance in rccognizing 
' ... , .  KEITH HINTZ ' . :.,:, destructive pan.ros ID your 
:. " . '. ~ ~.: . .... :~ life, overcoming fear , :'; . . =: 399 Fore Street, ~ortland ::: ,,' . .' '.: ,. ". : and living lif. joyfully. ~ 
.: '. - 761 -8294 by appomtment= .: . ' . . 
, . ::=.U Ll .... OUT flR JTTIM[ (lUNT DU(OVNT::: • " . • 
... .-.' ". ':' . . '-'.:' 846-1260 
. . .: : ' ... :'. ::' :.'. . '. :. '. ,." ::' .. ~:: :.' .. , . .... - .. "- .. . ,:~ .,:. ' .. ' !.'. .' ' :. ' .. ',. ' ' .•. ,' 
TeL 797-2621 '- . ."; ".' .. ~; ' :": . .:"'::':;:_::,::~.,:.<::_:: :' ;. -
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,:' :::'.: 
Openings available in a 
therapy group for men & 
women, led by Ian C_ 
MacKenzie, M.A., LCSW, 
. ' . 
. .. .. • •.. ! ',' 
: :' 
' .' ' .' 
Ili,.,!>,·t" G ,tltlett . /{\:. 1\15, [Ac 
A,upuncture & OncntJI,\lcdicim' 
• Safe, Effective, & AflOrdable 
-Free Consultation 
• Painless Needling 871-5966 For mo .... tnformatlon. 
• Sterile Disposable Needles - .' plea ... call 761-2275 
, 
... ~ ALCHEMICAL HYPNOTHERAPY 
.' ". 
PAST U~ REGRESsiON. STRESS REdUCTION 
. EMOTiONAl GEARING - INNER Child/GuidE WORk. 
.. ' . ~-:-"':""":""--:'~~-:----:---:---:---:------I .':':.-;:,!:.'.:~:;:,:-, :;I:o ~~~~~~ 
: ..... :, .. .. "' .....• ~ .. : -.:.:., . ': ........ . -...... -. . ' . ' .~ . . .' 
, ANITA lANDINO, CHT. (201) 180-00" 
.. .• .. ... . .. . .. . .. '. ' <.:' .,' ... : 
J(YOlllllt' thiukillg abollt SC/(-i1llPIll"i 'C1IlCllt, tnl / III_Ill Jill' Or tilL' mriollS helllth pmctiti(lIlcrs fimud ill Casm Bay I \ 'cddy's I \'cl/IICSS LJiJt'ctOl~f. 
I( kcepillg YOllr bllsillcss hCIlIt/I.11 is _1101/1' illtl'lIt, tIlL'll odn'/tisc ill the I Vcekly I \ 'C/lllcss Directory. Col/77>-12.34. 
34 u.sro Bay WeeJdy 
CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY CIiW PERSONAL 
(Calis cost 1.49/min. Must be 18 or over. Touch·tone phones only. Casco Bay Weekty 207 -775-1234) 
women~men 
IGOAHEAOAND CALL. and be sure and leave 
a message! Just beCBusatheadvertiser hasn't 
left a greeting on·llno yet doesnl mean that 
theydonlwantto hearfrom YOUll·900·370· 
2041 (SI.49/mln. 18+). 
A LONGER AD WORKS WONDERSI On fAX 
fREE THURSDAYS you can have 45 words 
absolutely fREE! fAXI Is 775·1615. 
AAAH·OOOOI exotic. elhereal. dark·halred 
female calling to her "Sconish" werebeast. 
Come back to the Night and howl with me. 
Brown-scented, sparkling fur is a must. 
" 3229 (813) 
ALL THE WAY IS NOT fAR ENOUGH· Blue· 
eyed. brawny. brainy brunene seeks friend· 
ship. intimacy w~h educated. athletic. pas· 
slonate man. 33·40. Smok .... couch potatoes 
and scaredy-cats need nol respond. 
" 3218 (813) 
ARE YOU LOOKING fOR ME? Outgoing. fun. 
happy. 21. SWf. seeking strong. rugged. m 
man with sensitive Inlerior. Must have priori-
ties in order and time for me. Must be stable 
financially and emotionally and not know the 
meaning oftheword budget." 3187 (7127) 
ARE YOU MORE INTERESTED in the inside 
ratherthan the outSide? Philosophical thinker. 
SWf. 26. looking for SWM who has like 
thoughts. Lot's think tog.ther. 
" 3182 (7127) 
ATTRACTIVE. ADVENTUROUS SWf.40. HIS. 
NID. seeks SWM lor kayaking around Casco 
Bay. camping on the islands, or motorcycling 
in the country. Come Join me for some sum-
merfun!" 3179 (7127) 
AVID RUNNER. single mom. 34. NIS. enjoys 
hiking. biking. travel. children. reading. mov' 
les, musIc and conversation. Personal growth 
important. TV is not." 3t04 (7/t3) 
CUTE. PETITE MOM wanls to meet mld·late 
305 man who wants marriage and children. 
Down·to·earth. camping. movies. beaches. 
homelife. " 3106 (71l3) 
DO YOU BE LIVE IN fATE? SWf. 25. BrlGr. 
5'9". 1451. anractlve. sports fanatic. profes· 
sional, sens itive, caring, intelligent. seeks sen-
sitive, honest. intelligent man as soulmate, 
" 3186 (7127) 
fEMALE. 46. loves small boats. things Japa· 
nese, gardens, cooking, tennis, children large 
and small. and being outdoors. Seeks man of 
fine mind and good heart. Personal AdvertISer 
1417. P.O. Box 1238. Portland. ME 04104. 
HAVE A SENSE Of HUMOR? Nice? like 
Shakesp.are. Garth Brooks and baskelball? 
CheerySWF. 22. needs romancnnd fun from 
man. 5'S' to 6'1'. 22·30. medium build with 
blue eyes. " 3137 (7120) 
HERE I AM! 30·s. well·adlusted. anractiVe. 
with long hair and hard body too! So leI's 
meet! Into biking. camping. hiking. dancing. 
ocean and fishing I You: late 20s·3O. tall. pro' 
fessional, fit, a"ractlv!, with sense of tlumor. 
Let's wine and dine by my fireplace I 
" 3107 (7113) 
HONESTY COUNTS WITH MEl SWf. 24. seek· 
ing man with annual income of no less than 
$65.000. Want to be tr .. led like a lady. and 
enjoy finer things of life while traveling. Must 
be well·mannered. chivalrous. responsible. 
tidy. handsome. heanhy. in·shape man at least 
5'10'. " 3183 (7127) 
I KNOWYOU'RE OUTTHERE·SWf. 21. petite. 
flirtatious blonde seeking one caring. honest. 
Sincere. romantic. funny. spontaneous. em· 
ployed. energetic. all'American boy. 20·30. to 
share cozy evenings. bike rides Into the sun· 
set? n's your call. " 3181 (7127) 
I LOVE SUMMER I SWF. 37. BIIBI. profes· 
sional. anractiVe. fun·loving. free·splrited. 
down 10 earth gal. looking for SM. 32·45. 
honesl. sense of humor. Try mel 
" 3138 (7120) 
IN NEED Of ROMANCE? SWf. 22 ... eking 
SWM. 22·28. who Is intellectual. romantic. 
goal·orlented. and IIkesto go out and have fun. 
Sense of humor is a must!" 3136 (7120) 
IT WAS A WARM SUMMER'S EVE. I was 
trimming the hedges. I pondered: How can I 
meet a man who is witty and warm, commu~ 
nicative. honest. thoughtlul. mature. commit· 
menl'orienled and a good match for me? Then 
I! hI! mellnsplrationl (or was it persplralion?) 
The CBW. of coursel Anractive. fun. educated. 
41. woman of integrilywould love to hear from 
you. " 3215 (813) 
Irs A SHAMEl A good· looking. classy. willy 
woman In her prime lsa torriblething to waste. 
57".120#. blond. " 3119 (7/13) 
LADY LOOKING fOR LOVE· 5'3'. BlIBr. seeks 
gentleman, 5060. Must be nonest, sincere, 
and caring. " 3139 (7120) 
LAUGH DROUGHTfORCES AD! Sf. 41 . seeks 
S/DM. NIS. capable of greal silliness. LeI's do 
funlown. comedy. Naked Gun 33 112. Call 
soon· need lauhs bad! " 3220 (8/3) 
LOOKING fOR MR. DOVE BAR· free·splrited 
DWf. 40s. hopes to verify existence of Intell l· 
gent, humorous, open-minded, wann-hearted, 
spirftual. advenlurous male who appreCiates 
Mayan pyramids. grand water trines. Nell 
Young. hiking. running . hot fudge sundaes. 
Seinfeld . snapdragons and friendship. 
" 3219 (813) 
LOOKING fOR THE MAGIC· DWf. HIS. NID. 
anractive. 5'7". 57. seH·sufficlent. You: 50+. 
5'10'. no games. " 3184 (7127) 
MY ARMS ARE WAITING for someone who 
enjoys a large loving lady. 41. seeking WM, 
34·50.lool<lng for lasting relationship. Smoker. 
" 3221 (813) 
NICE GUYS DON'T HAVE TO FINISH LAST! 
Heanhy. happy. attractive. young·looklng SWf. 
30. NIS. NID. seeks a nice guy. 28·36. who's 
positive and enloys Inell'man understanding. 
caring and honesl girt. I like running. walking. 
danCing, movies, theater and the ocean. Even 
II you're shy. call! I'd like to hear from you! 
" 3102 (7113) 
OPPORTUNITIES AND BENEfITS ABOUND 
with this physically fit. physiologically sound. 
energelic female. Appllcanls be male. 01 like 
mind and body and 51 years of age or over. 
Some travel may be required . References not 
mandatory. Call lor your Immediate appoint· 
menttodayl" 3103 (7113) 
PEBBLES SEEKS BAM BAM who likes candle· 
light dinners and walks along the beach. l·m a 
SWf In search of a SM for fun and romance. 
Call!" 3145 (7120) 
PRINCE ON WHITE HORSE not sought· Ca· 
pable. Independent. Single Mom. mld·40·s. 
seeksfrfend. playmate to explore the passions 
of summer, from ocean to mountain, back-
yard to world yard . city to country. 
" 3180 (7127) 
RIGHT. LEfT ·BRAINED.lntelilgenl. attractive. 
lit. enjoys exercise. sailing. hiking. Values 
communication. openess. Interests: reading. 
museums, danCing, seeks prolesslonal, 40-
55." 3141 (7120) 
ROMANTIC. BLOOMING LADY.42. 14O#.look· 
Ing lor long·term relationship wnh caring. 
sensual. UO. HIS male. 40·60. Nice place a 
plus. " 3121 (7/13) 
SENSITIVE LISTENER wants to share sell. 
life's experiences. and heanhy liviOl! via out· 
door advenlures (walks. hikes. canoe 109. etc.). 
books and movies. music (classlcaV)UZ). pho· 
tography. whateverl Plus 2 terrific kids and 1 
big dog! Educated. anractive. petite.late40s. 
" 3143 (7120) 
SLEEPLESS IN PORTLAND· 53 and free! DWf 
looking for exciting, energetiC man to waste 
no time in the summersun. " 3129 (7/13) 
tr TO tr 
RESPOND 
WARM. CARING DWF. 39. 5'2'. 1331. BrlH,. 
Loves dancing and working out. Seeking an 
attractiVe male. 38·45. HIS. who loves to 
cuddle. " 3142 (7120) 
WOMAN WITH CAT seeks man with dog. Cat 
looks like a Golden Retrlev",. but has a bit of 
an attitude. So do I. But l'vegotsoul.spirhnd 
spunk. too. I'm newtoth .. reaand looking for 
someone to explore with. " 3185 (7127) 
A ONE WOMAN MAN· SWM. 37. HIS. NID. 
see~ng a woman who's understanding. likes 
counlry music. movies. long walks. who's 
looking for a relationship. 29·39. 
" 3t 58 (7120) 
AWARENESS COMES THROUGH liVing life 
and listening to one's h.art. Does the mystery 
make your mind and heart soar?Compassion-
ate SWM. 43. NIS. fit. " 3231 (813) 
BLUE·EYED HUNK. 30s. BLONDE. tanned. 
great body. high 10. seeks smart. petite. doml· 
nant tigress for high·energy lifestyle and Ian· 
tasy fu~illment. " 3116 (7113) 
CAN THIS BE TRUE? I am the only 40+ In the 
universe who loves Sonic Youth, NIN. Dino-
saur Jr .. Breeders. Call me and prove me 
wrong. " 311 3 (7/13) 
CHARISMATIC DWM. 30. seeking an intelli· 
gent, outgOing, humorous, a"ractiveand sexy 
S/DWf in her 30s·40s. I like dining out. boat· 
Ing. walks on the beach. storms. candlelight 
and Quiet times. " 3114 (7/13) 
person of the week 
m~w 
To a Casco Bay Weekly 
Personal Ad, Call ESCAPED FROM NEW YORK- Glad to 
be back, Bohemian wordsmith seeks 
young lady for conversation, relaxation: 
intelligent, laid-back, non-materialistic, 
sensual. Let's share some good life, 
'If 3110 (7/13) 
1-900-370-2041 
Call costs $1,49 per minute. 
Must be 18 or older. Casco Bay Weekly, 
551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101. 
TO PLACE YOUR OWN 
PERSONAL AD CALL 
775-1234 Each week, a Casco Bay Weeldy personal ad is chosen as caw's "Person of the Week" and wins 2 free movie rentals from VideoJX]rt. 
SPIRITUAlAND SPIRITED. elegantandearthy. 
mid·40s. attractive. tall. l it. Quiel. professional 
woman seeks genUe man with whom to con· 
verse, disagree, laugh and love. We value 
friendsh ip and family. We stnveto be compas· 
sionate, emolionaUy open andanentivelislen-
ers. " 3144 (7120) 
SPONTANEOUS. SOUTHERN SWfwith hearty 
laugh and dance· ready feet seeks HIS genlie 
man with open heart, kind soul and all his 
senses Including humor. to take lime to sm.1I 
the magnolias. sip Ice tea. and share the music 
of Ine. Ya'lI call now ... " 3217 (813) 
SUPERMAN. WHERE ARE YOU? The Daily 
Planet's a drag w~hout youl Clark's cute and 
all. bull need a man Of steel. Relax· Metropolis 
will survive. Call me. Lois." 3t35 (7120) 
SWF, 27, praClical, positive , curious, diverse 
and also attractive. loves mountains, hiking, 
biking, camping, dancing, music and travel. 
Seeking similar for friendship lirst. maybe 
more later. " 3105 (7113) 
SWf. 32. JUST fiNISHED Mas1er's Degree 
and ready for fun! Seeking spiritual~ awake 
SWM. 30·s. with greal sense 01 humor. who 
enjoys hiking. bi~ng. canoeing. s~lng . travel. 
and the beach." 3t40 (7120) 
THE LUCK OF THE DRAW or In the Nick of 
TIm., Tall. NIS. SWf. 30s. seeks (id .. lly) lall . 
HIS SWM. 30s partner for July 19 Bonnl. Raitt 
concert or marriage. " 3216 (813) 
A TRUE ROMANTIC· SWM. 27. seeking ma· 
ture woman, 21-27, to share movies, dInner, 
dance, and 1un. I'm average and not looking 
for a beauty Queen. " 3202 (7127) 
AU THIS'STIUSINGLE! Good·natured.good 
communicator. good companion. good Irlend, 
1J00d lover, good-looking! SWM, 35, Br/Gr, 
5'7',1501, seeks commitlment-minded, sin-
cere, intelliOllnt, attractive woman. " 3199 
(7127) 
ARE YOU AN ATIRACTIVE. older woman. 40· 
55. seeking a handsome SWM. 28? I would 
lik. to explore fri.ndship. fun . fantasies with 
you. Meetfor happy hour?" 3111 (7113) 
ARE YOU THE ONE? SWM. 39. enjoys danc' 
Ing. hiking. camping. biking. movies and more. 
Hav. a good sense of humor and love 10 
cuddill. Desires to meet a special, radiant, Sf 
DWf. 20s·30s. to share common interests 
and new ones. " 3123 (7/13) 
ATHLETIC. ARTISTIC SWM. 26. with a good 
career, looking for flirtatiOUs, sponlaneous 
SWF With a great sense of humor. Must want 
to experience life 10 the fullest, 
" 3188 (7127) 
AmNTlON K·MART SHOPPERS! Spontane· 
ous SWM, 30, professional, searching for a 
cheertul partner to enjoy life's simple plea· 
sures:Sienf.ld. B&J·s. massage. hiking. danc· 
ing, laughtlllr, frisbee, companionship, Free 
trial offer! " 3228 (813) 
COME. CROSS MY PATH. 0 Juliet· WWM. 
6O,.let'senjoythesummertogether. Let's get 
an early start before it's all overl 
" 3201 (7127) 
DWM. 35. 5'10'. 170#. HIS. UO. Some of my 
interests are motortYcling, camping, hiking, 
sottball. long drives ~h qo real direction. II 
interested. give me a call . " 3225 (813) 
DWM. 42. muscular. 6'3'. good·looking. pro· 
fessional enjoys ocean walks, dancing, dining, 
children. See~ng anractlve. lnm. NIS female. 
late 20s·40. " 3t52 (7120) 
EMOTIONS POUR fORTH from my heart like 
water from the brook that In it's softness 
cleaves obstinate stone. lei mewash overyou 
and .. tisly your spirit yearning to breathe free. 
SWM. 30. 5'11 '. f681 with sexy hands and 
chiseled chest seeks a slim SWf. 24·31. for 
dancing and outdoor fun . " 3222 (813) 
ESCAPED fROM NEW YORK· Glad to be back. 
Bohemian wordsmith seeks young lady for 
conversation. rolaxation: Intelligent. laid· back, 
non-materialistic, sensua l. let's share some 
good Ine. " 3110 (7/13) 
EXCEPTIONAL GUY .. eks a beauliful woman. 
Me: 29. very handsome. tall blonde. well·buin. 
profeSSional, grad student who Is romantiC, 
genUIOe. funny. playful. deep. highly affec' 
tionate and ... wounded. You: 23·29. prelly. 
warm. Intelligent. honest and as skeptical as I 
am about meeting the nght person this way. 
" 3115 (7It3) 
fiRST TIME ADVERTISERt College educated 
professional SWM. 31. searching for serious 
relationship with special SWF, Interests in~ 
clude ruding, walking, museums, movies, 
traveL I'm understanding, warm, humorous 
and romantic. looking for love with a woman 
who has saved herse~ for a decent. never· 
marriod guy. Call m.!" 3122 (7/13) 
HOW DO I COMPETE wilh all these? Do you 
like to ~ss. cuddle. search for black holes ... 
d'ya like movies. music. chocolate lestivals? 
Me. 1001 SWM. 34. 5'9'. 170#. Let's connect 
and share some funl" 3112 (7113) 
I NEED ONE GOOD WOMAN to share my IIf •. 
You must boa blonde. 130#·1451. 35·37. I'm 
from Port Coquitlam. BC. " 3108 (7113) 
I'M A NICE GUYI SWM, 22. BVGr. I'm also 
honest. caring, sincere, romantic and funny. I 
like walks on the beach. music. having fun. 
and kids . Seeking SWf. 18·26. with same 
interests for dat ing, relationship. 
" 3224 (813) 
LEAN. ITALIAN MAN with brown·eyed smile 
seeking slender. anractive lady with friend· 
ship. beauty and love In her soul. NIS. 28·38. 
" 3198 (7127) 
LET DESTINY fULflU YOUR DREAMS· Ex· 
clting.lntelilgent. anractive. ambnious SWM. 
30·s. law student. part·time karate Instructor. 
enjoys sailing. skIIng. dancing. candlelight 
dinn.rs. and much more. Seeking intelligent. 
a"ractive, slim, ambitious, college~8ducated 
SlDf. 25·38. who believes in the importance 
of laughter and living lile to it's fu llest. The 
man of your dream awailS! " 3189 (7127) 
LIfe IS GOODt Even beller with you. Happy, 
heanhy. activ • . fun. 10vIOg DWM. 43. seeks 
attractive. fit woman, let's share lhe great 
outdoo~, music, nature, friendship, personal 
growth. good an,lude. passion. Ihoughllul' 
ness, love and romance. BrunSWick area, 
" 3197 (7127) 
LOOKING fOR CLASS' SWM. 28. anractlve. 
Intelligent profesSional seeks S/DWF who Is 
anractiVe. energetic. Int.lllgent sort of liberal 
who enjoys all types of activities. 
" 3t 57 (7120) 
LOOKING fOR LAUGHTER· Tall. BrlBl. look· 
Ing forpeop l. who wanno have fun. relax. and 
.njoy lile. Also enjoy qui.t times. but have a 
Wild streak. I am looking for someone to help 
fill my free time With laughter, someone who 
I can be myself With. I can guaranlee that you 
won~ be boned." 3194 (7127) 
NONCONfORMISTIN DISGUISE· SIOgie man. 
36. With refined character. random Intelll· 
gence, and sporadic humor seeks an active 
woman to explore the world outSide and within. 
You have a heal1hy balance of mind. body and 
spirit. and you're willing to take risks. Please 
calli" 3200 (7127) 
NORMAL. ATIRACTIVE SWM. 31. profes· 
sional . 6' • light brown hair. blue eyes. Sponta· 
neous, with fun sense of humor, Enjoys good 
friends. camping. skiing. Slning by the lire. 
good wines and dining out. Interested In Sf 
DWf. 25·35. that is filand attractive With same 
inlerests." 3109 (1113) 
NOT YOUR AVERAGE GUY· SWM. 36. kind 
Intelilgeni. nlceloo~ng. arts lover. looking for 
a good~natured, pretty woman Interested in 
good conversation. maybe a linle summer 
heck·ralsIOg. " 3147 (7120) 
ONE Of A FEW GOOD MEN· Exceplionall 
Honest. sincere DWM.50. 6'. t 751. HIS.hand· 
some, athletiC, secure professional seeking 
very anractive. trim. classy. cheertul lady. 
" 3196 (7127) 
FREE FOUR-WEEK PERSONAL AD WITH PERSONAL CALL® 
HoW to respond to a persolal ad: 25·Character Headline: includes spaces. be creative! 
Just call 1-1100-370-2041 anytime, 24 hours a day, from any touch-tone LDOITJOOOODDOO[IJOrnornoooo 
phOneI Enterthe 10Ll'-dIgIt" numberofthe ad you wish to respond to. listen 
to the greeting. then leave a response. (An advertiser may not have recorded 
agreetlng by the time you call. You may stili leave a massage on that person's Your Ad: first 25-words FREE with Persona! Ca)1® 
line.) Thedateat the end of the ad Is the last day to reply to that ad. You may 
also choose to "browse" through all ads In a specific category. Calls cost 
$1.49/mln. You must be 18 a 0_. 
To respond to a Personal Advertiser ,I, address mall to: Personal Adver-
tiser II xxx. Casco Bay W~, P. O. Box 1238, Port/and, Maine 04104. 
HoW to place fOIIr personal ad: 
To plaCe a FREE ad with P ......... C .... fill out the coupon and mall or 
FAX~ (775-1615)to us. ~ffaxlng. please photocopy the coupon trstandthen 
lax ~. The newsprint doesn't reproduce well.) The deadline lor placing 
personal ads Is Frid8y at noon. FREE lMRoneIa ads are 25 words a less 
Oncludlng headline), and run loLl' weeks. Personal Calle ads with more than 
25 words cost 50$ per add~ionaI word. We'lI send you a fOLl'-dIgH " number 
(to appear In your ad) and a security code lor exclusive access to your 
responsesttvoughan8OD-flneatnocosttoyou. Adsw~hOut PenonaiCalie 
cost .50 per word plus mali-forwarding or P.O, Box charges. 
Personal Advertiser lis and P.O. Box lis cost $1 0 per four-week ad. Ads 
may be paid la with VIsa, MasterCard, local check or casIt. 
HOW to use your Persolll caJl@ _llbOx: 
Mer you racef;e your " number and pr1\Iate security QOde. you may 
record your persotiaIlntroductfon. Use your-lnlroductlon ~ lell more about 
yourself than your lid does. .Qlve·YQLI' first "..-rW. but DON'T !lIve your last 
name. phone numberoradd~. ~ea~)I9U~your~!<riioleavetheir 
names. phone numbers and the'besttirnee to~lthem. Alt~uctlons are 







Owomen ... men 
Omen ... women 
o women ... women 
omen ... men 
$1/1l0III, 2·.EI ADS 
o others 
o companions 
o lost souls 
COnfidentiallnforllatJon: 
rNe cannot print your ad without it.) 
phone: _______________ _ 
name; __________________________________ __ 
address: _______________ __ 
c~:----------------------------
state; _________ zip; _____ _ 
First 25 words & headline aoa: 
with Personal CallI!!>; _--,n=-1U,;",,-__ 
add'l words 0 50c(: each: ____ __ 
Without Personal Call® 
all words 0 50~ each: _____ _ 
CBW Box·or P.O. Box (add $10): __ -,----,,.....:.:... 
Total; ---''--__ __ 
men( .. women 
OOOH. MMMM.AHH. OOH. WHEWI Massage 
therapist~h skilled hands. descrfbed ascrazy. 
energellc. fit. enthusiastic. adventurous. out· 
going. spontaneous. laid·back. honest. Inde· 
pendent. and Imaginative with sad eyes and a 
cheertul smlle.l .. dlngafinanci.llysecu",and 
fuHiIIlng tHe. wnh big sexual appetite. mature 
24. seeking sexy. spicy someone special. 
" 3223 (813) 
ORGANIC VEGETABLE fARMER. 43. lean. 
looks 33. likes mostly vegan diet. pansexual 
seeks soulmate. I~e partner love. Spiritual. 
communicative, adventurous, Incredibly beau-
tiful N.H, mountainous location , 
" 3117 (7/13) 
OUTDOORSMAN. SWM. 40. NIS. easy·going. 
homebody. affectionate. athletic. likes most 
sports. running. hiking. working out. long 
walks. hockey. fishing. nature. animals. seeks 
SWf. " 3230 (813) 
PASSIONATE ABOUTLlfE?1 AMI fun·loving. 
spontaneous, somewhat crazy, lover-not~a~ 
fighter, looking for intelligent, attractive, fit, 
energetic female friend. Sense of humor. HIS. 
25·35. " 3226 (813) 
PHYSICIAN SEEKS SOULMATE· DWM. 51. 
5'9'. 160#. seeksslender woman who values 
commllnication, caring, affection, and enjoys 
simpl. pleasures. Kids O.K. " 3150 (7120) 
SEEKING ANOTHER SHIP passing in the night. 
Prefer pleasure cru ise over heavy cargo and 
lankers. I still navlgat. by the stars. and am 
willing to change course depending on com-
mon destinations. If you are 30-45, let's drop 
anchorand compare routes." 3193 (7127) 
SEXY BLONDE. BLUE·EYED HUNK. 24. NID. 
HIS. into flying. tennis. raQuelball.llngulstlcs. 
writing. and more. seeks friendship with edu· 
catedSWf. 21·35.lighthearted. positlVe.gontie 
and beautiful. " 3234 (813) 
SHARE A BEACH BLANKET? Slim. anractiv. 
SWM. 24. smoker. seeks long· lasting mo· 
nogamous relationshIp with attractive, easy-
going SWf. 18,. Tak .. chanco· I'll respond 10 
all . so, please call! " 3156 (7120) 
SHORT GUY SEEKS WOMAN of any height. 
Me: 5'6'. th in. dark hair. Enjoys music. 
rollerblading. outdoors. You: honest. caring. 
sincere. NIS. 20·32. " 3192 (7127) 
SWM. 36. 5'9'. 1751. looking for S/DWf who 
Is under 36. cute. slender. and enjoys the 
ouldoors and staying fit. also quiet times. 
" 3227 (813) 
TALL. ATTRACTIVE DWM. late 40s. indepen· 
dent, enthusiastic, spontaneous and finan-
cially secure. Enjoys ali outdoor activities, 
likes 10 travel and dine out. In search of a"rac-
tlve. active and spontanous lady to spend 
quality time with. Must have good sense 01 
humor. enjoy laughing and having a good 
time, yet sensitive enough to talk about seri-
ous things, Your response means • lot to me, 
I will return your message. You won't b. 
sorryl Personal Advertiser 1405. P.O. Box 
1238. Portland. ME 04104. " 315t (7120) 
THE CODE TO LIVE BY· DWM. young 40. 
athletic. professional. romantic. Chivalry is 
nol dead· just laking a nap. Looking to share 
life'svalues with open-minded, secure women! 
HIS. " 3146 (7120) 
TOO NICE. AVERAGE LOOKING SWM. 21 . 
5'6'. HIS. NID. red hair. blu. eyes. 170#. 
looking for something senous and fun! I'm 
hard working. shy. serious! You're 18·30. 
Interested! " 3t48 (7120) 
WANTED: fACE. BODY. BEAUTY· 6'1 '. BlIBr. 
1801,38, great shape, sense of humor, gener~ 
ous. oulgolng. likeable crazy. good·looking. 
finanCially secure, many Interests. Want an 
exciling summer? Call me! " 3f49 (7120) 
WANTED: MOODY BLUES FANI42y.o. central 
Maine professional man looking for articulate 
N/S woman with a sense of humor to accom-
pany m. to dinner and the Moody Blues. 
" 3155 (7120) 
WARM. CARING. SWM. 29. HIS. loves lh. 
outdoors. pholography. art; .. eking a warm. 
honest. anractive SWf. 22·35. 5'7' or smaller. 
for loving. strong friendshiplrelationshlp. 
" 3191 (7/21) 
WARM. RESERVED SWM. 36. outgoing. sen· 
smve. open·minded. Enjoys beaches. seen· 
ery. dancing. dining. hea~h club. spontaneous 
activity. Seeking gentle. open·minded. re-
served. cute woman." 3190 (7127) 
Won't YOU please help me lear down the Walls 
that are isolating me from LOVE. I'm 5'11 '. 
about 1601. I'm Not from the USa. 
" 3233 (8/3) 
YEAH. I DID THE PERSONALS· SWM. 28. 
anractive. physically f~. seeks spontaneous 
lady who enjoys travel. cozy evenings. and 
walks on the beach. " 3232 (813) 
YOUNG 45. DWM. HIS. UO. nature lover. se~· 
employed artisan, musician, honest. i ntelli~ 
gent, health-conscious, active, energetiC. 
loves outdoors , mountains, freedom 
. In N.H. Seeks fit. peme female companion. 
" 3154 (7120) 
ZYGOTES!?! Someone Is looking lor you! And 
they're searching in the Personals! Place your 
own Personal Ad now and receive a 25-word 
ad and FREE PERSONAL CALL for 4 weeksl 
Use the coupon provided to place your ad & 
discover that love is only a phone call away! 
wome~women 
A WOMAN 2Oyrs. old already come of age. 
ready for mature lriendship. Me: 5'2'. heavy 
build w/wyes fitforgazlng meaningfully. You: 
between t 8·30. Let', dance. gotolhe mOVies. 
or jusllalk. " 3162 (7120) 
ACT I. SCENE I· (The sening): Two wom.n 
sipping a beverage and talking intimately ala 
corner tabl • . (Tho characters): A peln •• anrac· 
tiVe 3Oy.o. brunelle with piercing blue eyes. 
great body, mischievous smile and wearing a 
light silk almost see·thru blouse. You· ? 
" 3t 60 (7120) 
ARE YOU SINCERE AND HONEST? I'm an 
overweight, shy professional who enjoys mov-
ies, music, cooking, shopping and reading. 
Feminine lesbian seeking overweight, mature 
woman for friendship, companionship, possi-
bly more. " 3120 (7It3) 
DO YOU HAVE ALL The Indigo Girls albums? 
Lesbian. 20. 5'6'. 2451. looking lor woman of 
any age who has a sensible personality and 
shoes. I'd like to spend lime w~h you· going 
out to the movies, dancing or quiet night 
listening to kd lang. " 3161 (7120) 
Gf. EARLY 30's' Are you between 25·35? 
Passionate? Fun? Sincere? Maybe just a lI"le 
shy? My interests are many . Calli 
" 3t 59 (7120) 
GWF. 45. splrit·filled. sen led. and off·cenler. 
My sensuality longs to be appreciated. while 
my passions overwhelm, Do you have a Ufe? 
Want to share? " 3239 (813) 
SENSUAL. PASSIONATE PERSON. friendship 
and sexual areas need lots offutfillment. Share 
in olher areas of my lile. Are you oul there? 
" 3124 (7113) 
SINCE YOU'RE LOOKING ... Anract"e. intelli· 
gent dyke In mld·20·s looking for a woman 
With light baggage. 900d sense of humor ... 
and a taste lor the wild side. " 3203 (7127) 
SUPER ATIRACTIVE WOMAN. petite. BrlBl. 
super clean and very ready. looking for a 
womantolulfill my fantasies andyoursl Please 
call. " 3118 (7113) 
WHERE ARE ALL THE fEMININE. single. non· 
political.love to senle down. hate the bars. no 
Birkenstock·wearing. need to cuddle. pas· 
sionate. prelly. sexy. slender. anentivelesbi· 
ans? " 3204 (7127) 
me~men 
"THE SUN THAT SHINES from heaven shines 
but warm. And hoi I lie bttween that sun and 
thee: The heat I have from thence doth linle 
halm. Thine eye darts forth Ihellrethat bumeth 
me; .. ." I seek that l ire! " 3153 (7120) 
26. PROfeSSIONAL. 5'11'. BrlBr. physically 
f~. very well·educated.1 enjoy movies.laugh· 
Ing.diningout. hiking. tal~ng. exploring. Look· 
Ing for someone 21·33 wl!h similar Interests 
to share friendship. " 3212 (7127) 
46yr.old looking forlong·term frfendshipwith 
a mature and caring guy. 28yrs. or older. I'm 
5'11' tall. 1721. brown eyes. brown re(eding 
hair, un iversity graduate, own & operate small 
restaurant, enjoy traveling, theater, fishing 
and landscaping. " 3238 (813) 
BUGS BUNNY fAN· GWM. 30. NIS.5·9'. 170#. 
physically fit. prolesslonal conservatiVe. se· 
cure. See~ng stable. masculine. fn GWM. 27· 
32. adventurous for Irlendship or more. 
" 3167 (7120) 
HELP ME! I'M DROWNING in the shallowness 
of generation XI Art lover seeks life lover. Me: 
sincere. stable. successful. talented. 29. 5'9'. 
auburn hair. green eyes. You: 25·35. honest. 
fun. deep. " 3236 (8/3) 
HOT FUN IN THE SUMMERTIME· Good·look· 
Ing GWM. 22. 5'10'. 1651. BrlBl. seeks sum· 
mer fun with good·looklng GWM. f8·27. for 
frfendshlp or more. "3163 (7120) 
If YOU THINK RU PAUL can work it· you 
haven't seen anything yet. GWM. t 9. 390#. 
lookingfor people who can sashay In to my Ine 
and make me feel Ilk. a super model. All 
applications will be put to the runway for both 
poise and endurance. " 3171 (7120) 
LISTED BY OWNER· Solid foundalion. Mas· 
culine exterior. Bright. cheertul Interfor. No 
closets. Up·to·date plumbing and electrical. 
Room for expansion. Shown by appointment. 
No drive·bY'. please. " 3165 (7120) 
LOOKING fOR KEANU REEVES TYPE·I·m 22. 
5'7'. 160#. BrlBr.l·m straight·acting/looking 
and expect the same from you. Be 18·27 and 
fit. " 3172 (7120) 
LOOKING FOR MILES· Looking for my Jew· 
ish·American prince wldark brown hair and 
blue eyes donning horn·rimmed glasses (a 
Mi les look·a·like). I'm a GWM. 28. st"'ight· 
acting/looking. political~ active. new to Ihe 
scene and not inlo bars. Looking for the real 
thing. let's take out ~me. " 3237 (813) 
MANLY YOUNG MAN! GWM dad. 50. HIV·. 
offers excitement, affection, discipline to ad~ 
venturous. open-mInded young man. Into 
leather, rapport, outdoors, etc. In Wells area! 
" 3126 (7/t3) 
MATURE MAN WANTED· Looking for man. 
50·60. for walks In Ihe woods. love and safe 
sex. Please be discreet! Me: 33. 1901. 
" 3207 (7127) 
MELROSE PLACEREJECT· Toosens~~e.sane. 
sensual to make Ihe cut. I have what n takes. 
5'9'.1381. 19. Loo~ng for 90210 rejects 10 
finish the season. You write the script. Let's 
work on a spln~off series together. 
" 3170 (7120) 
MONTANA RODEO COWBOY· 32. seeks 
younger cowboy. 18·25. for good times. Must 
like outdoors, country music, and roping and 
riding, Must own hat and boots! 
" 32t3 (7127) 
OPEN·MINDED DAD. 50· Open· minded indl· 
vidual wanted lor possible long·term relatIon-
ship. U·B employed. oversexed. stable. Let', 
lravelille's palh 10 pleasure. " 3164 (7120) 
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PERSONAL ASSISTANT WANTED· GWM. 27. 
newly arrived to lewiston area. "m easy-
going and spontaneous with many interests. 
Looking to be shown around and having lun. 
" 3168 (7120) 
OUIET. EARTHY TYPE soughl for this 24y.o. 
male. eager to meet serfous. cute. honest. 24· 
29. f~. sober. GWM. for real. " 3166(7120) 
REAL MEN APPL YI! Me: 20s. Into working 
out. java. Levi's and sports. Seeks man with 
body and mindl friendship first. hopefully 
morel" 3205 (7127) 
SECURE. COCKY. wlm GWM. young 35. 
5'11 '. 1651. BlIBr. good body. mind. looks. 
Seeks hOI GM jock, f8·35. for greal times 
indoors and out. Mid Coast preferred. 
" 3169 (71201 
SMILEI HERE IS MR. RIGHTI Physically In 
professional. 3t. 5'11'. 1551. who enjoys life. 
sense of humor and adventure seeks similar 
GM. 28·35. " 3206 (7127) 
SoHo GREENWICH fANATIC- 20s. hal·Amer 
seeks GWM. GAM or GHM under 21 to chill 
with PortlandlNYC. No hairy bodies. no fats. 
" 3125 (7/t3) 
SURfeRS AND BEACH LOVING guy being 
sought. I'm 38. In shape and Interested in 
r]IfIged typ'e puys for discreel friendship. 
" 3235 (813) 
TENNIS LOVERseeksGM. 18·35. Tennis play· 
.rs a plus. GWM. 28. 5'7'. 1351. Other Inter· 
ests include work, relaxation, fun . 
" 3208 (7127) 
Ea rly~C}ii5,~lfi 
Friday. July 1st. 3: 
others 
ATTRACTIVE COUPLE wish to explore w/sen' 
suous bi·female. " 3241 (7114) 
COUPLE SEEKS TO ENCHANT a voluptuous. 
outgoing woman. 35·45. under 5'6 '. 
" 3242 (7114) 
YOUNG VIVACIOUS COUPLE looking for a bl· 
female for fun and adVenture. We're In our 
m;d~30s and very good-looking. Smoke and 
drink. no drugs. Looking for long·,."" faml~ 
member." 3240 (7114) 
Phone 775-1234 or FAX 775-1615 
I 
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JULY BLUES 





Black Top Recording Anist 
Founder and Bandleader of Roomful of Blues 
Gregg Piccolo 
at Heavy Juice 
Friday, July 1 st 
9pm+only $5/door 
Black Top Recording Anist 
Student of Guitar Slim, innuence to 
Hendrix at Buddy Guy 
Guitar Shorty 
Friday, July 8th 
9pm+only $5/tix 
One of Rnr-- - "I~ 
First p~-' • N (""~11J'~~' \bsence 
Tall Ri (jl~r ~ l~;OR1NFO It Owls 
ALL 774-J u E SAT. 
Saturda) ;0 COVER CHARG -·-1 $5/door 
Blind Pig Recording Anist 
Chicago Harp Legend 
Carey _ 
Bell ~ 
Saturday, July 9th 
9pm+only $5/tix 
Rounder Recording Artist 
70 year old Living Legend 
"World's Best Finger Picking Blues 
Guitarist!" 




Friday, July 16th 
9pm+only $5/door 
John Jackson 
Friday, July 15th 
9pm+only $5/tix 




Friday, July 22nd 
7&10pm+only $1 O/tix 
House of Blues 
Recording Artist 




Saturday, July 21rd 
9pm+only $5/door 
••••••••••• ••••• ••••••••••• • • :Hew AII-You-Can-fat Buffet!: Tix 
• American Southern and Cajun Food • on • • • • • LUNCH (m-f, 11-2) is only $6.95 • sale • • • • • DltftfER ('ri&sat, 6-9) is only $9.95 • now • • • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
